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Deliverables 10.1
Workshop, publications, conference proceedings
Task 10.2. Website
www. http://ecofish-project.com/
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Task 10.3. Publications
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Task 10.4. Translation project deliverables and outcomes into articles
2016
1. The Review of Existing and In-Progress Technologies of the Different Subsystems
Required for the Structural and Functional Elements of the Model of Multi-Purpose
Aquaponic Production System – Romanian Biotechnological Letters, Vol. 21, No. 4,
2016 (Impact Factor 0,404)
2. Environmental Impact of Aquaculture. Review – The 27th International Business
Information Management Conference, Milano, Italy, 2016 (article published in ISI
Conference Proceedings)
3. Water Quality In Aquaponic Integrated Systems: An Overview Of The Literature –
The 27th International Business Information Management Conference, Milano, Italy,
2016 (article published in ISI Conference Proceedings)
4. A Comparative Cost – Effectiveness Analysis In Different Tested Aquaponic Systems –
International Conference Agriculture for Life/Life for Agriculture , Bucharest,
Romania, 2016 (article published in Elsevier – ISI Proceedings)
5. Physiological And Nutritional Studies On Improving Growth Of Nile Tilapia
(Oreochromis Niloticus) Fingerlings Using Alpinia Meal (Alpinia Galanga) As A Feed
Additive – International Conference Agriculture for Life/Life for Agriculture,
Bucharest, Romania, 2016 (article published in Elsevier – ISI Proceedings)
6. The Perception Of Aquaponics Products In Romania – International Conference Risk
in Contemporary Economics (REC 2016), Galati, Romania, 2016 – (Conference
Proceedings indexed international data bases)
7. Study on building a small-scale aquaponic system and the outset of it – Scientific
Symposium Current Trends in Natural Sciences, Pitesti, Romania, 2016 – (Conference
Proceedings indexed international data bases)
8. Development Model of an Integrated Aquaponics with Social Services Activities in
Romania – The 28th International Business Information Management (IBIMA),
November 2016, Seville, Spain (article published in ISI Conference Proceedings)
9. Online Marketing – Communication Strategy for Managers Aquaponics Farms – The
28th International Business Information Management (IBIMA), November 2016,
Seville, Spain (article published in ISI Conference Proceedings)
10. Organic aquaculture to meet global fish demands: Feasibility and opportunities – The
4th International Conference Economic Scientific Research – Theoretical, Empirical
and Practical Approaches (ESPERA 2016), December 2016, Bucharest, Romania
11. Integrated multitrophic aquaculture business model in Danube area – International
Conference on Advances in Management, Economics and Social Science (MES 2016),
August 2016, Rome, Italy (article published in ISI Conference Proceedings)
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2017
1. Development smart water aquaponics model – International Conference Risk in
Contemporary Economics (REC 2017), June 2017, Galati, Romania (Conference
Proceedings indexed international data bases)
2. The Nitrification Capacity of Different Types of Biological Filters – An Overview –
International Conference Risk in Contemporary Economics (REC 2017), June 2017,
Galati, Romania. (Conference Proceedings indexed international data bases)
3. Development Smart Water Aquaponics Model – 18th edition of the Conference “Risk
in Contemporary Economy” RCE 2017, June 9-10, 2017, Galati, Romania 2016 –
(Conference Proceedings indexed international data bases).
4. Environmental Risk Assessment of Aquaponics Integrated Platform – The 29th
International Business Information Management (IBIMA) Conference Vienna,
Austria, May 2017 (article published in ISI Conference Proceedings)
2018
1. Decision Support System Model for Multi-Use Aquaponics Production Platform – The
31th International Business Information Management (IBIMA) Conference Milan,
Italy, April 2018 (article published in ISI Conference Proceedings)
2. Economic Cost-Efficiency of Aquaponic Systems - 32nd International Business
Information Management Association (IBIMA) Conference Seville Spain, November
2018 (article published in ISI Conference Proceedings)
3. Studies about the fish farming development in aquaponic systems: a review Scientific Bulletin. Series F. Biotechnologies, Vol. XXII
4. Effects of some herbal plant supplements on growth performance and the immune
response in Nile Tilapia (Oreochromis Niloticus) - Conference "Agriculture for Life,
Life for Agriculture" Scientific papers, series D, Animal Science
5. Conversion of conventional fish farms into ecological - Conference "Agriculture for
Life, Life for Agriculture" Scientific papers, series F, Biotechnologies
6. Influence of Daily Supplementation of Carib Pods (Ceratonia siliqua L.) as Polyphenol
Rich Plants on Rumen Fermentation and Lambs Growth Performance - Conference
"Agriculture for Life, Life for Agriculture" Scientific Papers Series „Management,
Economic Engineering and Rural Development”
2019
1. Economic Feasibility Analysis in Aquaponics - 33nd International Business Information
Management Association (IBIMA) Conference Granada, Spain, April 2019 (article
published in ISI Conference Proceedings)
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Task 10.5. Lessons learned: presentation of project results, workshop

Workshop " Researches on the potential conversion of conventional fish farms into
organic by establishing a model and good practice guide ", Bucharest, Romania, May 2019
1. Development of Methodology for Integrated Socio-Economic Assessment - Zugravu
Gheorghe Adrian, Turek Rahoveanu Adrian
2. Aquaponics systems – Land and Waste Management - Cretu Mirela, Bandi Cristian
Alexandru
3. Management of Technical and Technological Aspects in Aquaponics Systems - Petrea
Stefan Mihai, Coada Marian-Tiberiu
4. Water Chemistry Conditions for Aquaponics Farm Site Selection - Petrea Stefan
Mihai, Simionov Ira Adeline
5. Entrepreneurial Management in Aquaponics - Maria Magdalena Turek Rahoveanu,
Constanta Laura Augustin
6. Fish and Plants Growth Model in Aquaponics Systems - Petrea Stefan Mihai
7. Organic Aquaculture to Meet Global Fish Demands: Feasibility and Opportunities María Rivera, Carmen García, Miriam López, Raquel Pastor, José Antonio Navarro
8. The specific role of the main macro and micro-nutrients, in an integrated aquaponic
production system - an overview - Yacout, M.H.; Hassan, A.A.; Khalil, M.S. and
Yacout, K.M.
9. A comparative study between RAS (recirculating aquaculture production systems)
and RAS-A (recirculating integrated aquaponic production systems), regarding their
production capacities - an overview. - Khalil, M.S.; Hassan, A.A.; Yacout, M.H;
Abdelsalam, O.; Yacout, K.M.
10. The influence of different physicochemical and atmospherical conditions on the
production performance of integrated aquaponic systems - an overview - Yacout,
M.H.; M.S.; Khalil; Hassan, A.A.; Abdelsalam, O. and Yacout, K.M.; Dorina Mocuta
11. Fish Metabolism as a Key Factor in a Integrated Aquaponic Production System (an
Overview) - Yacout, M.H.; Hassan, A.A.; Khalil, M.S. and Yacout, K.M.
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Development of Methodology for Integrated Socio-Economic Assessment
Zugravu Gheorghe Adrian1, Turek Rahoveanu Adrian2
1

“Dunărea de Jos” University of Galati, 47 Domnească Street, 800008 Galați, Romania
University of Agronomic Sciences and Veterinary Medicine of Bucharest, 59 Mărăşti
Boulevard, District 1, 011464 Bucharest, Romania

2

The literature on the economics of aquaponics is sparse, with a whole lot of the
early literature primarily based principally on hypothetical situations. Without realistic farm
data, such projections frequently are overly constructive because they lack important points
on expenses beyond the obvious charges of fingerlings, feed, and utilities. However,
unexpected fees are incurred daily, from monitors that clog, pumps that fail, or storms that
purpose damage. The design for an aquaponics business have to additionally consider the
percentage of the produce that will no longer be sold, whether this is due to insect or
different damage or to times of inadequate income that end result in wasted produce. Such
charges frequently are unnoticed from hypothetical fee analyses. The estimates of
production fees suggested from literature that has begun to emerge on aquaponics
production. Some of these take the important step of estimating the relative contribution to
profitability of each crop and evaluating these to prevailing market prices. The expenses
mentioned for aquaponically grown lettuce, tomatoes, and basil support the often heard
anecdotes that vegetable production in aquaponics can be profitable. The manufacturing
charges of these three crops have been 30 percentage to 83 percent lower than the market
expenditures reported. Basil was once an specifically worthwhile crop, given the excessive
expenditures that tend to be charged for sparkling herbs. However, the fish portion of the
aquaponics system used to be no longer profitable, with the production prices of tilapia less
than market charge in solely one study, and either higher or surely the identical in the
others. This additionally is consistent with anecdotal reviews that the fish component of
aquaponic systems tends to be a internet loss, with income in particular from the vegetable
portion.
Aquaponics in several respects isn't a brand new technology, however the interest
in growing fish associate degreed plants in an integrated, indoor system has adult apace in
recent years. In 2012, there have been twenty one states that reported a minimum of one
aquaponics farm (USDA-NASS 2013), with a complete of seventy one aquaponics farms
reported across the us. Aquaponics farms delineate a pair of p.c of all cultivation farms. Of
these, seventy fivep.c had sales but $25,000, as compared to forty eight p.c of pond-based
operations that had sales but $25,000. Another fourteen p.c had sales of $25,000 to
$49,000, and eleven p.c had sales of $50,000 or additional. By comparison, sixty p.c of pond8|Page
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based operations had sales of $50,000 or additional. Thus, whereas there's growing interest
in aquaponics, most of those operations ar quite little. In 2012, Florida had the foremost
aquaponics farms (20 percent), followed by Wisconsin (10 percent), Arizona (8 percent), ny
(8 percent), and Hawaii (7 percent). the common size of associate degree aquaponics farm
was largest in Hawaii (4,741 gallons), followed by Arizona (3,208 gallons), and so Wisconsin
(2,004 gallons). The aquaponics farms in Florida were abundant smaller, with a mean size of
537 gallons. The terribly little size of aquaponics farms would appear to point that the
majority ar operated as a kind of manner alternative or hobby, returning maybe some
supplemental revenue, instead of as full-time cultivation businesses. This distinction is vital
in an exceedingly discussion of the political economy of aquaponics. people United Nations
agency have interaction in aquaponics as a kind of home husbandry activity won't ought to
pay as shut attention to prices and revenue as people who plans to support their families
from aquaponics. Aquaponics includes a good type of systems, plants, and fish that are
combined in an exceedingly type of ways in which.
Each system has distinct sorts and levels of fees and returns. In spite of the
variability, there are three well-known sorts of systems: raft or deep water tradition
systems, nutrient film systems, and structures based on media-filled beds. Raft subculture
normally is desired for industrial operations, whilst the nutrient movie technique (NFT) used
for hydroponics is limited to positive sorts of plants (like leafy inexperienced vegetables)
that do not have large, heavy root systems. Both raft and NFT systems require that solids be
removed. Media-filled beds are more commonly used for home-based aquaponics
gardening and require decrease stocking fees than these used in raft systems.
Key economic considerations for any kind of business include: 1) the basic funding
required to assemble services and to purchase necessary equipment; 2) the annual prices to
function the system; and 3) practical estimates of market prices, the diploma of opposition
in the markets to be targeted, and practical estimates of income to be received. Estimating
the amount of investment required is likely the easiest step when starting an aquaponics
unit. Cost estimates for a greenhouse are without problems reachable and costs for the
various kinds of tanks, PVC, pumps, and filters are easily handy from provide stores. Careful
thinking have to go into planning for all essential aspects of the business. Annual expenses
to function the device end up a bit more difficult to estimate, given that many of these
systems are pretty new with few comprehensive analyses of their expenses and returns
over time. Very conservative estimates have to be used, specially for the kilos of fish that
can be raised, the volume of vegetables that can be produced, and the dangers involved.
Power outages in the wintry weather can end result in complete loss of a tilapia crop, for
example. Infestations of illnesses or parasites can be challenging due to the fact solely
organic controls can be used in aquaponics units, as chemicals may additionally kill the
different vegetation integrated into the system. It is important to underestimate truly the
boom and yield of fish and flowers and to barely overestimate the costs. Such a
conservative approach is more probable to end result in a successful enterprise plan. The
9|Page
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most difficult element of managing an aquaponics operation is to strengthen a realistic,
accurate, and practicable advertising and marketing plan. Raising fish indoors is two to three
times more high priced than elevating fish in open ponds. Thus, a profitable aquaponics
operation will need to seek out and advance a market that will pay a higherthan-average fee
for the crop. An in-depth understanding of the stage and kind of opposition in the market
location is essential. For example, an character who raises lettuce in aquaponics will want to
compete with lettuce sold in Wal-Mart, in different grocery stores, and at farmers’ markets.
Why would an individual buy aquaponically grown lettuce, specially if it is extra pricey than
different types? The vendor have to have a clear answer to that question to be competitive.
A 2d advertising and marketing consideration is that the kind of high-end market that will
pay a top rate price will additionally entail larger advertising costs. For example, if the
freshness of the produce is a fundamental reason for a top chef to pay a top rate fee for
aquaponically raised herbs, that chef may additionally choose frequent deliveries to make
sure that freshness. Frequent deliveries will require additional personnel, vehicles, and
related mileage expenses. Labor requirements need to additionally be considered. An
aquaponics system requires customary attention. Even on a small scale, aquaponics
structures are complex because of their more than one aspects and requirements. Disease
prevention, water level control, and preventing rodents and different troubles require
inspection and care of the gadget for the duration of the day, 7 days a week. Harvesting and
packing veggies are also pretty labor intensive. Tokunaga et al. (2015) estimated that labor
expenses were 46 percentage of total operating expenses and 40 percentage of total annual
costs. This is pretty excessive compared to different varieties of aquaculture and potential
aquaponics managers ought to be sure to have an adequate supply of labor to cover these
needs.
Fixed fees as a share of whole expenses in aquaponics were much decrease than for
many different sorts of aquaculture, ranging from eight percent to 13 percent in the studies
cited. The comparatively low share of constant costs suggests that economies of scale might
also not be as robust as they are in other varieties of aquaculture because there are
particularly fewer constant charges to spread throughout higher volumes of production.
Before increasing an aquaponics business, the size of the market need to be cautiously
considered. Expansion might also require investment in specialized packing and chilling
facilities that would proportionately expand fixed costs. However, high-value markets
required for top class pricing tend to be smaller in volume. Care must be taken no longer to
amplify production past the extent that can be offered at top class prices.
Given the common sparseness of monetary information and the inconsistency of
the economic feasibility metrics used in present literature, no clear conclusions can yet be
reached as to the ordinary monetary feasibility of aquaponics. The total investment
required, annual net returns (annual profit), and inside rate of return (IRR)/modified inside
charge of return (MIRR) (long-term profitability of the investment). Total funding costs
ranged from $58,760 to $1,020,536, relying on the scale of the operation. Annual net
10 | P a g e
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returns (a measure of estimated annual profit) ranged from annual losses of extra than
$11,000 to a earnings of $278,038 (for a hypothetical large-scale system). The smaller scale
systems had annual net returns that ranged from $4,222 to $30,761. Rates of return on the
investment (IRR and MIRR) ranged from 0 percentage to 27 percent. Of the studies
reported, Tokunaga et al. (2015) is the only one primarily based absolutely on a targeted
value evaluation of industrial operations. Their evaluation showed an MIRR of 7.36 percent,
as compared to a fee of capital of 6 percent, demonstrating economic feasibility. The
Tokunaga et al. (2015) income are lower than these of a wide variety of different studies,
however it is not distinguished for analyses with data from commercial farms to exhibit
lower tiers of profitability than analyses based totally on hypothetical or experimental data.
Several studies (Bailey et al. 1997; Holliman et al. 2008) show that the fish portion of an
aquaponics system two was once not profitable, but vegetation like lettuce and basil grown
in aquaponics can be very profitable. Thus, it is vital to cautiously determine the owner’s
goals with an aquaponics system. Considering only profitability, the hydroponic production
of veggies and different plant life may additionally be greater worthwhile than the
aquaponics production of fish. However, if the proprietor has other motives for investing in
aquaponics, the relative fees and returns from both the fish and the vegetable parts of the
system be considered when planning. For an aquaponics farm to be profitable, it is
necessary that a market inclined to pay a top class price be found. The aquaponics
enterprise will want to compete with different locally grown and natural produce already
provided to these same markets, and an positive advertising and marketing approach to
compete correctly with these present products have to be developed. Love et al. (2015), in
an international survey of aquaponics growers, located a substantial relationship between
income of non-food merchandise from aquaponics farms and the farms’ profitability. Startup aquaponics growers may additionally choose to discover income sources other than just
the greens and fish produced from aquaponics to enhance financial feasibility.
The Love et al. (2015) survey additionally showed that aquaponics locations in USDA
Zones 7‒13 in the U.S. have been greater profitable. This is thought to be associated to the
decreased risk of losses associated with bloodless weather, electricity outages, and utility
costs. Savidov (2004) recognized quite a few sources of manufacturing danger in aquaponics
systems, especially in the first yr of operation. Prospective growers sketch for a steep
studying curve as they examine to manage the complexities of various crop systems that are
linked to every different and that affect one another. Among the said sources of loss in the
first yr of operation have been excessive fish mortality, nutrient deficiencies during startup,
decision of cultivars now not nicely proper to aquaponics conditions, root rot, and flooding
of the facility due to troubles controlling water levels. Savidov (2004) additionally
mentioned food safety worries expressed through consumers over aquaponics produce. In
that customer survey, respondents expressed issues about bacterial counts in the water,
whether or not there used to be ample checking out and monitoring of bacterial counts, and
whether or not bacteria from the fish production unit would get into the vegetables.
11 | P a g e
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Aquaponics growers have to be conscious of these concerns and ensure that the veggies
and fish furnished are free of unsafe substances. These issues are extra frequent amongst
the kinds of high-end consumers who will be greater willing to pay the premium prices
required. Such shoppers have a tendency to be more conscious of fitness troubles
associated to the produce they buy. Summary and Conclusions The developing popularity of
aquaponics has triggered some analyses of the economics of these systems. The few
research developed to date show right workable for aquaponically produced greens to be
profitable, with the fish component perhaps breaking even or incurring a net loss. Premium
prices in high-end markets will be essential for aquaponically produced veggies and fish to
be profitable. Additional fees and risks related with these complex systems must be
analyzed carefully before investing in aquaponics.Fisheries and aquaponics can supply a key
contribution to food safety and poverty alleviation. However, productiveness positive
aspects in fisheries do no longer constantly suggest long-term increases in supply. In fact, in
wild seize fisheries such gains can eventually lead to the dying of shares and reduced
production.
Agricultural and livestock activities are considered the biggest consumers of fresh
water. Estimations reveal that 85% of the global fresh water consumption is for agriculture
and nearly one-third of the total water footprint of agriculture in the world is used for
livestock products in Hoekstra (2007) and Mekonnen& Hoekstra (2012). Aquaponics has
ancient roots. Aztec cultivated agricultural islands known as chinampas in a system
considered by some to be the first form of aquaponics for agricultural use (Diver, 2006),
where plants were raised on stationary islands in lake shallows and waste materials dredged
from the chinampa canals and surrounding cities were used to manually irrigate the plants
in Boutwelluc (2007) and Rogosa (2013). Also, South China, Thailand, and Indonesia who
cultivated and farmed rice in paddy fields in combination with fish are cited as examples of
early aquaponics systems. Aquaculture development as a whole in the country in
combination with production technology, favorable socioeconomic condition and culture
environment has already proven successful in terms of increasing productivity, improving
profitability and maintaining sustainability by Toufique (2014).
This informational system has been specifically designed for recirculation
aquaponics technology. The bio-economic model used can be classified as a non-optimizing
budget simulation which uses the growth and FCR (feed conversion rate) and mortality
characteristics of a particular species and cash and accrual accounting principles to arrive at
performance and profitability measures. Various scenarios (including farm size, species
characteristics, harvesting and sales strategies) using different bio-economic inputs
(including risk) can be compared and contrasted.
Informational model is a financial planning, harvesting and sales management tool,
which enables you to plan your investment and determine the size of your commitment
before you begin, taking the risk out of your investment. It allows developing and evaluating
12 | P a g e
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sustainable aquaponics systems and management practices at both an operational and
strategic level.
The system can determine potential profitability of the farm as investment levels
and other key performance indicators vary. You can see how critical movements in the key
elements of aquaponics can affect the performance of your farm, enabling you to determine
the amount of production required in relation to cost. Relevant data such as fish growth and
mortality statistics are used to calculate key performance and profitability indicators. Other
key data information includes:
• Sale price of fish and vegetables;
• Type of product (live or processed);
• Number of tanks or ponds;
• Stock density;
• Cost of feed;
• Cost of fingerlings;
• Loan size and costs;
• Risk aversion (production assumptions incorporating learning curves);
• Harvesting planning charts;
• Water cost and use.
Green leafy vegetables with low to medium nutrient requirements are well adapted
to aquaponic systems, including lettuce, basil, spinach, chinese cabbage, chives, herbs, and
watercress (www.backyardaquaponics.com).
The selection of plant species in aquaponics system is important. Lettuce, herbs,
okra and especially leafy greens have low to medium nutritional requirements and are well
suitable to aquaponics system. Plants yielding fruits like tomato, bell pepper and cucumber
have higher nutritional requirement and perform better in a heavily stocked and well
established aquaponics system (Adler, 2000).
A few fish species are adapted to recirculating aquaculture which includes tilapia,
trout, perch, arctic char and bass. Most commercial aquaponics system in North America is
based on tilapia. Furthermore, tilapia is tolerant of Floridauctuating water conditions such
as pH, temperature, oxygen and dissolved solids by Rakocy (1999). Tilapia is the fish species
which is very hardy, can tolerate wide range of environmental parameters, can live with
versatile of feed and are fast grow thing fish species by Salam (2012).
The farm model is a ten year account of the farm enterprise calculated from the
various bio-economic inputs and the species characteristics. The softwareassumes that
capital is purchased in Year 0 and that the revenue streams begin in year 1, depending on
the time taken for final grow-out.
The aquaponics account assumes that once costs (except those costs associated
with biomass such as feed, electricity, and product insurance) have been set in year 1, they
remain the same throughout the ten year cycle. The aquaponics account therefore presents
what is expected from the parameters.
13 | P a g e
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The farm is set up using a particular set of data relating to a particular species. This
data includes:
• Cohort growth to final grow-out;
• Mortality;
• FCR;
• Recovery rates from fish.
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Aquaponics systems – Land and Waste Management
Cretu Mirela, Bandi Cristian Alexandru
“Dunărea de Jos” University of Galati, 47 Domnească Street, 800008 Galați, Romania
Waste management
The production of nitrogen and phosphorous compounds by humans increased
dramatically, especially during the second half of the twentieth century, through the use of
fertilizers or as a by-product of the combustion of fossil fuels (Simionov et al., 2017).
Aquaculture effluents are rich in nitrogen and phosphorus, thus being a worldwide concern
for potential environmental pollution (Cerozi & Fitzsimmons, 2017). Aquaculture effluents
are known to be rich in dissolved and suspended solids that contain mainly phosphorus and
nitrogen, generated from fish excretion, feces and uneaten feed (Cerozi & Fitzsimmons,
2017). Effective water filtration to remove waste material is critical to developing landbased aquaculture systems (Little & Bunting, 2016). Elevated concentrations of these
substances, which also constitute plant nutrients, led to the development of aquaponics
systems (Little & Bunting, 2016). Aquaponic systems function by symbiotic relationships as
follows: the waste produced by fish in the water tanks (which are toxic to fish development
and growth if not removed from the technological water) is used directly or converted by
bacteria into useful nutrients for plants (Bosma et al., 2017). In the aquaponic systems, the
ammonia nitrogen-rich aquaculture effluent is converted to nitrate (NO3−) via nitrification,
and the NO3− is recycled as a fertilizer for plant growth in the hydroponic grow bed
(Wongkiew et al., 2017). All four forms of nitrogen (NH3, NH4+, NO2−-, NO3−) can be used
by plants and stimulate growth, however the form quickly absorbed by plants is nitrate. In
the fish waste, ammonia nitrogen is the main form of nitrogen pollutant (90%) in the exit
water (Addy et al., 2017). Thus, the exit water from the fish tanks should be directed into
the biological filters first, so that the “Nitrosomonas” bacteria genus can oxidize the
ammonia into nitrite (NO2−) and then nitrite-oxidizing bacteria, represented by the
“Nitrobacter” genus, converts nitrite further to nitrates (NO3−) (Fig. 1). Further on, the
water is directed to the plant growing units, where plants assimilate these nutrients, the
water becomes clean and is recycled back to the fish tank (Bosma et al., 2017). The nutrient
balance focuses on nitrogen because this is the most needed nutrient for both plants and
fish (Bosma et al., 2017). If the biological filters are somehow inefficient in converting
ammonia nitrogen into the less toxic nitrate, as an alternative aquaponics vegetable crop is
algae, which can utilize both nitrate and ammonia nitrogen (Addy et al., 2017). As well,
another study pointed out that aquaponics can maximize phosphorus utilization to 71.7% of
total phosphorus input, hence there is potential for aquaponics systems to become an
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alternative way of recycling P and enhancing overall P utilization (Cerozi & Fitzsimmons,
2017). In aquaponic systems emissions are mainly constituted by nitrogen and phosphorous
released in the environment, due to suspended solids and dead plants removal and disposal
(Forchino et al., 2017). However, these wastes can be easily recycled within the farm dead
vegetables could be used for the production of humus through their mineralization by
earthworms. Therefore, aquaponics, the integration of aquaculture and agriculture, can
have the ability to enhance nutrient efficiency and environmental sustainability (Cerozi &
Fitzsimmons, 2017).
Fig. 2: General principle of aquaponics function.

Water management
Water is the basic natural resource for the development of human society and for
the survival of ecosystems (Zeng et al., 2013). Freshwater is a fundamental resource for
human well-being and the natural environment (Liu et al., 2016). Due to rapid socioeconomic development, conflicts between water demand and supply have become more
intense (Zeng et al., 2013). Many of the new cities that will be built by 2050 will be in areas
with little or no freshwater supply (Kiss et al., 2015). Freshwater is remotely the main source
for the cultivation of aquatic organisms (FAO, 2015). Only 3% of the Earth's water is
freshwater and 0.3% of that is found in surface waters such as lakes, rivers or swamps
(Ottinger et al., 2016). Water scarcity is a widespread problem in many parts of the world
(Liu et al., 2016). A critical challenge for the 21st century is the increasing scarcity and
quality of water, with less water available for agriculture, including aquaculture (Edwards,
2015). The aquaculture sector affects water quality and water quantity, thus having
negative impact on aquatic biodiversity and the planet's natural resources (Ottinger et al.,
2016). High amounts of water are used in aquaculture systems in order to replenish oxygen,
balance water loss from evaporation and to remove wastes (Ottinger et al., 2016).
Worldwide, the total surface of aquaculture ponds accounts of more than 110.000 km2,
with most ponds (87,500 km2) used for freshwater production (Ottinger et al., 2016). Fish in
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an integrated recirculating aquaponic system can be reared with 8 times higher density than
the recommended fish stocking density (Diem et al., 2017). Irrigated agriculture is globally
the largest user of water and 40% of global agricultural production is from irrigated
croplands (Winter et al., 2017). Aquaponics has many advantages such as water use
efficiency and environmental sustainability (Cerozi & Fitzsimmons, 2017). Growing the same
quantity of vegetables in an aquaponic system will require only 5% of water use compared
with the open field agriculture (Pinstrup-Andersen, 2017). Also, irrigated agricultural areas
are typically located in arid and semi-arid regions, with abundant sunlight but low
precipitations (Winter et al., 2017). These areas are the most susceptible to water stress and
aquaponics can resolve issues such as water scarcity by minimizing water exchange and
sustain an adequate water quality (Winter et al., 2017; Wongkiew et al., 2017; Shete et al.,
2016; Cerozi & Fitzsimmons, 2017). Another study reported that aquaponics consumes only
1/7 of conventional agriculture water usage (Addy et al., 2017). Cutting water use by 95% is
extremely important at a time with increased water scarcity (Pinstrup-Andersen, 2017).
After assessing the environmental impact of a micro-scale aquaponic system, by using the
life cycle assessment method, Maucieri et al. (2017) concluded that the water consumption
scored the lowest values, which represented less than 1% of the total contributions from all
the impact researched categories.
Land management
For the first time in history, in 2008, the human society became primarily urban
(Kiss et al., 2015). For the foreseeable future the world’s population will continue to move
to cities, so that by 2050 almost 70% of the human population will be city dwellers (Kiss et
al., 2015). The expansion of aquaculture activities leads to increased demand for natural
resources such as land (Ottinger et al., 2016). Aquaculture is in increasing competition with
primarily existing agricultural areas and in many coastal regions land is already a scarce
resource (Ottinger et al., 2016). As the urbanization rate is rapidly increasing, aquaponic
systems could offer solutions such as produce marketable vegetable crops and fish meat
close to urban centers (Forchino et al., 2017). Aquaponics can be set up almost everywhere
and has the potential to urbanize food production (dos Santos, 2016). This food production
technique could be implemented in old industrial neglected buildings, with the advantage of
re-establishing a sustainable activity without increasing urbanization pressure on land (dos
Santos, 2016). Since there is no soil involved in the system, the problems associated with
soil contamination and soil degradation are eliminated (Addy et al., 2017). In their study
Ginkel et al. (2017) found that aquaponically grown vegetables have areal productivities 10
times higher than the field grown vegetables. The production of vegetables in open fields is
associated with large risks and uncertainties from different biotic and abiotic stresses
(Pinstrup-Andersen, 2017). Pest attacks, droughts, floods and strong winds are some of the
possible threats that may occur in the traditional agriculture system. Also, traditional
agriculture and aquaculture are both seasoned conditioned, while aquaponic production is
continuous through the year, due to the indoors practices. The agriculture food system
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footprint is more than 67 times larger than the area of the city it serves. Therefore, shifting
crop and animal food production to aquaponic greenhouses, combined with other efficiency
improvements, reduces the food system footprint to approximately 3.5 times the city area
(Kiss et al., 2015). There is growing interest in locally produced food that is commercialized
directly to consumers, and aquaponics is a growing form of aqua-agriculture that can ensure
a local and regional food system model practiced in or near large population centers (Love
et al., 2015).
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Management of Technical and Technological Aspects
in Aquaponics Systems
Petrea Stefan Mihai, Coada Marian-Tiberiu
“Dunărea de Jos” University of Galati, 47 Domnească Street, 800008 Galați, Romania
Introduction
A major global trend nowadays is urbanization and its degree reached 70% in
various European countries (dos Santos, 2016). The main challenges brought by this trend
include population rise, food insecurity, climate change, water and fossil fuel scarcity and
soil degradation (dos Santos 2016; Suhl et al., 2016). The current annual population
increased to more than 80 million and there is an expected increase from the current 7.5
billion people to approximately 9.5 billion people by 2050, therefore the world population
will require 50% more food by 2050 (Pinstrup-Andersen, 2017). According to FAO (2014)
aquaculture is one of the fastest-growing food production sector, which provides
approximately 50% of fish and fish products for human consumption. Also as part of the
European Union’s Blue Growth Strategy to create sustainable growth and employment in
the marine economy, aquaculture has been identified as a sector with high growth potential
(Grealis et al., 2017). Nowadays, aquaculture is considered more important than fisheries
due to the depletion of wild fish populations and the importance of maintaining the supply
of protein for human diets (Nadarajah & Flateen, 2017; Ismail et al., 2017). However,
traditional aquaculture production in natural ponds causes significant negative
environmental impacts through the use of high amounts of freshwater and the hazard
brought by the high nutrient load in the waste water (Suhl et al., 2016). Shrimp farms
destroy coastal mangrove habitats, salmon farms can release genetic anomalies into local
fish populations, farms of high-value fish species use wild-caught forage fish stocks for feed
inputs and farms of fed species can pollute local waters (Froehlich et al., 2017). Excessive
and unrestricted use of antibiotics, pesticides and fertilizers is a general problem in the
aquaculture sector, particularly in developing countries (Ottinger et al., 2016). Potential
increased pressure on water resources (shortages in freshwater availability) and water
quality (eutrophication) could lead to the decline of aquaculture production and affect food
security (Ottinger et al., 2016). Nevertheless, advances in the technology, practices, and
siting of aquaculture have allowed significant mitigation of these environmental risks and
harms (Froehlich et al., 2017). Aquaculture integrated systems, such as aquaponics, can
address and relieve environmental pressure caused by traditional food production
techniques. Aquaponics is the merger of two profitable and well-established food
production technologies – aquaculture and hydroponics (Ginkel et al., 2017). Aquaponics is
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the fusion of recirculating aquaculture and soilless vegetable production, within a complex
closed-loop system (Cerozi & Fitzsimmons, 2017). It integrates and combines synergistically
aquaculture and hydroponic techniques in a one merged system (Wongkiew et al., 2017).
According to dos Santos (2016) aquaponics could represent a new integrated agricultural
system from producers to consumers, in an integrated manner, due to the short supply
chains and organic fresh food. Also, due to its double purpose, aquaponics might be a
sustainable solution to the low provision of fish and vegetables in some countries (Bosma et
al., 2017). This technological method has the potential for higher yields of produce and
protein with less labor, less land, fewer chemicals and a fraction of the water usage (FAO,
2016). Aquaponics offers a complete food diet that covers both vegetable and meat
products (Addy et al., 2017). The aim of this paper is to make a general overview about
aquaponic systems, by following four main key aspects that characterize the efficiency of
this concept, as follows: technical and technological aspects, waste management, water
management and land management aspects. As a result, this study must identify the utility
of integrating aquaponics and also, proposal must be made in order to assure a future
development of this concept.
Management of technical and technological aspects
FAO guidelines confirmed that the most common aquaponic production techniques
are: the deep-water culture (DWC), the nutrient film technique (NFT) and the media bed
method (FAO, 2014). The media bed technique is the most popular design for small-scale
aquaponics due to its relatively low initial cost and its beginner friendliness. For the
construction of the media bed, different substrates are used, such as gravel, sand, mineral
wool, clay balls (hydroton), coconut shells (Lacheta, 2010; Wahome et al., 2011). From the
hydraulic criteria point of view, the media bed technique is divided into two subcategories:
permanent submersion regime (PSR) and intermittent submersion regime (ISR). Petrea
(2014) pointed out that indicators such as the hydraulic loading rate (HLR) and hydraulic
retention time (HRT) are frequently used to control the physical filtration process more
efficient in the aquaponic units, in case of the media bed technique. The NFT technique
consists of using horizontal pipes for the vegetable biomass, each with a continuous shallow
stream of nutrient-rich aquaponic water (Timmons et al., 2002). Plants are placed within
holes in the top of the pipes, and are able to use the thin film of nutrient-rich water (FAO,
2014). The DWC method involves suspending plants in polystyrene sheets, with their roots
hanging down into the water. Both the NFT and DWC are popular methods for commercial
operations as both are financially more viable than media bed units when scaled up (FAO,
2014). Many fish and vegetable species are potentially suitable for the aquaponic system
(Forchino et al., 2017). The most common fish species reared are Oreochromis niloticus (nile
tilapia), Onchorynchus mykiss (rainbow trout), Cyprinus carpio (common carp) and Clarias
gariepinus (african catfish), however more valuable species are reported suitable for the
aquaponic system, such as Acipenseridae species (sturgeons) (Petrea et al., 2016; Forchino
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et al., 2017). Other aquatic organisms such as shrimps, prawns and crayfish can be reared in
the system (Love et al., 2015). In terms of plant selection, leafy vegetables such as Lactuca
sativa (lettuce), Ocimum basilicum (basil), Spinacia oleracea (spinach), Ipomoea aquatic
(water spinach), Mentha piperita (mint), Artemisa dracunculus (tarragon), Brassica oleracea
(kale), Brassica rapa var. chinensis (pok choy), Brassica rapa var. parachinensis (choy sum)
have been reported suitable but also fruity plants such as Cucumis sativus (cucumber),
Capsicum annuum (bell pepper), Solanum lycopersicum (tomatoe), Solanum melongena
(eggplant) and root crops such as Daucus carota (carrot) (Trang et al., 2010; Endut et al.,
2009; Love et al., 2015; Petrea et al., 2016; Shete et al., 2016; Forchino et al., 2017; Bosma
et al., 2017). Regarding the growth performance of the vegetable biomass under aquaponic
conditions, data from a series of scientific articles are centralized in Table 1., aiming to
create an overall picture of the influence of different technical and technological conditions
on the productivity of aquaponic systems.
Table 1 Vegetable biomass growth performance under different aquaponic
techniques and conditions.
Referenc
es
Licamele
, (2009)

Researched
plant-fish species
Lettuce
(Lactuca sativa)
–Nile tilapia
(Oreochromis niloticus).

Endut et
al.,
(2009)

Water spinach
(Ipomoea aquatica)
- African catfish
(Clarias gariepinus).

Endut et
al.,
(2010)

Water spinach
(Ipomoea aquatica)
–African catfish
(Clarias gariepinus).

Trang et
al.,
(2010)

Lettuce
(Lactuca sativa);
Water spinach
(Ipomoea aquatica);
Pok choy
(Brassica rapa var.chinensis);
Choy sum
(Brassica rapa var.

Details related to
experimental conditions
Different stocking
densities of fish
biomass:
A: 2 kg/m3;
B: 5 kg/m3;
C: 8 kg/m3.
Testing of different
hydraulic regimes:
HRT1=0.64 m/day;
HRT2=1.28 m/day;
HRT3=1.92 m/day;
HRT4=2.56 m/day.
Application of different
hydraulic regimes:
HRT1=0.64m/day;
HRT2=1.28m/day;
HRT3=1.92m/day;
HRT4=2.56m/day;
HRT5=3.20m/day.
Application of different
biomass culture
technologies:
 Fully immersed plant
root (FI);
 Half immersed plant
root (HI);

Plants growth
performance
Lettuce growth rate:
A – 4.32 kg;
B – 4.65 kg;
C – 3.09 kg.

Daily plants growth rate (height):
1.70 cm/day (HRT1);
2.11 cm/day (HRT2);
1.75 cm/day (HRT3);
1.59 cm/day (HRT4).
Daily plants growth rate (height):
1.75 cm/day (HRT1);
2.50 cm/day (HRT2);
2.06 cm/day (HRT3);
1.90 cm/day (HRT4);
1.90 cm/day (HRT5).
Leaves surface:
Lettuce: FI: 251 cm2; HI: 830 cm2;
Water spinach: FI: 251 cm2; HI:
830 cm2;
Pok choy: FI: 251 cm2; HI: 830
cm2;
Choy sum: FI: 251 cm2; HI: 830
cm2.
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parachinensis).

Lennard
&
Leonard,
(2004)

Lettuce
(Lactuca sativa)
–Murray Cod
(Maccullochella peelii peelii).

AL–
Hafedh
et al.,
(2008)

Lettuce
(Lactuca sativa)
–Nile tilapia
(Oreochromis niloticus).

Sikawa &
Yakupiti
yage,
(2010)

Lettuce
(Lactuca sativa)
–Catfish hibrid
(Clarias macrocephalus x
Clarias gariepinus).

Dediu et
al.,
(2012)

Lettuce (Lactuca sativa)
- Sturgeon hybrid
(Huso huso x Acipenser
ruthenus).

Rafiee &
Saad,
(2006)

Lettuce
(Lactuca sativa var. longifolia)
-Nile tilapia (Oreochromis
niloticus).

Graber &
Junge,
(2009)

A. Tomatoes (Solanum
lycopersicum) and cucumbers
(Cucumis sativus) – Perch
(Perca fluviatilis)
B. Eggplant (Solanum
melongena) –Nile tilapia
(Oreochromis niloticus).

Application of different
submersion regimes:
 permanent submersion
regime (PSR);
 intermittent
submersion regime
(ISR).
Application of different
reports between feed
input: culture surface of
vegetable biomass:
A: 169;
B: 113;
C: 56.
Application of aquaponic
technique on
sand/gravel substrate to
perform a comparative
analysis of treated
unfiltered technological
water (UTW) and filtered
water (FW).

Application of different
hydraulic regimes:
A: HRT1 = 5.4 min;
Water flow1 = 8 L/min;
B: HRT2 = 2.7 min;
Water flow2 = 12 L/min.
Evaluation of the
influence of zeolite
utilization as growth
substrate under
aquaponic conditions.
Application of different
combinations of fishplant species.

Lettuce growth rate:
PSR: 129 g/plant – 4.97 kg/m2;
ISR: 113.45 g/plant – 4.34 kg/m2.

Lettuce final individual biomass:
A: 289 g/plant;
B: 212 g/plant;
C: 157 g/plant.

Lettuce growth rate for UTW:
Substrate gravel: 14 g/plant;
165.87 g/m2;
Substrate sand:23.13 g/plant;
277.53 g/m2;
Lettuce growth rate for FW:
Substrate gravel: 22.59 g/plant;
271.13 g/m2:
Substrate sand:35.28 g/plant;
423.4 g/m2.
Lettuce growth rate:
A: 75 g/plant; 3.77kg/m2;
B: 66.02 g/plant; 3.37kg/m2.

Lettuce growth rate:
With zeolite: 6.54 g/plant;
Without zeolite: 35.88 g/unite.

Plants growth rate:
A. tomatoes: 355 g/m2/day;
cucumbers: 80g/m2/day;
B. egg plants: 90 g/m2/day.
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Water Chemistry Conditions for Aquaponics Farm Site Selection
Petrea Stefan Mihai, Simionov Ira-Adeline
“Dunărea de Jos” University of Galati, 47 Domnească Street, 800008 Galați, Romania
The water quality in the aquaponic system is the most important aspect to
understand because it is the medium through which all essential macro- and micronutrients
are transported to both fish and plant biomass (FAO, 2014).
The main water quality parameters that have an impact on fish, plants and bacteria
are: dissolved oxygen (DO), pH, temperature, total nitrogen, and water alkalinity.
Understanding the effects of each parameter is crucial in the aquaponic systems (FAO,
2014).
Table 1. Ideal parameters for aquaponic systems (FAO, 2014).
Temp
pH
Ammonia
Nitrite
Nitrate
DO
(°C)
(mg/litre)
(mg/litre)
(mg/litre)
(mg/litre)
Aquaponics
18-30
6-7
<1
<1
5-150
>5
DISSOLVED OXYGEN (DO)
The DO level describes the amount of molecular oxygen within the water, and it is
measured in milligrams per litre. Plants take most of the necessary oxygen from the air via
their leaves. Nevertheless, plant roots like a good level of dissolved oxygen in the aquaponic
water, because the oxygen has a crucial role in transporting nutrients across the root
surface and internalize them. As well, many pathogens operate at low dissolved oxygen
levels. It is crucial to ensure adequate DO within the aquaponic system due to the
immediate and drastic effects of lower DO concentrations. Fish may die within a few hours if
they are exposed to low DO within the fish tanks (FAO, 2014). Oxygen dissolves directly into
the water surface from the atmosphere and in natural conditions, fish can survive in such
water, but in intensive production systems with higher fish densities, the amount of DO
diffusion is insufficient to meet the demands of fish, plants and bacteria. Therefore,
supplementation of DO is needed through the use of water pumps and aeration pumps.
Frequent monitoring as often as daily monitoring is required for the DO within the
fish tanks units, usually in the morning, before the first feed is applied in the rearing units.
Fish species such as carp and tilapia can tolerate DO levels as low as 2-3 mg/litre, however
the optimum DO for each organism is situated between the levels 5-8 mg/litre DO. To be
noted that DO has a negative correlation relationship with water temperature, therefore
when water temperature rises the solubility of oxygen decreases. There are various ways to
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test dissolved oxygen concentrations and the most reliable one is by using electrical meters
with attached oxygen probes.
pH
The pH is the amount of hydrogen ions (H+), is a measure of the ratio of hydrogen
ions to hydroxyl ions (OH-) in the technological water. Water pH measures how acidic or
basic the water is on a scale ranging from 1 to 14. The more hydrogen ions, the more acidic
the water is. A pH of 7 is neutral, below 7 is acidic and above 7 is basic. pH influences many
water quality parameters, such as NH3 vs. NH4+ availability and nutrient solubility. pH has a
big impact especially on plants and bacteria. Its value determines the availability of macroand micronutrients that plants use in the growth process. The optimum pH, when the
nutrients become readily available is situated in the range 6.0-6.5. pH values above this limit
can determine nutrient deficiencies in case of iron, phosphorus and manganese. The
bacteria colonies within the system are also influenced by the pH value. Plants prefer pH<
6.5 and nitrifying bacteria perform optimally at pH> 7.5. Nitrifying bacteria reduces its
capacity to convert ammonia into nitrate below a pH of 6, which can lead to reduced
biofiltration. The nitrification process lowers the pH of the aquaponic system, due to nitric
acid production resulted from the liberation of hydrogen ions during the conversion of
ammonia to nitrate.
Fish can tolerate a wider pH range and the acceptable range for fish culture is usually
between pH 6.5 to pH 9.0. and different fish species require specific pH values. However, if
the technological water is very alkaline (>pH 9) it determines ammonia toxicity, which can
result in reduced fish growth performance or even death of fish biomass. Aquaculture pH
guidelines for warm water fish (such as tilapia) suggest the following: pH<4.0 is acid death
point; pH 4.0 – 5.0 there is no production, pH 6.5 - 9.0 is a desirable range for fish
production, pH 9.0 - 11.0 gives slow growth, and pH> 11.0 is the alkaline death point.
Carbon dioxide (CO2) is released into the aquaponic water from processes such as
fish respiration and nitrification. CO2 converts naturally into carbonic acid (H2CO3), thus
lowering the water pH. The levels of CO2 increase with high fish stock densities and with
increased fish activity (from elevated water temperatures), therefore it is imperative to
regulate both variables. CO2 levels should not exceed 20 mg/L because at higher levels the
fish become sluggish and cannot absorb sufficient oxygen through their gills.
Plant processes affects can affect water pH. When plants take up nutrients,
principally nitrate, they release bicarbonates ions (HCO3-), in order to balance the internal
electrical charge within their roots. Bi-carbonate scavenges hydrogen ions in water,
therefore remover hydrogen ions from the water body.
When controlling the pH in the aquaponic technological water, the entire ecosystem
(bacteria, plants and fish) requirements must be taken into consideration, therefore it can
be concluded that the ideal aquaponic water is slightly acidic between the range of 6-7.
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If the technological water has high pH values periodic acid additions are necessary to
lower the pH. Phosphoric acid (H3PO4), sulphuric acid (H2SO4), nitric acid (HNO3) have been
used to lower the pH however proper safety precautions should be used.
If the technological water is soft or with very low alkalinity and the pH value drops
below 6, a base or a carbonate buffer should be added to the water to counteract the
natural acidification of the aquaponic unit. The bases most used are potassium hydroxide
(KOH) and calcium hydroxide (Ca(OH)2). However, calcium carbonate (CaCO3) or potassium
carbonate (K2CO3) can be added, which will increase both the KH and pH. Other
inexpensive sources of calcium carbonate can be used such as crushed eggshells, finely
crushed seashells, coarse limestone grit and crushed chalk. The choice of the bases and
buffers is influenced by the plant species grown in the system. Leafy vegetables are
positively influenced by calcium because it avoids tip burns on leaves, while potassium is
optimal in fruit plants to favor flowering, fruit settings and optimal ripening. Sodium
bicarbonate (baking soda) is often used to increase carbonate hardness in RASs, but should
never be used in aquaponics because of the resulting increase in sodium, which is
detrimental to the plants.
The pH level needs to be monitored frequently: at least once per week or more
frequently. Daily monitoring is suggested as pH generally declines on a time scale of one day
as a result of nitrification and respiration.
TEMPERATURE
Water temperature influences most of the processes in the aquaponic systems. A
general compromise range is between 18–30 °C. Temperature has a direct effect on DO
(high temperatures have less DO) and the toxicity of ammonia (high temperatures have
more unionized/toxic ammonia). As well, high temperatures may limit the absorption of
calcium in plants.
Nitrifying bacteria thrive in higher water temperatures of 22–29 °C, therefore warmwater fish (such as tilapia, common carp, catfish) and warm-water plants (such as okra,
Asian cabbages, and basil) should be chosen to match the ambient. Aquaponic systems are
more productive if the daily, day to night, temperature fluctuations are minimal. Fish do not
tolerate fast changes in water temperature and if the water temperature changes by more
than 1.5-2.0°C in less than 24 hours, fish will suffer to some extent. Plants are similar to fish
and a good target range for water temperature for most plants is between 14-22°C.
Therefore, the water surface itself, in all of the fish tanks, hydroponic units and biofilters,
should be shielded from the sun using shade structures.
TOTAL NITROGEN: AMMONIA, NITRITE AND NITRATE
Nitrogen is required by all life and is part of all proteins. In the aquaculture
environment, nitrogen is of primary concern as a component of the waste products
generated by rearing fish (Timmons et al., 2002). Nitrogen originally enters an aquaponic
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system from the fish feed, usually labelled as crude protein and measured as a percentage.
The nitrogen waste is mostly in the form of ammonia (NH3) and is released through the gills
and as urine. Ammonia is then nitrified by bacteria and converted into nitrite (NO2-) and
nitrate (NO3-). Nitrogenous wastes are poisonous to fish at specific concentrations, however
ammonia and nitrite are approximately 100 times more poisonous than nitrate. Nitrogen
compounds are nutritious for plants and are the basic component of plant fertilizers. All
three forms of nitrogen (NH3, NO2- and NO3-) can be used by plants, but nitrate is by far the
most accessible. In an adequate aquaponic unit, ammonia and nitrite levels should be close
to zero, or at most 0.25–1.0 mg/litre. The sum of nitrogen from NH3 or NH4+ is called total
ammonium nitrogen (TAN). It is recommended to keep TAN as low as possible and below 3
mg/L. The bacteria present in the biofilter should be converting almost all the ammonia and
nitrite into nitrate before any toxic accumulation can occur.
 High ammonia
Ammonia is toxic to fish and species such as tilapia and carp show symptoms of
ammonia intoxication at levels starting from 1.0 mg/litre. Long-term exposure at and above
the mentioned level causes damage to fish central nervous system and gills. The damage of
the gills is manifested by red coloration and inflammation on the gills. This leads to
improper functioning of physiological processes, which leads to suppressed immune system
and eventual death. Other symptoms such as red streaks on the body, lethargy and gasping
at the surface for air are noticed in case of ammonia toxicity.
Ammonia toxicity is dependent to pH and temperature. High values of water pH and
temperature determine ammonia to become more toxic. The two forms in which ammonia
can exist in the water environment is ionized and unionized. The two forms together are
called total ammonia nitrogen (TAN).
In acidic conditions, the ammonia binds with the excess hydrogen ions (low pH
determines a high concentration of H+) and becomes less toxic, in the ionized form called
ammonium. Nevertheless, in basic conditions (high pH, above 7) the insufficient hydrogen
ions determines ammonia to remain in its more toxic state. The activity of nitrifying bacteria
declines dramatically at high levels of ammonia. Ammonia can be used as an antibacterial
agent, however levels higher than 4 mg/litre inhibits and reduces the effectiveness of the
nitrifying bacteria, therefore causing a improper function of the biological filter.
 High nitrites
Nitrite is toxic to fish because it disruptes a variety of physiological functions such as:
ion regulatory, respiratory, endocrine and excretory processes (Simionov et al., 2017).
Concentrations as low as 0.25 mg/litre can pose toxicity to fish. Other fish species such as
tilapia can tolerate higher concentrations of nitrites (up to 5 mg/litre). In case of
recirculating aquaculture production systems (RAS), Timmons et al. (2002) mentioned that
nitrites are highly soluble in water and they represent important water quality parameters
that must be monitored and corrected if acceptable limits are exceeded. High levels of NO 243 | P a g e
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can immediately lead to fish deaths. Nitrite is toxic because it affects the blood
hemoglobin’s ability to transport oxygen. When nitrite enters the bloodstream, it oxidizes
the iron in the hemoglobin molecule from the ferrous state to the ferric state. The resulting
product is called methemoglobin, which has a characteristic brown color, hence the
common name “brown-blood disease”.
One of the most important factors influencing nitrite toxicity in fish is the chloride
concentration in water and nitrite toxicity decreases with increasing chloride concentration
(Simionov et al., 2017). One of the most important factors influencing nitrite toxicity in fish
is the chloride concentration in water and nitrite toxicity decreases with increasing chloride
concentration. The amount of nitrite entering the blood depends on the ratio of nitrite to
chloride in the water, in that increased levels of chlorides reduce the amount of nitrite
absorption (Kroupova et al., 2015).
 High nitrates
Nitrate is less toxic than the other forms of nitrogen and it is the most accessible
form of nitrogen for plants. Fish can tolerate levels of up to 300 mg/litre and some fish
species can even tolerate levels as high as 400 mg/litre. High levels (above 250 mg/litre) will
have a negative impact on plants, leading to excessive vegetative growth and hazardous
accumulation of nitrates in leaves, which is dangerous for human health. It is recommended
to keep the nitrate levels at 5–150 mg/litre and to exchange water when levels become
higher.
The frequency of measurement should be weekly to monthly for nitrate and nitrite
(more frequent if there are problems in supplying DO), but monitoring of TAN should occur
on a weekly basis, or more often depending on the environmental conditions, feeding
regime and the fish stocking density.
Water hardness
The two major types of hardness are general hardness (GH), and carbonate hardness
(KH). General hardness is a measure of positive ions in the water. Carbonate hardness
(alkalinity) is a measure of the buffering capacity of water.
GH (Ca2+, Mg2+ and Fe+)
General hardness represents the amount of calcium (Ca²+), magnesium (Mg²+) and
iron (Fe+) ions present in water. It is measured in parts per million (equivalent to milligrams
per litre). Both Ca²+ and Mg²+ ions are essential plant nutrients. Hard waters are sources of
micronutrients for aquaponics. For the fish biomass, the presence of Ca2+ in the water
prevents fish from losing other salts and leads to healthier stocks.
KH (alkalinity)
Alkalinity is the sum total of components in the water that tend to elevate the pH of
the water above a value of about 4.5. Carbonate hardness is the total amount of carbonates
(CO32-) and bicarbonates (HCO3-) dissolved in water. It is also measured in milligrams of
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CaCO3 per litre. Alkalinity increases if carbonates and bicarbonates are present in the water.
As well, substances such as phosphates and hydroxides affect water alkalinity. Water is
considered to have high KH at levels of 121–180 mg/litre. Carbonate hardness in water has
an impact on the pH level. KH acts as a buffer (or a resistance) to the lowering of pH.
Carbonate and bicarbonate present in the water will bind to the H+ ions released by the
nitric acid (byproduct of nitrification), thus removing these free H+ ions from the water.
Therefore, the pH will stay constant even as new H+ ions from the acid are added to the
water. The higher the concentration of KH in the water, the longer it will act as a buffer for
pH to keep the system stable against the acidification caused by the nitrification process.
The surplus of H+ is balanced with the production of carbonic acid, which is a very weak
acid. Each gram of ammonia nitrogen consumes 7.02 grams of alkalinity (as CaCO3) during
the nitrification.
The optimum level of alkalinity for aquaponics is about 60–140 mg/litre. It is
measured by titration with standardized acid to a pH value of about 4.5 and it is expressed
commonly as milligrams per liter of calcium carbonate.
Alkalinity is a key parameter that should be measured once per week to once per
month, depending on the size of the aquaponic system and fish stocking density. If alkalinity
drops below the recommended values, the addition of calcium carbonate, calcium
hydroxide and potassium hydroxide from a base addition tank is suggested.
Macro- and micronutrients
Plant biomass grown in the aquaponic system needs specific nutrients, required by
the enzymes involved in photosynthesis, growth and reproduction. These nutrients result
from the fish food and fish waste. Nutrients are divided into two categories: macro- and
micronutrients. The 6 macronutrients essential for plants are as follows: nitrogen (N),
phosphorous (P), potassium (K), calcium (Ca), magnesium (Mg) and sulphur (S).
Micronutrients are only needed in trace amounts but are required in order to fulfill
processes such as photosynthesis. The range of micronutrients is much bigger and it
includes iron (Fe), copper (Cu), boron (B), manganese (Mn), molybdenum (Mo) and zinc (Zn).
N is a key element in aquaponic systems. N is needed in high amount especially
during plant’s vegetative growth (young stages) and before fructification; a reduced amount
is needed during maturity to avoid difficulties to blooming, fall of young fruits and lower
quality of produce. Excess N fertilization will make plants more prone to pests and diseases,
due to the tenderness of the vegetable tissues. The main indicator of N deficiency is the
yellowing of older leaves, due to its mobility and reallocation capability within plant tissues.
In case of N deficiency, N gets transferred from older leaves to new growth areas, which is
the reason why N deficiency can be mainly observed in old leaves.
P is essential for the plants ‘DNA, phospholipid membranes and for adenosine
triphosphate (ATP). It is particularly required in young tissues. Phosphorus is essential for
both photosynthesis and the formation of sugars and oils. Deficiencies can lead to poor root
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growth as energy cannot be transported through the plant in a proper way. Its insufficient
supply causes also reddening of leaves due to anthocyanins or stunted growth with dark
green leaves and delayed maturity. Tips of leaves might also appear burnt.
K is mainly involved in flower and fruit setting, with the role of cell signaling via
controlled iron flow through the plant’s membranes. It is an enzymatic activator and
supports the synthesis of proteins, carbohydrates and starch. It is also responsible for the
transportation of glucose, water uptake and disease resistance. Indicators for a deficiency of
potassium appear as burned spots on older leaves or bad plant vigor. Constant potassium
addition into the system is recommend, due to its limited availability in the technological
water, especially if fruiting plants are grown.
Ca is essential for cell walls and membranes. In plants, it has a high impact on the
strength and development of stems and roots. Ca deficiencies are very common in
aquaponics and it manifests as tip burn of lettuces and blossom end rot of fruity plants. Ca is
transported only through active xylem transpiration, which occurs when the plants are
transpiring, therefore a proper ventilation to avoid a high humidity needs to be ensured.
Due to limited availability in the aquaponic water, calcium carbonate or calcium hydroxide
supplements are recommended to be added in the system.
Mg is a key element in photosynthesis, plant metabolism and is part of the
chlorophyll molecule. Deficiencies are hardly found in aquaponic systems, but can be
identified if the area between the veins of old leaves turns yellow.
Fe is a micronutrient involved in chloroplasts and the electron transport chain. It is
necessary for photosynthesis and deficiencies are often noticed in aquaponic systems.
Indicator of Fe deficiency yellowing of all young leaves and vegetative tips turn yellow, or
eventually white with necrotic patches all over them. As iron (just like calcium) is a nonmovable element, its deficiency can be easily identified when new leaves appear to be
chlorotic while old
leaves remain green. Iron has to be added into the system up to concentrations of 2 ppm.
Iron is normally added in its chelated form, which makes this element easily available to
plants. Given the susceptibility to pH it is important to keep the pH below 8 to avoid iron
from precipitating and becoming insoluble. The rule of thumb is to add 5 ml of iron per 1 m²
of plant cultivation area. Too high concentrations of iron do not harm the system but might
give a reddish colour to the water.
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Entrepreneurial Management in Aquaponics
Maria Magdalena Turek Rahoveanu, Constanta Laura Augustin
“Dunărea de Jos” University of Galati, 47 Domnească Street, 800008 Galați, Romania
Aquaponic systems are widely researched in the scientific communities, endorsed
by many commercial producers and supported through specific guidelines by FAO. However,
the lack of a certain legislation regarding the integration of those systems in the already
existing fish farms is required. Also, the integration of aquaponics concept must be
sustained by a know-how sharing platform. Future research must be made regarding the
implementation of aquaponics vertical systems, in order to determine their productivity and
cost-effectiveness. The specialists from both fisheries and aquaculture, and agriculture
domains must work together in order to share their knowledge, sustain and develop this
eco-friendly production systems. The aquaponics systems both production and water
treatment efficiency were widely demonstrated. Aquaponics are able to assure the water
treatment process by both bio and phytoremediation. The aquaponics concept has a high
degree of technical aspects that gives its engineering absolute character. It is recommended
that future socio-economic studies to be made in order to rise the popularity of this concept
world-wide.
Policy-makers and development agents are increasingly viewing aquaponics as an
integral component of the search for global food security and economic development.
Fisheries and aquaponics can provide a key contribution to food security and
poverty alleviation. However, productivity gains in fisheries do not always imply long-term
increases in supply. In fact, in wild capture fisheries such gains can ultimately lead to the
demise of stocks and reduced production.
Agricultural and livestock activities are considered the biggest consumers of fresh
water. Estimations reveal that 85% of the global fresh water consumption is for agriculture
and nearly one-third of the total water footprint of agriculture in the world is used for
livestock products in Hoekstra (2007) and Mekonnen & Hoekstra (2012). Aquaponics has
ancient roots. Aztec cultivated agricultural islands known as chinampas in a system
considered by some to be the first form of aquaponics for agricultural use (Diver, 2006),
where plants were raised on stationary islands in lake shallows and waste materials dredged
from the chinampa canals and surrounding cities were used to manually irrigate the plants
in Boutwelluc (2007) and Rogosa (2013). Also, South China, Thailand, and Indonesia who
cultivated and farmed rice in paddy fields in combination with fish are cited as examples of
early aquaponics systems. Aquaculture development as a whole in the country in
combination with production technology, favorable socioeconomic condition and culture
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environment has already proven successful in terms of increasing productivity, improving
profitability and maintaining sustainability by Toufique (2014).
Aquaponics Data Model
This informational system has been specifically designed for recirculation
aquaponics technology. The bio-economic model used can be classified as a non-optimizing
budget simulation which uses the growth and FCR (feed conversion rate) and mortality
characteristics of a particular species and cash and accrual accounting principles to arrive at
performance and profitability measures. Various scenarios (including farm size, species
characteristics, harvesting and sales strategies) using different bio-economic inputs
(including risk) can be compared and contrasted.
Informational system provides the currently operating aquaponics and the potential
of the critical information that will allow the user to model expected cash flows and
associated profitability ratios and indices for a particular sized operation farming a particular
species of fish.
The informational system has built into its program the ability to enter risk aversion
details in order to more adequately depict the learning curve situation that new entrants
experience at the beginning, and also build into the ten year production cycle the one in ten
year production short fall that normally occurs in farm production due to unforeseen
circumstances. As a result the ten year cash flow stream will more adequately depict reality
by accounting for risk.
The aquaponics informational system will be able to answer the following critical
questions in relation to investment decisions or ongoing financial management of an
aquaponics operation:
• How much do I have to invest to attain a certain cash flow stream?
• What will be the return on that investment?
• How much will I have to borrow?
• What is the minimum sale price that can be accepted for the product?
• What is the profit margin?
• How much do I have to increase production by to maintain profit levels if
sale prices fluctuate?
• Which harvesting and sales strategy maximizes cash-flow?
• How does fluctuating FCR affect profit?
• How is profit affected by a learning curve?
• What is the current equity position?
Informational model is a financial planning, harvesting and sales management tool,
which enables you to plan your investment and determine the size of your commitment
before you begin, taking the risk out of your investment. It allows developing and evaluating
sustainable aquaponics systems and management practices at both an operational and
strategic level.
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The system can determine potential profitability of the farm as investment levels
and other key performance indicators vary. You can see how critical movements in the key
elements of aquaponics can affect the performance of your farm, enabling you to determine
the amount of production required in relation to cost. Relevant data such as fish growth and
mortality statistics are used to calculate key performance and profitability indicators. Other
key data information includes:
• Sale price of fish and vegetables;
• Type of product (live or processed);
• Number of tanks or ponds;
• Stock density;
• Cost of feed;
• Cost of fingerlings;
• Loan size and costs;
• Risk aversion (production assumptions incorporating learning curves);
• Harvesting planning charts;
• Water cost and use.
The software provides easy-to-read accounts, giving you a concise summary of your
farm’s potential. You can see how critical movements in this key data can affect the
performance and profitability of your farm, and demonstrate the feasibility of investing in
this exciting new industry.
The software package is delineated into eight major modules, each capable of
producing custom-built reports for business plan development and on-going farm financial
management and monitoring. The modules include the following areas of Accounts:
• General Report, brings major variables together to allow scenario mapping;
• Species Variables, includes industry best practice growth rates, FCR’s and
mortality;
• Bio-economic Variables, includes all the variables necessary to develop a
aquaponics;
• Aquaponics Model Accounts, over a ten year period;
• Internal Rate of Return Analysis;
• Cash Flow Statement, describes opening and closing cash balance;
• Key Financial Ratios, produces accounts to calculate critical financial and
profitability ratios;
• Volume Cost Analysis, produces fixed and variable cost accounts for volume
planning;
• Harvesting and Sales Strategy, produces annual harvesting by product type;
• Charts, produces a series of charts and diagrams.
Green leafy vegetables with low to medium nutrient requirements are well adapted
to aquaponic systems, including lettuce, basil, spinach, chinese cabbage, chives, herbs, and
watercress (www.backyardaquaponics.com).
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The selection of plant species in aquaponics system is important. Lettuce, herbs,
okra and especially leafy greens have low to medium nutritional requirements and are well
suitable to aquaponics system. Plants yielding fruits like tomato, bell pepper and cucumber
have higher nutritional requirement and perform better in a heavily stocked and well
established aquaponics system (Adler, 2000).
A few fish species are adapted to recirculating aquaculture which includes tilapia,
trout, perch, arctic char and bass. Most commercial aquaponics system in North America is
based on tilapia. Furthermore, tilapia is tolerant of fluctuating water conditions such as pH,
temperature, oxygen and dissolved solids by Rakocy (1999). Tilapia is the fish species which
is very hardy, can tolerate wide range of environmental parameters, can live with versatile
of feed and are fast grow thing fish species by Salam (2012).
The farm model is a ten year account of the farm enterprise calculated from the
various bio-economic inputs and the species characteristics. The software assumes that
capital is purchased in Year 0 and that the revenue streams begin in year 1, depending on
the time taken for final grow-out.
The aquaponics account assumes that once costs (except those costs associated
with biomass such as feed, electricity, and product insurance) have been set in year 1, they
remain the same throughout the ten year cycle. The aquaponics account therefore presents
what is expected from the parameters.
The farm is set up using a particular set of data relating to a particular species. This
data includes:
• Cohort growth to final grow-out;
• Mortality;
• FCR;
• Recovery rates from fish.
This module shows the critical variables which affect production and financial
performance of your farm. The informational system feasibility results include the following
performance measurements:
• Internal Rate of Return;
• Benefit Cost Ratio;
• Profit Margin;
• Assets Turnover;
• Return on Total Assets;
• Debt to Equity;
• Leverage Return;
• Return on Equity;
• Contribution to Overheads;
• Cost per Kilo (variable and total);
• Harvesting Strategy and Cashflow1.
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Critical Bio-economic Data
Pond water quality is largely defined by temperature, transparency, turbidity, water
color, carbon dioxide, pH, alkalinity, hardness, unionized ammonia, nitrite, nitrate, primary
productivity, biological oxygen demand and plankton population (Bhatnagar, 2013).
The accepted level of ammonia should be under the range of 0.05 to 0.10 mg/l by
Shoko (2014) and above range it is toxic to the cultured fish in Francis-Floyd (2009).
According to Mizanur et al., intensive aquaculture ponds sediments has various
fertilizing components such as nitrogen, phosphorous, sulphur etc. which are very useful for
growth and production of aquaponic plants by Mizanur (2004). Moreover, water spinach is
an efficient plant having clustered roots that can absorb nutrients from the water very
efficiently by Kibria (2012).
Aquaponics is an integrated and intensive fish-crop farming system under constant
recirculation of water through interconnected devices. It is considered a promising
technology, which is highly productive under correct set up and proper management by Lal
(2013). First, fish feed is eaten by fish and converted into ammonia (NH3). Some ammonia
ionizes in water to ammonium (NH4+). Then, bacteria (Nitrosoma) convert ammonia into
nitrite (NO2-) and consequently bacteria (Nitrobacter) oxidize nitrite into nitrate (NO3-) by
Tyson (2011). Finally, the water delivers nutrients and oxygen to promote plant growth.
Graber and Junge, found similar yields between hydroponic systems and aquaponics
systems. Finally, it is important to establish systems under “smart water” use and to
balance nutrient concentrations in water to ensure maximum fish and plant growth by
Graber (2009).
Aquaponics is considered a method where water and nutrients are efficiently used
and maintained within the system by Liang and Chien (2013). In aquaponics it is possible to
reduce daily water loss to 2% of the total water volume of the system. Due to the constant
recirculation of water it is also possible to maintain evenly distributed high nutrient
concentrations in the water (nitrate) as the small addition of water to compensate the daily
loss will not dilute the nutrients by Rakocy (2006).
The critical bio-economic data that interacts with the feasibility results includes
data associated with the size of the farm and other crucial assumptions which impact on the
feasibility of an aquaponics venture. These data items include:
• Fingerling Price: This price is either taken from commercial reality or calculated
from on-farm nursery costs associated with raising a fingerling to a certain size.
• Number of Fingerlings: The number of fingerlings for each stocking (one to twelve
times per year) will determine the size of the farm and the revenue generated from product
sold.
• Initial Weight of Fish: This will determine what part of the growth table will be
used to start the aquaponics operating.
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• Feed Price: This is an average price of feed per kilo over the grow-out period of
the fish.
• Stocking Density (initial grow): This is described in kg per cubic metre.
• Stocking Density (final grow): This is described in kg per cubic metre.
• Production Sold Live: The proportion of fish production sold live.
• Production sold HOGG: The proportion of fish product sold HOGG (head on,
gutted and gilled).
• Production sold fillet: The proportion of fish product sold filleted.
• Price of fish and vegetables: The farm gate sale price of fish product (live, HOGG
and filleted).
Aquaponics Feasibility Results
The Aquaponics Feasibility Results are key profitability ratios and indices that have
been calculated from reports and tables attached to the program. These include the
following:
• Net Present Value (NPV): This is the discounted value of the ten year cash-flow
stream. The NPV will depend on the discount rate (which is entered in the bio-economic
variables input table); the value is usually equal to the current rate of interest.
• Internal Rate of Return2: The Internal Rate of Return (IRR) is the discount rate
that equates the present value of net cash flows with the initial outlay. It is the highest rate
of interest an investor could afford to pay, without losing money, if all of the funds to
finance the investment were borrowed, and the loan was repaid by application of the cash
proceeds as they were earned. Conventional projects involve an initial outlay followed by a
series of positive cash flows. In this case, if the IRR is higher than the required rate of return
then the NPV is positive.
• Benefit Cost Ratio: Instead of showing the NPV as an absolute amount, the
benefit cost ratio relates the present value of cash flows to the initial outlay. If the ratio
(sometimes called the profitability index) is greater than one, then the project is acceptable.
• Profit Margin (PM): Profit Margin is the sales return before interest. The Profit
Margin is equal to the Net Income (NI) before interest {NI + after tax interest expense (ATI)}
(averaged over 10 years) divided Revenue (averaged over 10 years). This ratio indicates the
percentage of sales revenue that ends up as income. It is a useful measure of performance
and gives some indication of pricing strategy or competitive intensity.
• Asset Turnover (AT): The Asset Turnover is equal to Revenue divided Total Assets
(applicable to the year of the ten year production cycle). This ratio relates to the farm’s
dollar sales volume to its size, thereby answering the question, “How much volume is
associated with a dollar of assets?”. This ratio tends to move in the opposite direction to the
Profit Margin. Companies with high turnover tend to have low margins, and those with low
turnover tend to have high margins.
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• Return on Total Assets (ROTA): This is the operating return, which indicates the
company’s ability to make a return on its assets before interest costs. ROTA equals Profit
Margin (PM) times Asset Turnover (AT).
• Debt to Equity Ratio (DER): This relates ratio reveals the extent of debt that is
part of the venture’s financing. The ratio equals Liabilities divided by Equity (Owners
investment contribution plus the value of assets already owned that are used for the
venture plus retained earnings).
• Leverage Return: Measure the relationship between borrowings and equity.
Financial leverage is measured by the Debt to Equity Ratio times {Return on Total Assets
(ROTA) minus the Average Interest Rate after Tax (IN)}. The Average Interest Rate After Tax
(IN) is equal to the After-tax Interest Rate Expense (ATI) divided by Liabilities.
• Return on Equity (ROE): This is equal to Return on Total Assets plus Leverage
Return. The company’s return is made up of returns from operations and from borrowed
funds. If there is a positive difference between the operating return and the cost of
borrowing, a company may take advantage of this difference via using leverage to enhance
its returns by borrowing relative to the owner’s equity base.
• Hasegawa Index: The Hasegawa index is a convenient way to obtain an indication
of the profitability of an aquaponics venture (given that detailed economic data may not be
available). This index compares the ratio of the selling price and the price of feed to the
ratio of the conversion ratio and the ratio of feed cost to total costs.
• Contribution to Overhead (CTO): CTO is the portion of revenue from each unit of
sale that remains after variable costs are covered.
• Cost per Kilo: The cost per kilo of fish is equal to current costs (minus
depreciation) divided by total production (tones).
Cash Flow Statement
The Cash Flow Statement shows the calculated Closing Cash Balance over the ten
year cycle. This balance is assumed to be reported as cash in hand after each period, and
can be used to reduce debt faster, buy more capital equipment or place in special savings
portfolios such as a superannuation fund
Financial Ratios Module
This module details the Assets and Liabilities over each of the ten years. By inserting
the Year number at the top of the screen, the accounts will change depending on the
depreciation and liabilities.
The financial ratios calculated from this are:
• Profit Margin
• Asset Turnover
• Equity
• Return on Total Assets
• Debt to Equity Ratio
• Leverage Return
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• Return on Equity.
Equity is calculated by subtracting total liabilities from total assets. It is calculated in
the profit linkage model in a different way to show how the accounts interact.
Trading Results
The Trading Results Report summarizes the Assets/Liabilities and the resulting
(Loss/Surplus) or equity and the trading results. This module is used to calculate the Cash
Available for Debt Service (CAFDS) Ratio, which is used by financial institutions to determine
the capacity of a proposed business to cover loan repayments. Financial institutions have
certain performance measures that are used to determine the eligibility for a financial loan.
For example, a bank may require that the minimum interest cover is a CAFDS which is twice
the amount of an interest repayment. Equity is defined as the owner’s capital investment
for setup capital costs and the value of any assets contributed to the venture.
Volume Cost Analysis
This system module shows a breakdown of Fixed and Variable Costs and calculates
the following major indicators:
• Contribution to overheads
• Breakeven Volume
Profit Planning module is included to assist the farmer in determining what volume
(sales) is required to attain a particular gross profit.
Fixed Cost module is included to assist the farmer in determining the amount of
additional sales required to cover an addition to fixed costs (e.g. a new pump).
Variable Cost module has been included to determine the impact of expected
inflation and its impact on variable cost.
Profitability Linkage Model
This screen shows how Return on Equity (ROE) is calculated. The calculations take
into account the following data from the various accounts:
• Net Income
• Total Assets
• Total Liabilities
• Equity
• Return on Total Assets
• Debt to Equity Ratio
• Leverage Return
Print out Reports
Informational system produces a general report which summaries the farm scenario
outlined in the assumptions laid down. Reports and graphics include:
• Consolidated Report
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• Bio-economic variables
• Profit and Loss Account
• Financial Ratios (Assets and Liabilities)
• Trading Results (Cash available for Debt Service)
• Cash Flow Account
• Internal Rate of return Analysis
• Volume Cost Analysis
• Profitability Linkage Model (Return on Equity)
• Capital Start up Payback Period Bar Chart
• Current Costs Pie Chart
• Fish Tonnage Chart
The aquaponics can be developed in a sustainable manner to generate food and
jobs and improve the income and livelihoods of rural and urban populations, thus alleviating
hunger and poverty. Developing an accurate and practical tool to predict plant and fish
growth and monitor nutrient concentrations in water, will improve the adoption and
implementation small or commercial scale of aquaponic systems as urban farming or as a
business model for household food security.
The informational model of business plan represent an engine for economically
resilient and sustainable fisheries and aquaponics is the government’s will and resolves to
establish sound policies to support and develop the sector. The informational model
allowed to analysis the influence of production system inputs to the farm yield and cost.
The input of aquaponics production system (fingerlings, feed, water, etc.)
determines yield and cost in both a direct and indirect way. When an input is used more
intensively (for example, when more fish are stocked per ha) yield may rise enough to
offset the increase in cost, resulting in a more profitable farm. As production intensity
increases, however, the greater use of an input, such as feed, can have an indirect and
negative effect on yield via changes in pond water quality. This can result in a lower yield
and higher cost per kg harvested, reducing profit to the farm.
Full employment of productive factors, including human resources, continuous
improvements in the legal and regulatory framework for the development of the sector,
and scientific breakthroughs in production technologies will strengthen aquaponics and
ensure its sustainability.
The aquaponics represent a component of rural development policies. The
aquaponics activites offers the perspective of multisectorial development in rural areas.
Sustainable and ecological farms which help agriculture businesses to achieve
economic viability and competitiveness. Green is the management technique that has most
contributed to support EU Europe 2020 strategy for smart, sustainable and inclusive growth,
where the creation of new “green” businesses towards the transition to a low carbon
economy by 2050, European Commission (2013).
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In order to fulfill EU strategies for Sustainable Development of Smart and Green
Agriculture, this analysis model aims to address the following key-questions:
• What are the best practices to develop an agricultural integrated project?
• What are the accumulated social, economic and environmental effects of the
agricultural production system?
• What are the best strategies for installation, maintenance and operation of an
integrated agricultural production system?
• What is the economic and environmental feasibility of an integrated agricultural
production platform?
Over 90 % of the territory of the EU, and home to more than 56 % of the
population, rural areas need to make a robust contribution if these strategic objectives are
to be achieved, Eurostat (2014).
Integrated social services in rural areas have the principle objectives: to reduce
pollution and to increase productivity, to increase value of the aquaculture products.
The integration of social services in rural area includes all agricultural and
aquaculture activities using resources both from plants and fish, in order to promote
tourism or generate therapy, rehabilitation, social inclusion, education and social services in
rural areas. Social farming can also be regarded as a service provided by subsistence
agriculture. This does not mean a reduction in quality of services in poorer areas, but rather
serve as a way to improve their effectiveness by linking formal and informal professional
services with more than one non-professional, Armstrong J.S., Morwitz V. G. (2000).
Social farming is an emerging concept in Europe that includes various participants
interested in its development: farmers, farmer organizations, users of services provided by
farms social welfare service providers and other health stakeholders in social services.
Examples of services are: tourism, rehabilitation, therapy, job protected, lifelong education
and other activities that contribute to social inclusion.
Social farming is a new concept and also traditional. It comes from traditional rural
systems before modernizing agriculture and increasing civil service system. Today's concept
was substantially reformed in an innovative way in evolution.
The main products of social agriculture, in addition to marketable products are
health and employment, education or therapy. Agriculture provides opportunities for
people to participate in various rhythms of day and year, in aquaculture. Social agriculture
includes agricultural enterprises which integrate people with physical, mental or emotional,
firm, providing openings for the socially disadvantaged, for young offenders or those with
learning difficulties, people with drug addictions, senior long-term unemployed and actively
citizens, strong schools and kindergartens, and more. Disease prevention, inclusion and a
better quality of life are features of social farming.
The added value of social farming enables disadvantaged people to be integrated in
a living context. The presence of farmers, contact and relationship with people, animals and
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vegetable crops, specific responsibilities of the person using the service are some of the key
features of the social practices of agriculture, Di Iacovo F. (2003).
The methodology for assessment of the chance analysis model for the development
of integrated production platforms entails the following general steps:
- The socio-economic characterization of the model of integrated production
platforms when it comes to agriculture, aquaculture and social services.
- The production and demand structures of the proposed model of integrated
production platforms are investigated. This is done by the identification and quantification
of costs and benefits by using market and non-market methods in order to capture private,
social and ecological effects.
- Policy recommendations derive from economic tools such as for instance CostEffectiveness Analysis, Cost-Benefit Analysis and other approaches to socioeconomic
analysis such as for instance Multi-Criteria Decision Analysis.
The suggested methodology for socio-economic analysis includes a baseline
profiling of case and socio-economic characterization pertaining to future economic
activities (agriculture production, aquaculture and social services). A determination on
whether full or limited data should really be collected for an effect assessment is taken.
Thereafter data on the website are collected and costs and benefits are quantified. The
assessment of impacts and evaluation of the assessment predicated on limited data
approach, integrating results on Impact Assessment Analysis are conducted. Finally, policy
recommendations predicated on impact assessment results and sensitivity analysis are
provided.
This part of the framework targets gathering information regarding the socioeconomic environment and context of the proposed development pertaining to production
and social services. Hence, before achieving the evaluation of the socioeconomic impact, it's
necessary to start with the baseline profiling of the case study areas in order to identify who
is going to be impacted. Thus, this method is expected to enable the identification of the
production and demand functions of the model.
To be able to assess indirect and induced impacts a regional profiling is necessary.
The info typically gathered within a regional profile includes: the natural resources, the
people characteristics, the political and social resources, an explanation of historical factors,
identification of the relationships with the biophysical environment, culture, attitudes and
social-psychological conditions, the current status of operations (production, social services)
and the identification of individuals who are going to be impacted, in an investigation study
by Social Sciences Program, Bureau of Rural Sciences, Department of Agriculture, Fisheries
and Forestry, Bureau of Transport and Regional Economics and Australian Bureau of
Agricultural and Resource Economics, (2005). The first assessment must include economic
and social analysis of the use of waste waters under current use and future autonomous
developments. This assessment should include both market and non-market costs and
benefits. The scope is the profiling of current uses and identifying businesses, households
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and individuals that could be impacted by the future installing of the model of multi-use
aquaponics production platforms. Furthermore, broader social and environmental issues
linked to current and future operations should really be highlighted.
These subsections identify economic issues, environmental issues and social issues
concerning amount of employment, regional development and overall attitude of the
people towards the technologies and specific options proposed. The production and
demand analysis is dependent on economic data, environmental valuation surveys and
benefit transfer techniques, Feldmann, B. (2008).
This analysis is dependent on proposed financial costs of the model of multi-use
aquaponics production platforms structures along with social and environmental costs. The
identification of the private costs of the suggested model of integrated production
platforms structures pertaining to agriculture and social services is the first faltering step of
the production-side analysis. Training costs are likely to cover working out of individuals
who will run the platforms pertaining to the safety, financial and environmental
implications.
Considering that the scope of the developed methodology is to integrate private,
social environmental costs of the suggested model of integrated production platforms, it's
equally important to take into account the latter in the suggested framework of analysis.
The analysis here is focused on proposed financial, social and environment great things
about the platform structures.
These challenges derive mainly from the varying degrees of accessibility of rural
areas, the small size and low population densities of rural communities, their social and
economic composition, and the nature of internal and external linkages. The small size of
local markets and limited access to essential services, such as finance, information and
advice, present further obstacles for rural entrepreneurs. Other issues include a lack of
suitable business premises, less developed transport and communications infrastructure,
and limited opportunities for networking and collaboration.
Economies of many rural areas are changing rapidly. The service sector is the most
important sector in rural areas in terms of employment and Gross Value Added (GVA).
Whilst agriculture and forestry utilise 91 % of the EU territory, only 7.7 % of EU
employment is generated in agriculture and related farm and agro-food activities. Instead,
new activities and sectors are evolving within rural areas, such as tourism, business services,
personal services, food production, specialised industrial production and other types of
micro enterprise.
In the case of many businesses located in rural areas, the implementation of their
development strategy is not just about location, but is also a process of interaction and
integration. The importance of economic activities cannot be measured by the number of
jobs created alone: it is part of a whole whose complementary aspects can join and
contribute to sustainable development.
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Challenges such as food security, preservation of natural resources and ecosystems,
climate change mitigation and adaptation, the desire for local food systems and increasing
rural-urban interdependency all present new opportunities for rural entrepreneurship.
Among others, leisure related activities, personal and household services, renewable energy
businesses and cultural services represent an important source of employment.
The growth of new rural service enterprises is influenced by two factors: rising
demand in places close to urban centres following the arrival of new inhabitants and
demand from long-established rural residents for existing services.
This activity not only provides the farmer with an opportunity for additional income,
it also meets the needs of young families, whether they are existing residents, or people
who have recently left the city for a better quality of- life.
The concept of agri-tourism – holidays on farms – has become increasingly popular.
One of many examples of a successful agri-tourism business is the agri-ecology centre.
Business innovation can also be seen in agriculture and the food processing sector, through
the emergence of new modes of production and marketing. “Local food” initiatives and
short supply chains are excellent examples of this and are the subject of growing interest
from food producers, consumers and public bodies.
Economic activities in rural areas have to deal with the issue of product distribution:
not only does this concern distribution within and between rural and remote areas but also
distribution between rural and urban areas. Indeed, many rural businesses develop in
response to demand in cities. Distribution can take two forms; short or long supply chains,
but in both cases this demands a specific dynamic within the territory that can be built by
the entrepreneur. The distribution sector can thus be a real opportunity for entrepreneurs
in rural areas. Indeed, production and transformation units are often separated and the
development of a distribution activity can help local actors to improve the supply structure.
This can have a positive impact for producers, providing better access to markets and
thereby increasing demand, but it can also be interesting for the territory as it supports
economic activity and can encourage the development of new activities.
The social dimension of agriculture can be defined as its capacity to produce
inclusive processes and social cohesion using local resources, and to respond to the specific
needs of a particular target group. Social farming can improve the viability of rural areas by
providing new opportunities for diversification.
The modernisation of agriculture, through mechanisation and the widespread use
of fertilisers and plant protection products, increased productivity beyond the level of
subsistence. It also changed the social image of the sector. Marginal areas were abandoned
and migration to towns and cities led to the depopulation of rural areas, resulting in a
deeply modified relationship between people and the countryside.
Many started to look upon rural areas as uninteresting wildernesses and became
ignorant of agricultural processes. As a consequence, agriculture's contribution to added
value and employment was reduced significantly and its social role diminished.
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In the 1970s, contradictions inherent in the intensive farming approach – e.g.
pollution, soil erosion, poor animal welfare – focused attention on the secondary effects of
agricultural processes, and an increasing number of people began to take an interest in the
“multi-functionality” of agriculture. Secondary functions also included social dimensions, as
well as environmental issues. The social dimension of agriculture can be defined as its
capacity to produce inclusive processes and social cohesion using local resources, and to
respond to the specific needs of particular groups: namely people with physical or mental
disabilities, children, the elderly, people with problems of social exclusion drug-addicts or
prisoners, socially excluded women or young people. In other words, social agriculture is an
innovative way of reviving the potential of traditional farming to include everyone,
regardless of age, gender or ability, Biffl, G. (2012).
Social agriculture may include some or all of the following components:
• Work and training opportunities – where agriculture creates employment and
income opportunities for the disadvantaged;
• Recreation and quality of life – mainly “not for profit” activities that are often
managed at municipality level, whereby small allotments are given to the elderly with the
aim of creating the opportunity both to have fun and to socialise with neighbours;
• Education – creating actions to improve knowledge of agricultural practices and
rural culture and to develop environmental awareness among young people (e.g. city farms,
school gardens managed by pupils, etc.);
• Services to populations in rural areas – kindergartens; summer reception centres
for children; homes for the elderly. This is very important for local development, since a lack
of services, together with limited job opportunities, is one of the most important reasons for
depopulation in rural areas;
• Rehabilitation and therapy – agriculture can be a tool to improve the welfare of
individuals with mental or other health problems. Therapeutic agricultural activities can
either be carried out on farms themselves, or in a medical environment with the input and
expertise of farmers. In any event, these activities are planned by health experts
(psychologists, psychiatrists, etc.) and – when they aren’t directly managed by health staff –
they are under health authorities’ control, Riesenfelder, A., Schelepa, S. and Wetzel, P.
(2011).
These types of social farming experiences can involve a variety of different
agricultural activities: from vegetable, vine or olive growing to animal care, the making
and/or selling of dairy products on farms, or even working in a farm restaurant.
In this way, people have the opportunity to increase their capabilities and skills, to
improve their social life and to reduce time spent under medical care in hospital or
elsewhere. These experiences are particularly important in periurban areas, where social
and health care services are often insufficient, Schmitt, R. (2012).
Social farming can be considered as a diversification activity, which improves a
farm's income and contributes to social well-being, while also boosting the image of
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agriculture in society. At the same time, since social farming deals with personal wellbeing
and care, it requires strict adherence to the appropriate standards and procedures in order
to protect users’ welfare and interest.
At present, quantitative studies on the benefits of these practices for participants
and the impact on rural areas are not available. A solution is to evaluate the opportunities
for rural development arising from social agriculture, in terms of innovative sociotherapeutic services, social cohesion, and sustainable economic development;
The study analyses both the characteristics of farms supplying social services, with
the aim of developing new multifunctional agricultural practices, and the effects of
therapeutic interventions.
In this way, the aim is to contribute to identifying new therapeutic strategies in the
field of mental health and to expand opportunities for health policy. The results show that
social farming can improve the quality of life of participants and their families by giving
them greater autonomy, a greater number of options, and improved prospects for the
future. Social agriculture also has economic benefits: reducing public expenditure on drug
consumption and hospital admissions; providing new job opportunities in rural areas;
improving the public image of farms and farming; and building networks of actors that
increase the competitiveness of rural areas. The education level is correlated positively to
the image of social farming. The higher the education level increases, the farmer sees the
social farming.
The absence of image of the social farming sector is still seen as a risk by some
managers. Indeed, the image can then still be developed and hence be hijacked. To fill this
gap, the image should therefore be considered as a strategic priority for the social farming
sector. Farmers have a confused and slightly negative image of the social services sector.
The image of social farming sector derives from the image of the social services sector.
If a specific promotion of social farming were to be preferred, it should base itself
on the positive but often unknown attributes of these types of activities. Indeed, improving
the image of social farming sector should be a priority of the public service sector, as it will
contribute to improving acceptance of this type of services, on the long term.
Aquaponics is a food production system that combines soil-less vegetable growing
(hydroponics) and fish farming (aquaculture) inside a closed re-circulating system. This mix
of food production methods (hydroponics and aquaculture) removes the problems
connected with the patient production methods, Holmer et al. (2008) and Soto (2010).
The population of the world is approaching 7 billion people and anticipated to grow
to 9.5 billion people by mid-century. Land for agriculture is decreasing.
Sustainability of agricultural practices is becoming more important, including
yielding greater production per acre of farm land.
Animal agriculture will also be a part of long term sustainability. Hopefully this talk
will help establish why.
If there are serious problems with a system such as agriculture (plant or animal):
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Does it prove the system is a failure?
Does it suggest that more work is needed to improve the system?
The role of the scientist/engineer and the farmer/producer is to work together to
solve the problems identified.
Agriculture, like most human endeavors, has many problems that need
improvement. What we do today is never enough!
Indoor agriculture does not use the most “productive” farm land. Indoors makes it
possible to raise animals in three dimensions, i.e., in multi-story buildings!
Animal agriculture uses by-products of plant and animal agriculture that might
otherwise be wasted. Provides manure as a resource for fertilization and/or biogas
production.
Indoor agriculture (factory farms) permits farmers to control many more
environmental factors for the benefit of the animal and of the owner.
But that requires greater responsibility for the complete stewardship of one’s
animals. Indoors is often less stressful for animals than outdoors – e.g., fewer predators!
Do you want to be outdoors on the hottest and coldest days of the year?
Taking into account changes in land use, results showed a carbon footprint of :
 4.81 kg of CO2e/kg of live trout
 5.07 kg of CO2e/kg for processed trout.
 18 kg of CO2e/kg for beef,
 14 kg of CO2e/kg for pork,
 8 kg of CO2e/kg for chicken (SeafoodSource.com, October, 2012).
With such large variations in flavor, consumers might object to getting different
flavor profiles with repeat purchases:
 Is an almost impossible challenge for the seafood industry
 Aquaculture can control this easier than the wild catch folks
 Freezing also provides another way to control this factor
 How many people actually detect these differences and in which products?
For aquaculture, the key problem with Recirculating Aquaculture Systems may be
the production of Nitrate rich waste water that must really be treated or dumped, creating
major environmental problems. For hydroponics, the key problem is the entire reliance on
chemical fertilizers to cultivate the vegetables, Chopin et al. (2008) and Abreu et al. (2009).
Aquaponics is an effective response to the basic requirement of modern life, a
source of clean food.
Aquaculture and traditional agriculture are out of reach of any individual. Not
everyone can have a space that can be dedicated to a conventional garden of culture. Lack
of usable space prevents people from cultivating their own food. Acvonics eliminates these
problems because this type of system does not require much space.
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Aquaponic is simply a hybrid of aquaculture and hydroponic (plant cultivation in a
water-based environment). Aquaponic combines the best of both systems. This method
offers many advantages to farmers using it.
How the aquaponic system works:
1. Freshwater fish such as tilapia are kept in pools. They have simple aeration
systems for water oxygenation.
2. Fish are fed with pellets or feed for organic or natural fish.
3. Fish feed and produce residues. These fish residues are mixed with water.
4. Some of the water is pumped out to the culture medium.
5. Vegetables are planted in culture media. Plants use the nutrients present in the
water from the pools, thus purifying the water.
6. Purified and oxygenated water from the culture medium is transported back into
the fish pond.
7. Fish benefit from purified and oxygenated water, and the cycle repeats itself
infinitely. Due to nutrient-rich water, plantations are continually growing. The aquaponic
system can also be extended and this is very simple: add more pools or increase the capacity
of the existing system and extend the culture medium.
When both methods are combined in an aquaponic unit, the nutrient-rich
wastewater from the fish tanks, which must normally be treated or dumped, can be used as
an organic fertilizer for plant production. Consequently, this removes the requirement for
chemical fertilizers for plant growth using hydroponics, Vizzini, S. & Mazzola, A. (2004).
The main benefices of aquaponics:
1. Two agricultural products could be produced from just one input (fish food)
2. High density crop production is achievable as no real competition for nutrients on
the list of plants
3. Aquaponics food production is quite water-efficient (units use significantly less
than 20% of the water required for normal soil farming) and units could be installed in urban
or peri-urban environments
4. Aquaponics food production creates zero waste and no chemical fertilizers or
pesticides are utilized making it an extremely green method of producing food
Advantages for aquaponics food production:
• Uses organic waste since the plant fertilizer
• Uses natural pest controls
• Tends to make better tasting and occasionally more nutritional crops
• Possibility of year-round production if growing environment can be controlled (i.e.
greenhouse)
• Imitates an all-natural eco-system thus making it a highly sustainable food
production method
• Increasing population & Urbanization
• Declining land agricultural productivity
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• Increasing demand for healthy, pesticide free produce
At the beginning of cultivation we have fish and plants. Bacteria occur when the fish
begin to produce residue in the pool. Bacteria in the water will help decompose residual
material from fish and chemicals such as ammonia. The chemical decomposition of waste
water will increase the amount of nutrients usable by plants in culture media.
Rebecca Nelson and John Pade argue that if we compare the conventional
aquaculture system using freshwater fish, it can be seen that the conventional system gets
dirty very quickly. If the basin has 2000 l of water, about 200 liters should be removed to
keep the system clean.
Waste from conventional aquaculture systems is not useful, but if aquaponics are
available, they are used by plants.
A single 2000 l capacity can feed up to four culture media. In six months, this type of
system can produce up to 70 kg of vegetables and more than 40 kg of adult fish. If two
systems of the same size are available, that means more than 140 kg of vegetables and fish,
100 kg of fish every six months:
1. If the system has to provide food for a regular family of 3 or 4 members, it
requires a reservoir that can overstock at least 2000 liters of water, but the ideal would be
3000 liters of water.
2. A 2000 to 3000 l water tank easily supports more than 100 freshwater fish such
as tilapia. You can combine different species of fish or grow one species.
3. For 6 months, saplings weighing 50 g may reach up to 500 g or more depending
on the species and the quantity and type of feed administered.
4. It is very important to raise raised beds to avoid the invasions of garden pests
because the pest loves fresh vegetables. The product must be protected by the inhabitants
of the incredible persistent garden. If prongs will protect without biocides or pesticides, this
is a good thing, because in this way the production will be 100% organic and safe for
consumption.
5. If there is extra time and extra budget, you can try installing a solar panel to take
care of the aquaponic system's energy need. A 65-watt panel is sufficient in most cases.
Some people may complain that solar panels are a bit expensive, but the solar panel
configuration will pay for itself and the aquaponic system will be natural biological cycles,
but the world's cleanest source of energy, namely the sun, will be used.
6. Aquaponic encourages creativity and inventiveness in all levels. You do not have
to spend a lot of money to order special tanks. If there is a crack without cracks and at least
200 liters of water, the aquaponic project can be started at home. Some people even use
large barrels of plastic or metal and other large containers to shelter fish. An important
thing is to be taken into account when using plastic to be a plastic food.
7. The aquaponic system should be inspected for a few minutes a day. Once the
system is in place, it all works so smoothly that it is only necessary to intervene when it is
time to clean the pipes and tanks.
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It is considered that the model multi-use aquaponics production platforms have
socio-economic and environmental impacts on aquaculture, recreational fishing, yachting
and boating and other water-based activities. There is also an impact on land-based
activities, agricultural tourism, water waste management, regional employment (direct and
indirect) and training opportunities, Mirto et all (2010). The tremendous impact of
aquaponic in aquaculture has been particularly obvious in recent years. However, aquaponic
needs to overcome a lack in standardization of methodologies and procedures.
Social farming adopts a multifunctional view of agriculture. The main products, in
addition to marketable products, are health care, education or therapy. Agriculture provides
opportunities for people to participate in the activities of the plant or animal. Social
agriculture includes agricultural enterprises that integrate people with physical, mental or
emotional, firm, providing openings for the socially disadvantaged, for young offenders or
those with learning difficulties, people with drug addictions, long-term unemployed people,
people with the old active engagement with schools and kindergartens, and more. Disease
prevention, inclusion and a better quality of life are features of social farming. Social
farming has widened the concept of the role of agriculture in the development of rural
areas. Since the lack of social services is one of the reasons for the depopulation of rural
areas, social farming can improve the attractiveness of these areas. It can provide new
opportunities for diversification, which can increase farm income, while also providing
important services for previously disadvantaged or excluded social groups.
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Fish and Plants Growth Model in Aquaponics Systems
Petrea Stefan Mihai
“Dunărea de Jos” University of Galati, 47 Domnească Street, 800008 Galați, Romania
Fish bases
Aquaponics, combine the fish farming and growing plants without soil in
recirculating aquaculture systems. Lately, these systems have gained popularity, being more
sustainable from environmentally and economically point of view, compared to
conventional methods.
Obtaining fish and plant production is possible at the same time because the
requirements of the fish are somewhat similar to those of plant growth (Rakocy et al. 2006).
Waste nutrients from the aquaculture effluent are used for plants growing. The effluent is
treated by the plants and returned to the fish rearing units. Generally, the aquaculture
effluent offers almost of the nutrients required by plants, if the optimum ratio between
daily feed input and plant growing area is maintained.
In an aquaponic system, a wide variety of fish can be grown: tilapia, rainbow trout,
channel catfish, koi, Murray cod, Asian Barramundi, mullet, perch, largemouth bass,
sturgeons, grass carp and other ornamental fish (Rakocy J. et al., 2010, Endut et al., 2010;
Pantanella et al., 2011, Petrea et al., 2013, Petrea et al., 2014, Malik Selek et al., 2017).
Lately, some studies were made on shrimps, Penaeus vannamei, (Juan F. Fierro-Sañudo et
al., 2018), Malaysian prawn or red claw crayfish (Knickerbocker 2013).
Table 1. Advantages of growing in aquaponics systems of some fish species
Fish species
Advantages
Tilapia
- fast-growing and efficient at converting food into body mass
(Oreochromis niloticus)
(feed conversion ratio, ranges from 1.6-1.8:1);
- can be grown in high densities;
- they quickly adapt to varying conditions (they can survive
wider ranges in pH, temperature, and ammonia than many
other fish species);
- very tasty flesh meat (white meat and a mild taste that
consumers prefer).
Rainbow trout
- fast growing (6 months or so);
(Oncorhynchus mykiss)
- trout require a high protein diet compared with tilapia
meaning greater amounts of nitrogen in the overall nutrient
per unit of fish feed added;
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Channel catfish
(Ictalurus punctatus)
African catfish
(Clarias gariepinus)

- a higher quality of meat and higher price on the market of
rainbow trout fillets;
- 18-month production cycle;
- good fillet yield & dress out % whole fish;
- resistant to many diseases and parasites;
- given the high tolerance to low DO levels and high ammonia
levels, catfish can be stocked at higher densities, provided
there is adequate mechanical filtration.

Regarding the most recommended plant species for aquaponic, leafy vegetables are
more appropriate (lettuce, basil, spinach, parsley, etc), but good results were also obtained
in the case of vegetables such as tomatoes, cucumbers, and peppers, while in the case of
fruits the culture period is too higher (90 days or more) and is not economically feasible.
A very popular herb grown in aquaponics systems is Basil (Ocimum basilicum), which
is a fast-growing herb with a great economic value (due to the essential oils) (Rackocy and
Hargreaves, 1993). Basil has low to medium nutritional requirements and prefers warm
water (temperature range between 18-30°C, with an optimal of 20-25°C) with pH between
5.5-6.5 pH units and high-light environments (Elia et al., 2014; Moya et al., 2014; Somerville
et al., 2014).
In aquaponics is grown at densities of 8-36 plants/m2 that brought yields of 1.4 to 4.4
for crop cycles of 28 days (Rakocy et al., 2004; Pantanella et al., 2011). According to some
authors (Malik Selek et al., 2017), the results in terms of the harvest amount of basil in a
square meter can be attributed to several factors, such as different diet composition used
for fish feeding, protein level and digestibility of the diet, which may affect the diurnal
pattern of ammonia excretion in fed fish, nutrient availability and amount of nutrients in the
production system, culture conditions such as water quality, temperature fluctuations,
length of growth period, or any combination of all these factors. However, for an optimal
growth, all the plants from the aquaponic systems need to have good environmental
conditions regarding the light regime, pH, oxygen, carbon, temperature, and nutrients.
In order to assure an optimum performance of an aquaponic system, we must take
into considerations all the organisms which are involved in this process: nitrifying bacteria,
fish and plants. While nitrifying bacteria play an important biofiltration role (converting toxic
fish waste ammonia to nitrate nitrogen, one of the most important mineral nutrients
required by plants (Francis-Floyd et al. 2012)), matching the right plant and the right fish
species can be a critical factor in terms of suitability for aquaponics production.
Mainly, the selection of plants and fish species should be compatible with the
characteristics of each production type (fish and plants) in order to balance nutrient
production from fish culture and nutrient uptake by plants. That`s why it is necessary to take
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into consideration some factors, such as fish stocking density, water temperature and the
subsequent nutrient concentration of the aquaculture effluent.
Also, to be effective, an aquaponic system must be exploited continuously. Rakocy et
al., 2006, propose three methods of production: the sequential growth of plant biomass, a
sequential growth of fish biomass and sequential growth of the plant and fish biomass. Of
these, a high degree of popularity is attributed to sequential growth, a method involving the
simultaneous growth of aquatic plant species at various stages of development. As they
grow, they advance as a position towards the aquaponic unit supply areas. The
disadvantages of the method are related to manipulation-induced stress.
From all the fish species presented, the most suitable for growing in aquaponics
systems is Nile tilapia (Oreochromis niloticus). Tilapia is a warm water species and can
tolerate high stocking densities and, therefore became very popular in the aquaponic
systems.
Although tilapia can tolerate water temperatures between 14 and 36°C, they are not
feeding or growing below 17°C, and die when the water temperature is below 12°C. The
ideal range of temperature for tilapia growing is between 25-32 °C.
Regarding the others water quality parameters, tilapia need at least 3 mg L -1
concentration of dissolved oxygen, pH between 6.5 and 9 pH units, nitrite concentration
below 5 mg L-1 and nitrate below 400 mg L-1 (Ross at al., 2000; Nandlal S., 2004; DeLong et
al., 2009).
Tilapia are omnivorous fish but eat commercial fish food (the feed should contain
about 30% protein) and if the proper conditions are assured tilapia grows very fast and may
achieve approximately 1 kg in 8-9 months.
Despite all advantages, tilapia may be problematic for the recirculating systems.
They breed very fast, even in higher stocking densities, and fry may spread to all parts of the
recirculation system. So, they may interrupt the operation of settling tanks or nibble roots in
the case of floating raft culture systems. Breeding will also reduce fish production rate and
quality.
Another big disadvantage is that tilapias can be aggressive, especially in low
densities, because males are territorial. As a solution to this problem, aquaponics farmers
prefer to keep only male tilapia, because they to be more profitable as they grow bigger and
are more time and energy efficient, while female tilapia tend to waste energy and time due
to breeding.
After the right combination of fish and plants was and once the beneficial bacterial
populations and efficient cycling are established, fish may be slowly added to the
recirculating system.
Once fish are introduced into the aquaponic system, they need a permanent source
of food and daily monitoring for illness. Generally, the pelleted fish feed is often used in
aquaponic systems. A great importance should be given to fish feeding management, to
ensure the fish are getting the needed amount of protein and the feeding intensity and
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frequency are appropriate for their age. Generally, adult fish are fed around 1% of their
body weight per day (BW day-1), and close to 7% BW day-1 for juvenile fish.
Feed intensity and feed quality play an important role, because of the influence
which can have on the mix and levels of different nutrients in the system. Different diets are
appropriate for different growth stages of fish. Diets for juvenile fish are richer in crude
protein (40-50 %), while those for adult fish usually have crude protein levels between 30
and 40%. If the feeding intensity and the protein content is too high, the quantity of
nitrogen for plants also will be higher. The rate of nitrogen excretion by the fish will affect
the biomass and area required for plant production, and the ratio of nitrogen to other
nutrients will determine the suitability of the nutrient solution for different types of plant.
Some studies on tilapia suggest that an aquaponic system performed significantly
better (Tilapia growth, plant growth) when a quality trout pellet with 45% protein was used
compared with a 35% protein catfish feed. It will also normally be the case that the use of a
poor-quality feed will result in worse food conversion efficiency and greater production of
solids which will have to be removed from the system.
Another important aspect regarding the fish management from an aquaponics
system is maintenance of fish health and welfare. The principles of fish welfare and biosecurity in responsible aquaculture can also be applied to aquaponic systems. Fish health in
aquaponic systems is one of the key factors for their sustainability in aquaculture.
Mainly, the requirements for managing the health status of fish consist in excluding
any possibility of pathogens entering in the rearing system, the responsibility to apply
prophylactic measures on infectious and parasitic diseases, performing treatment for
diseases, respecting a good hygiene at all stages of technological process, mainly at feeding.
Generally, the deterioration of water quality parameters affects fish physiology,
growth rate, and feed efficiency, leading to pathological changes and even mortality under
extreme conditions (MacIntrye et al., 2008; Person-Le Ruyet et al., 2008). The most
important water-quality parameters include ammonia, nitrite, pH, temperature, dissolved
oxygen, alkalinity, and hardness. At the very least, TAN, pH, oxygen, and nitrite should be
tested once a week, and more often during start-up or when major changes in fish or plant
numbers occur (Richard Tyson and Eric Simonne, 2014).
One of the most common causes of fish stress and mortality is higher ammonia
concentrations from the water. Poor quality or frequent changes in physicochemical
parameters results in a reduction in growth rate, increased mortality, the consequence of
stress and an increase in disease incidence. By ensuring a permanent monitoring of the
physico-chemical parameters of the water, the danger of triggering pathologies can be
avoided. If water quality deterioration is observed, it is advisable to interrupt feeding,
increase the flow rate and increase the salinity of the culture water.
Another important factor which can lead to the occurrence of diseases in the
aquaponics systems is determined by the quality of fish feed, which directly affects their
health. Thus, quoted in the literature are cases of ammonia intoxications, deficiencies in
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fatty acids, avitaminotic, that clinically exhibits symptoms of inadequacy, low growth rate,
low resistance to disease.
The most common sign that fish may be getting sick are: change of behaviour,
decreased appetite, darkening or other colour change, unusually slow movement, hanging
or swimming in an unusual position (relative to the normal position of the species),
swimming abnormally, lying on the bottom, the presence of lesions (such as reddened
areas), haemorrhages, ulcers, torn or eroded fins, white eyes, bumps or lumps, and
increased mucus production.
Plant Bases
Seedlings process
To date, more than 150 different vegetables, herbs, flowers and small trees have
been grown successfully in aquaponic systems, including research, domestic and
commercial units.
In aquaponics systems there are both the possibility to growth plants seeding and to
transplant them into the system till they will achieve maturity, or to put seed directly into
the systems, in order to make a continuous production cycle, from seed to seedlings and
commercial size plants at the end.
Therefore, in the first case, the seedlings are obtained, in generally, by using soil as a
growth substrate. The seeds must be selected first, so that only the fertile ones to be used
in the production process, this way limiting the risk of not achieving the targeted seedlings
production. After this process, the seeds are generally treated with organic substances in
order to accelerate their germination process. This treatment is made inside a container
which holds a solution made by diluting the organic substances for germination
acceleration. Seeds are places inside that container and are kept sunken into the solution
mentioned above, for a number of 1-3days. This process will soften the bark of the seeds,
making it more easily to crack during the germination process.
After the process presented above, seeds will be transplanted from the germination
solution into the growing substrate. Generally, the substrates are made of soil enriched with
a series of nutrients, especially NPK. The rockwool can be also a substrate variant, although
it is more fervently used in case of second seeding obtaining variant, which is to be
presented. There are also other variants of substrates, more evolved, but also more
expensive, like MPS11, developed by Mikskaar.
It is very important, given the fact that the cultivating soil quality is artificially
improved with nutrients, that the plant roots to be washed properly before transplanting
them into the aquaponics integrated system. Otherwise, the nutrients that remained at the
rhizosphere level of the plants can be easily transported into the integrated aquaponics
system, fact that can disturb the nutrients balance and also, can represent a threat for fish
biomass welfare and condition status, because of improper water chemistry conditions.
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Also, it must be mentioned that, before transplanting, the seedlings must be
replicated in order to assure a proper develop for each of them.
Regarding the second method of managing the seedling process, it must be
mentioned that it presents some risks, as the seeds shell remains inside the system and it
will decompose and influence the technological water quality.
Also, there is the risk of getting some diseases like Pythium at the rhizosphere level,
fact that can compromise the production.
When using this seedling method, there is also the risk of disturbing the system
nutrients dynamics, since one of the main purposes of aquaponics is to control water
quality. Thus, if seeds are placed into the already functional system, during the germination
the bioremediation will be stopped and system must be supplemented with water
conditioning equipment.
Also, regarding the atmospheric conditions, in the first case, when seedlings are
made outside the integrated system, special micro-greenhouses are used, that can maintain
the temperature and humidity at optimal levels. The substrate must be maintained wet, but
not soaked in water, the aeration system must be used in order to control the humidity
inside the micro-greenhouse. The light is very important, mostly natural light being
recommended.
When seedlings are obtained inside the integrated aquaponics system, the
atmospherically condition are identical with those used for plants growth. There is a higher
susceptibility for things to get wrong, since there is not the possibility to strictly control the
atmospheric conditions, as it is in a micro-greenhouse. The lightning system is assured by
artificial light. However, it is not recommended to use the same light waves for germination,
as for plant growth. One of the advantages of using this technique for obtaining seedlings is
related with the fact plants loses during transplantation from micro-greenhouses into the
integrated aquaponics system are eliminated.
It must be mentioned that if using rock wool as a growing media, there is not the
possibility of reusing it again, ever after washing. In case of soil, this can be reused, but
special analysis regarding the level of nutrients encountered at a certain time must be
made.
It is important that during the process of obtaining the seedlings, security and safety
measurements to be adopted for the prevention of contaminants. Water that is used must
be tested in terms of quality and the addition of nutrients, if necessary, must be made by
using solutions that are recommended for being used in order to obtain products meant for
human consumption. Also, if the desire is to obtain an organic production, using nutrients
must be adopted to the international regulations.
Plants growth process:
In order to identify an evolution in the growth process of the vegetable biomass, a
series of biometric measurements must be made during the experimental periods. The
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evolution of the foliar surface, as well as the indicators related to the degree of root and
stem development must be observed. The initial biomass of the plant material as well as the
final biomass must be determined. Thus, the following calculation formulas must be used
[207]:
Growth rate [Wp] – difference between final and initial vegetable biomass
[Wveg] = (Bfveg) – (Biveg)

[g]

where,
Bfveg – final biomass (g);
Biveg – initial biomass (g).
Leaf area index [LAI] – the ratio between total leaf surface and aquaponics unit
surface .
𝑳

[m2/m2]

[LAI] = 𝑷
where,
L – total leaf surface (m2);
P – aquaponics unit surface (m2).
Relative growth rate [RGR]
[RGR] =

𝟏
𝑫𝑾𝒊𝒗𝒆𝒈 + 𝑫𝑾𝒇

𝒗𝒆𝒈

∗

𝑫𝑾𝒇𝒗𝒆𝒈− 𝑫𝑾𝒊𝒗𝒆𝒈
𝒕

[g/g/day]

𝟐

where,
𝑫𝑾𝒊𝒗𝒆𝒈 - initial biomass (dry weight) (g);
𝑫𝑾𝒇𝒗𝒆𝒈 - final biomass (dry weight) (g);
t – no. of days.
Net assimilation rate [NAR]
[NAR] =

𝟏
𝑳𝟏+𝑳𝟐
𝟐

∗

𝑫𝑾𝒇𝒗𝒆𝒈− 𝑫𝑾𝒊𝒗𝒆𝒈
𝒕

[g/m2/day]

unde,
𝑳𝟏 – foliar surface at time x (m2);
𝑳𝟐 - foliar surface at time x+y (m2).
Crop growth rate [CGR]
𝟏

[CGR] = 𝑷 ∗

𝑫𝑾𝒇𝒗𝒆𝒈− 𝑫𝑾𝒊𝒗𝒆𝒈
𝒕

[g/m2/day]

Average leaf area ratio [Avg.LAR]
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𝑳𝟏

[Avg.LAR] = 𝟐 ∗ (𝑫𝑾𝒊

𝒗𝒆𝒈

+

𝑳𝟐
𝑫𝑾𝒇𝒗𝒆𝒈

)

[cm2/g]

The plant biomass must respect certain quality indicators in terms of micro and
macronutrients concentration. Also, it must be mentioned that if a certain essential
macronutrient is lacking during plant growth process, this will manifest through series of
imbalances that affect directly the plant and also, its growth rate. Plant nutrient deficiencies
often manifest as foliage discoloration or distortion. Also, the vegetable biomass must be
check first, for signs of insects or disease.
Here are some of the nutrients deficiencies symptoms encountered among the
plants:
In case of Ca deficiencies:
 Distorted, misshapen, stunted, hook shaped, leaves.
 New leaves remain green and exhibit marginal necrosis.
 Blackening of edges of leaves
 Low calcium levels can also stunt plant growth and cause plant death.
 Short and stubby roots
The calcium deficiency can be attributed by plants not losing/drawing enough water –
poor ventilation or high humidity.
In case of N deficiencies:
 older leaves will yellow.
 leaves quickly start drying up
 stems will yellow and become spindly.
 growth rate will decrease.
Nitrogen promotes plant growth and improves the quality of leaves. Nitrogen
deficiency can be corrected with an application of nitrogen fertilizer. Crop response to
fertilization with nitrogen is generally very prompt.
In case of Fe deficiencies:
 yellow and white leaves with green veins
 pale leaves
 no leaves spots
In case of iron excess - bronzing of leaves with tiny brown spots on the leaves.
In case of K deficiencies:
 yellowing at the tips and edges - interveinal chlorosis
 dead or yellow patches develop on leaves.
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older leaves may look scorched around the edges and/or wilted
small spots on the tips – sports turn rusty – folds at tips.

Application of potassium fertilizer will correct a deficiency and, if diagnosed early in the
growing period. The excess of K causes deficiencies of Mg, Mn, Zn and Fe by checking their
uptake, therefore leaves may start falling.
In case of P deficiencies:
 plant short and dark green – brown/black
 bronze color under the leaves
 plants growth is stunted and leaves become smaller in size
 purple pigment may develop on the back side of the leaf lamina
Excess of P can inhibit the uptake of Zn and its transport within the plant. Long time
excess can cause Cu, Mg and Fe deficiencies. Therefore leaf necrosis and shoot death may
occur.
In case of Mg deficiencies:
 yellow spots
 elongated holes between veins
 slows growth
Foliar applications of magnesium are effective in emergency situations where immediate
response is required to salvage a crop. Excess of Mg can produce Ca and K deficiencies.
In case of Zn deficiencies:
 pale leaves with interveinal chlorosis
 dark spots on leaves and edges
 leaves may be small and distorted with a rosette form
Excess of Zn can inhibit the uptake of Fe.
In case of Mn deficiencies:
 pale color leaves
 veins and venules dark green and reticulated
 plants will be stunted
Excess of Mn will induce brown spots surrounded by a chlorotic zone and circle to
the leaves.
In case of B deficiencies:
 discoloration of leaf buds
 breaking and dropping of buds
 inhibits growth
Excess of B will induce leaf tips and margins will turn brown and die.
In case of Mo deficiencies:
 leaves will turn light green/lemon yellow
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spots on leaves, except veins
sticky secretion under the leaves

In case of Cu deficiencies:
 pale pink between veins
 twisted stems and leaves, and plant lodging
Excess of Cu will induce Fe deficiency.
Therefore, after transplanting, during the plant growth production cycle, the
atmospheric parameters and also the light intensity and photoperiodicity must be
maintained. Plants biometric measurements must be made in order to obtained the values
for the indicators that were previously described. Plants must be observed daily and if any
of the signs described above appears, the supplementations with nutrients must be made.
Recirculating Integrated System Operational Management Bases
In order to maintain the integrated aquaponics system at a certain safety and
security level and also, to keep it functional during the consecutive production cycles, a
proper operational management must be made.
Therefore, this operational management depends mostly on the aquaponics
technique used and also, on the technical characteristics of the system.
Thus, when using the DWC, is recommended not to reuse the styrofoam plates after
a production cycle ends. Also, the aquaponics units must be periodically cleaned in order to
prevent the accumulation of organic matter, which can affect the health and development
of the vegetable biomass, as well as its bioremediation potential.
If using NFT technique, the pipes must be verified daily to prevent clogging. Also, the
pipes must be washed after the end of the production cycle.
The substrate technique is the most demanding technique in terms of operational
management. In this case, the substrate must be washed after each of the production cycle
and then activated properly, in order to accelerate the oxidation process of ammonia. When
washing, it is recommended that the substrate to be kept sunken into clean water and the
washing water to be under a continuously water exchange process, in order to eliminate the
accumulated organic matter and the rests of plant root that still remained inside after
harvesting.
The pipes must be cleaned, especially in the area of the elbows, because those areas
are more expose to organic matter accumulation. Therefore, this can encourage the
developed of heterotrophic bacteria and also, they can restrict the flow diameter, thus
producing an inconsistent flow rate and changing the flow technical parameters, as
hydraulic retention time (HRT) and hydraulic loading rate (HLR).
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Mechanical filters must be washed after each production cycle, if auto washing
system does not exist as an option, because of the financial aspect. This process must be
made also when it comes to biological trickling filters. However, after washing, the
bactoballs must be then activated, by using the same process as for aquaponics substrate. It
must be mentioned that the activation time depends on the substrate. The bactoballs have
the shortest activation time, followed by the aquaponics substrate represented by LECA
(light expended clay aggregate) and volcanic rock.
Fish rearing units must be clean periodically and also, the submersion pumps cover.
As regarding to the pumps, the must be cleaned inside after each production cycle.
In conclusion, a certain daily operational management must be made in order for the
production to growth properly and to respect the safety and security regulations in terms of
human consumption. Also, it must be specified that these operations are came together
with those that imply respecting the revisions specified in the technical documentation of
each used equipment.
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Organic Aquaculture to Meet Global Fish Demands:
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Abstract
This paper offers a global view of fish supply and demand. Based on trends in each country
or group of countries for the production of capture fisheries and aquaculture and those for
the consumption of fish, driven by income and population growth, IFPRI’s newly improved
International Model for Policy Analysis of Agricultural Commodities and Trade (IMPACT
model) simulates outcomes of interactions across countries and regions and makes
projections of global fish supply and demand into 2030. Projections are generated under
different assumptions about factors considered as drivers of the global fish markets.
Introduction
The growing population in recent decades has caused increasing demands of food and
traditional fuels for family daily use leading to serious problems of resources exploitation,
forest destruction and environmental pollution. Traditional fuels such as wood and coal for
cooking are becoming increasingly scarce and expensive, and can contribute to
deforestation. Large numbers of households engage in farming, and agricultural waste poses
a threat to the environment due to fresh animal dung being discharged into open gutters
and community waterways. An increasing population leads to intensive agricultural
aquaculture practices, damaging the environment.
For Organic Agriculture, USDA's National Organic Standards Board (NOSB) presented a
definition in 1995: “Organic agriculture is an ecological production management system that
promotes and enhances biodiversity, biological cycles and soil biological activity. It is based
on minimal use of off-farm inputs and on management practices that restore, maintain and
enhance ecological harmony". The principal guidelines for organic production are to use
materials and practices that enhance the ecological balance of natural systems and that
integrate the parts of the farming system into an ecological whole. Organic agriculture
practices cannot ensure that products are completely free of residues; however, methods
are used to minimize pollution from air, soil and water. Organic food handlers, processors
and retailers adhere to standards that maintain the integrity of organic agricultural
products. The primary goal of organic agriculture is to optimize the health and productivity
of interdependent communities of soil life, plants, animals and people.
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Diminishing fishery harvests, wild fish food-safety issues, environmental concerns, increased
fish consumption, and the increasing market share of organic foods have combined to focus
attention on “organic aquaculture.” Consumer demand may well drive the organic
production of finfish, shellfish, and other aquatic species into the mainstream during the
next decade. Organic aquaculture has attracted the attention of researchers from several
academic disciplines as well as that of environmental advocates and entrepreneurial
innovators. A small number of “certified” and noncertified organic fish and microalgae
products have made it to the retail market place in the developed countries. While the
regulatory specifics still need to be addressed, this new organic market niche has significant
potential for growth in the future (Boehmer et al., 2005).
The World Bank Group (WBG) Agriculture Action Plan 2013–15 summarizes critical
challenges facing the global food and agriculture sector. Global population is expected to
reach 9 billion by 2050, and the world food-producing sector must secure food and nutrition
for the growing population through increased production and reduced waste.
Production increase must occur in a context where resources necessary for food production,
such as land and water, are even scarcer in a more crowded world, and thus the sector
needs to be far more efficient in utilizing productive resources. Further, in the face of global
climate change, the world is required to change the ways to conduct economic activities.
Fisheries and aquaculture must address many of these difficult challenges. Especially with
rapidly expanding aquaculture production around the world, there is a large potential of
further and rapid increases in fish supply an important source of animal protein for human
consumption. During the last three decades, capture fisheries production increased from 69
million to 93 million tons; during the same time, world aquaculture production increased
from 5 million to 63 million tons (FishStat). Globally, fish currently represents about 16.6
percent of animal protein supply and 6.5 percent of all protein for human consumption
(FAO 2012). Fish is usually low in saturated fats, carbohydrates, and cholesterol and
provides not only high-value protein but also a wide range of essential micronutrients,
including various vitamins, minerals, and polyunsaturated omega-3 fatty acids (FAO 2012).
Thus, even in small quantities, provision of fish can be effective in addressing food and
nutritional security among the poor and vulnerable populations around the globe.
In some parts of the world and for certain species, aquaculture has expanded at the expense
of natural environment (for example, shrimp aquaculture and mangrove cover) or under
technology with high input requirements from capture fisheries (for example, fishmeal).
However, some aquaculture can produce fish efficiently with low or no direct input. For
example, bivalve species such as oysters, mussels, clams, and scallops are grown without
artificial feeding; they feed on materials that occur naturally in their culture environment in
the sea and lagoons. Silver carp and bighead carp are grown with planktons proliferated
through fertilization and the wastes and leftover feed materials for fed species in
multispecies aquaculture systems (FAO 2012). While the proportion of non-fed species in
global aquaculture has declined relative to higher trophic-level species of fish and
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crustaceans over the past decades, these fish still represent a third of all farmed food fish
production, or 20 million tons (FAO 2012).
Further, production efficiency of fed species has improved. For example, the use of fishmeal
and fish oil per unit of farmed fish produced has declined substantially as reflected in the
steadily declining inclusion levels of average dietary fishmeal and fish oil within compound
aquafeeds (Tacon and Metian 2008). Overall, a 62 percent increase in global aquaculture
production was achieved when the global supply of fishmeal declined by 12 percent during
the 2000–08 period (FAO 2012).
Many of the fishers and fish farmers in developing countries are smallholders. The Food and
Agriculture Organization (FAO) estimates that 55 million people were engaged in capture
fisheries and aquaculture in 2010, while small-scale fisheries employ over 90 percent of the
world’s capture fishers (FAO 2012). To these small scale producers fish are both sources of
household income and nutrients, and sustainable production and improved efficiency would
contribute to improve their livelihoods and food security. Sustainably managing marine and
coastal resources, including fish stock and habitat, would also help building and augmenting
resilience of coastal communities in the face of climate change threats.
One important feature of this food-producing sector is that fish is highly traded in
international markets. According to the FAO (2012), 38 percent of fish produced in the
world was exported in 2010. This implies that there are inherent imbalances in regional
supply and regional demand for fish, and international trade—through price signals in
markets—provides a mechanism to resolve such imbalances (Anderson 2003).
Therefore, it is important to understand the global links of supply and demand of fish to
discuss production and consumption of fish in a given country or a region, while
understanding the drivers of fish supply and demand in major countries and regions is
essential in making inferences about global trade outcomes. Developing countries are well
integrated in the global seafood trade, and flow of seafood exports from developing
countries to developed countries has been increasing. In value, 67 percent of fishery exports
by developing countries are now directed to developed countries (FAO 2012).
This report offers a global view of fish supply and demand. Based on trends in each country
or group of countries for the production of capture fisheries and aquaculture and those for
the consumption of fish, driven by income and population growth, IFPRI’s newly improved
International Model for Policy Analysis of Agricultural Commodities and Trade (IMPACT
model) simulates outcomes of interactions across countries and regions and makes
projections of global fish supply and demand into 2030. Projections are generated under
different assumptions about factors considered as drivers of the global fish markets. This
report reflects a collaborative work between the International Food Policy Research
Institute (IFPRI), the FAO, the University of Arkansas at Pine Bluff, and the World Bank. This
work builds on the publication Fish to 2020 by Delgado and others (2003).
Throughout the report, the discussions are centered around three themes: (1) health of
global capture fisheries, (2) the role of aquaculture in filling the global fish supply demand
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gap and potentially reducing the pressure on capture fisheries, and (3) implications of
changes in the global fish markets on fish consumption, especially in China and Sub-Saharan
Africa.
Methods
Systematic review of scientific papers searching in Google Scholar, without date limit and
only papers in English and Spanish. Grey literature accessed through manual search in the
Albert R. Mann Library, Cornell University. No restrictions were made by study design.
Abstracts were reviewed and in the necessary cases the full articles, finally taking into
account all articles which included aspects related to aquaculture and deleting the rest.
Searching for original studies, database was consulted by the following keywords: "Organic
Aquaculture" and "Global Fish Demands". Besides, bibliographical references of selected
articles were analyzed in order to rescue other potentially studies for the review. These
articles were also located through Google Scholar.
Inclusion and exclusion criteria: in the gray literature search was included all kinds of
different documents provided by societies and professional associations which included
aspects related to aquaculture. Regarding systematic reviews and scientific studies, it has
been applied as an inclusion criterion that studies had to incorporate conclusions on the
future of aquaculture. The main exclusion criterion was that the articles had only local
information.
Data extraction. After the initial search, were found 178 studies although 167 were excluded
due to they were not relevant to the purpose of this review. So finally, 11 documents listed
in the literature were selected.
Results
The remarkably dynamic character of the aquaculture sector stands out in the results and
underscores the tremendous contribution that will likely be made by the Asia region, in
particular, in meeting the growing world seafood demand in the next 20 years. The growth
of global aquaculture production is projected to continue at a strong pace, until it matches
the production of capture fisheries by the year 2030. China will likely still be at the top of
the producer list of major fish species, but other Asian countries/regions (particularly SEA,
IND, and SAR) will likely become stronger contributors of future aquaculture growth. Species
such as shrimp, salmon, tilapia and carp are seen to grow fairly rapidly over the projection
horizon, with projected annual average growth rates well in excess of 2 percent a year over
the 2010–30 period. This represents a strong contrast with the stagnant nature of capture,
whose growth in the model is kept at exogenous rates that reflect its historical patterns of
production.
Other pelagic will likely continue to be the most important category for use in producing
fishmeal and fish oil. The supply of these fish-based feeds is projected to grow at a steady
pace, although nowhere near as quickly as the overall trajectory of aquaculture production
that unfolds to 2030. Much faster growth in aquaculture production than in fishmeal supply
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toward 2030 reflects our assumption that there will continue to be steady improvements in
the feed and feeding efficiency within the aquaculture sector.
While such technological improvements are exogenously imposed in the model, rather than
endogenously determined, this trend is reflected in the historical data.
Dissemination of best management practices will likely continue from more advanced
regions—for example, Scandinavia for salmon aquaculture—throughout the industry.
This will likely come about as a result of competition for quality, the pressures of
sustainability certifications, and the purely economic drive to lower costs per unit
production of output as much as possible. The fishmeal price that is projected to steadily
rise over the projection horizon to 2030 represents a continuing imperative and driver for
technological change and efficiency gains. This is also reflected, in FAO results, in terms of
the increasing use of fish processing waste for reduction into fishmeal and fish oil. Use of
such “free” feedstock will likely increase, especially as fishery operations become more
consolidated and vertically integrated within the industry. All in all, it is likely that
technological change surrounding feed production and feeding practices will enable
aquaculture to become more efficient and sustainable in nature as we move into the
medium to long term horizon.
In FAO 2030 projections, the prices of all fish products continue on a slightly increasing
trajectory into the future, which is consistent with what FAO observe in other global food
commodity markets and projections. This reflects the “tightness” of market conditions that
they expect to prevail across a number of food categories, given the steady demand growth
for food and feed products that is expected to continue on a global level toward 2030 and
beyond. This in turn is driven by steady growth in emerging economies like China, India, and
the faster-growing countries within the Latin America and Sub- Saharan Africa regions.
As was the case in the earlier Fish to 2020 study, a good deal of production and
consumption growth and volume is expected to continue to be centered in China. The
projections also highlight a number of Southeast Asian countries increasing their
aquaculture supply in order to meet the growing food fish demand of regions such as China
as well as their own internal consumption needs. The model predicts that the fishmeal to
fuel the future growth of Asian aquaculture will largely be imported from Latin America,
which will likely continue to produce a surplus of feed for both fish and live- stock
production.
One of the illustrative scenarios that FAO explore points toward important sources of feed
for aquaculture: fish processing waste that can be reduced, along with whole fish, into
fishmeal and fish oil. The projected sizable increase in fishmeal production and reduction in
world prices suggests this as a promising source of change within the industry. Increased use
of processing waste will likely help relieve the pressure on marine stocks in the future as
well. This kind of development could be one of the factors that leads toward the “faster
growth” scenario simulated for aquaculture worldwide, in which a greater pressure on
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fishmeal markets (in the absence of any other technological change) and higher prices for
fishmeal, fish oil, and their ingredient fish species are projected.
The disease scenario for shrimp aquaculture in Asia shows, by design, a very dramatic initial
decline in shrimp production, but the shocks even out toward 2030 as the industry recovers.
The shift in trade patterns would be the main mechanism through which the Asian
production loss is made up, by additional production from other regions, especially Latin
America. However, given the size of the aggregate shock to the market, Latin America would
not be able to fill the initial global supply gap. Given the projected tightness of shrimp
markets due to the continuing growth in global demand, such large-scale disease outbreaks
will likely cause substantial impacts on the global market.
The scenarios focusing on capture fisheries show potentially dramatic changes in production
and distribution of production across regions. The effects of restoring global capture
fisheries will be positive in all aspects—both in production and consumption across all
regions. This contrasts with the climate change scenario, where some regions gain in
productivity due to more favorable biophysical conditions than other regions. This result
underscores the importance of understanding and properly measuring the region-specific
environmental changes, including ocean temperature and acidity levels that would occur
under various climate change projections, and their implications on regional fisheries.
The fact that there remains a large degree of uncertainty and inconsistency across various
climate model projections in terms of the degree and direction of these effects underscores
the importance of resolving these issues before meaningful interpretations can be given to
their simulated effects on capture fisheries and, more broadly, on global fish markets. This
also shows the growing need to manage fisheries in a precautionary fashion, given all the
unknowns surrounding climate change.
A scenario on the demand side illustrates the effects of accelerated food preference
changes among consumers in China. Substantially increased demand for high and mediumvalue fish species within China would shift the global fish trade. The trade position of China
for these products would shift from either small net exporter or large net importer to a solid
net exporter by 2030. As a result, fish consumption would be reduced in every other region
by 1 to 32 percent.
Each of these scenarios helps to illustrate important dimensions of the world fish economy
that might be substantially affected by technical, environmental, or socioeconomic change,
and how sensitive the model results are to those shifts. They also help point to areas that
should receive closer attention in future work such as sourcing of alternative feedstock for
fishmeal and which countries and regions could be significant game changers in the industry
as it evolves over the next 20 years.
Discussion and possible future directions
The series of comparative analyses presented in the model projections provided by OECDFAO (2012) in “Fish to 2030: Prospects for Fisheries and Aquaculture” gives them a degree
of confidence in the model’s ability to reproduce the observed dynamics of the global fish
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markets. However, the model shows some difficulty in generating consistent price
projections, despite its success in reproducing their supply, demand, and trade volumes. In
particular, for shrimp, crustaceans, and other freshwater and diadromous categories, the
model does not reproduce the sharply falling price trend over the 2000–08 period.
However, they are confident that the model has captured reasonably well the features of
each of these markets at the regional and global level.
As is often the case with a large and detailed model, this model contains a necessary degree
of simpli- fication so that the model is consistently clear in the construction and framework,
tractable in its computational properties, and easily modifiable to introduce exploratory
scenarios. Although there may be some features specific to certain segments of the fish
markets that have not been fully incorporated in our representation of fish supply and
demand relationships, they feel that this has not compromised the overall fidelity of the
model to its original goal of representing the basic drivers of change and capturing the
dynamics in the global fish markets to 2030.
Nonetheless, there are areas where improvements can be made on the model
representation, especially when additional and better data become available.
Aquaculture Growth Rates
One set of parameters that can be improved is exogenous growth rates of aquaculture
production. Except for those related to feed and price-driven supply responses, the
dynamics of aquaculture are approximated by their historical trends observed in aggregate
statistics. Given the sheer number of country-fish species combinations represented in the
IMPACT model, case-by-case investigation of aquaculture expansion potential is not
conducted. For example, each country faces species-specific and overall capacity constraints
for aquaculture that are driven by geographical characteristics, such as soils, topography,
climate, and water availability (Pillay and Kutty 2005; Boyd, Li, and Brummett 2012).
Without sufficiently controlling the culture environment (for example, putting fish in
greenhouses), aquaculture of certain species is simply infeasible in certain countries. If
country-level information is compiled, that information can be incorporated into the model
by fine-tuning the growth rate parameters. Alternatively, capacity constraints may be
explicitly specified within the model.
Capture Growth Rates
Similarly, the representation of the dynamics of capture fisheries can be improved. In this
study, the harvest of capture fisheries is treated as entirely exogenous, and their trends are
determined using the aggregate statistics. Use of fishery-specific information about capacity
and trends will likely improve the model predictions and expand the scope of analysis. While
the state of world fisheries are periodically assessed and reported by the FAO, many
fisheries, especially those in developing countries, are not currently assessed. However,
tools are available to infer the state of unassessed fisheries. For example, Costello and
others (2012) provide a regression-based predictive model of the state of unassessed
fisheries. While efforts at the University of Washington aim at quantifying the variability in
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management systems around the world to evaluate which particular attributes lead to more
successful outcomes for fish populations and fisheries (see, for example, Melnychuk,
Banobi, and Hilborn 2013), recently developed Fishery Performance Indicators (FPI) can be
used for rapid assessment of fisheries that are not formally assessed (Chu, Anderson, and
Anderson 2012). Interacting the IMPACT model with an ecological simulation model may be
an alternative way to characterize the dynamics of capture fisheries.
Trends in Consumption Demand
Consumption trend is another area where country or region specific parameters could be
improved. In this study, the dynamics of demand for food by individual consumers is driven
solely by growth in per capita income, and resulting per capita consumption demand is
scaled up for each country or region by the total population, whose trend is exogenously
given. All other changes in consumption in the model are purely price driven, which is
regulated by price and income elasticities of demand that are fixed throughout the
projection horizon. However, factors such as affluence and urbanization as well as concerns
for health, environment, and other ethical and social values are considered to affect
consumer preferences (FAO 2012) and, hence, own and cross price elasticities and income
elasticities of demand. Where available, country or region specific updates in elasticity
estimates could be incorporated to reflect observed trends and shifts in consumer
preferences.
Linking with Ecosystem Model
As FAO have pointed out in earlier discussions, there could have been greater detail brought
to the analysis of capture fisheries if an ecosystems-based framework had been used to
replace our simple treatment of the sector in the IMPACT model. In earlier conceptions of
the Fish to 2030 study, it was envisioned that the IMPACT model could be linked to a marine
ecosystems model such as those within the Ecopath with Ecosim (EwE) family of models
(Christiansen and Walters 2004a, 2004b). The EcoOcean model (Alder and others 2007), for
example, is built on the EwE modeling platform and provides global-level projections of
capture production potential across all of the FAO fishing regions. This model could
potentially be linked to IMPACT. Since the EcoOcean model takes into account the quantity
and value of marine fishery landings, the effort required, and the ability of the ecosystem to
regenerate itself, it would have provided a much more dynamic feedback to the marketdriven demand for capture species in IMPACT—especially as it relates to the demand for
whole fish that are reduced for fishmeal for the aqua- culture sector. Since it was designed
to project ecosystem impacts of longer-term environmental change, such as climate change,
it could have been used to extend the projections to a longer horizon (for example, to
2050).
Linking with an ecosystem model could allow them to address a much wider range of policyrelevant questions by combining questions of trade and agricultural policy with questions of
environmental management and technology adoption in fisheries. There would be
considerable value-added created by developing a robust link between a market-based,
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global food supply and demand model, such as IMPACT, and ecological process models for
fisheries, such as EcoOcean. Such a link enables the study to a) examine more closely the
effects of climate change–induced changes in aquatic ecosystems and ocean conditions, the
resulting impact on the productivity of marine ecosystems, and how that affects global fish
market dynamics; and b) gain a better sense of how global supply and demand for fish
products would be impacted by the ecological collapse of certain fisheries due to various
causes, including overfishing, climate change, or a combination of ecological factors. While
Fish to 2020 included such a scenario, it was not underpinned by this kind of detailed
biophysical modeling.
Consumption and Trade Data
At the time of model preparation, production data from the FishStat database were
available through 2009, whereas consumption and trade data from FAO FIPS FBS were
available only up to 2007. Lack of more recent data for the consumption/trade side has
posed a limitation in the calibration exercises for these series.
More importantly, the use of FAO FIPS FBS data determines the level of disaggregation of
fish species, which limits the scope of analysis in this study. For example, the level of species
aggregation dictated by the FAO FIPS FBS data precludes the analyses of most dynamic fish
markets, such as for tilapia and Pangasius, mainly due to limitation of trade raw data
availability for these species.
Furthermore, the FAO FIPS FBS data are geared toward understanding the supply
consumption balances of food commodities; for that reason, trade is expressed in terms of
“net export.” However, fish is traded heavily and extensively both in the form of fish and
processed seafood. Allowing the model to represent fish trade for processing purposes
would require substantial changes in the code, and obtaining consistent series of trade and
consumption for fish and seafood would require a more complicated data preparation. But
it may be a possible direction to go in to improve the model representation.
Overall Data Quality
FAO have tried as much as possible to maintain a close match between the model
projections and the existing data for the calibration period. However, a complete
congruence is not possible as the development of the fish part of IMPACT relies on three
different datasets that are not mutually consistent. As a result, much time has been spent
identifying the sources of discrepancy and reconciling them to reconstruct a plausible and
consistent picture of the global fish markets. For example, there are many cases in which
positive fishmeal production is observed (based on IFFO data) in countries where there is no
recorded “reduction” of whole fish (in FAO data), and the converse. To a lesser degree,
discrepancies are also identified between the more detailed production data from the FAO’s
FishStat database and the more aggregated consumption and trade data from the FAO FIPS
FBS database. It is desirable that these two important datasets are updated in tandem so
that they can be more readily used together. Unfortunately, at present, it is not technically
possible because data sets are updated sequentially starting with production series, then
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trade series, and then consumption series. Furthermore, as many countries do not report
trade data that are as highly disaggregated by species as production data, trade and
consumption series are necessarily more aggregated. The FAO has initiated an effort to
encourage member countries to report disaggregated fish trade data.
Undoubtedly, this would be a desirable goal for anyone working on fish supply and demand
studies within the FAO and within the wider research community. Investment in consistent
fisheries data seems especially sensible given the parallel modeling work that the FAO
undertakes in collaboration with the OECD (OECD-FAO 2012). In many ways, their effort in
this study to reconcile across the datasets is, by itself, a valuable contribution toward that
goal and will hopefully form a basis for further work within the FAO and its partner
organizations.
Conclusions
Organic fish farming is a new concept and is still in the early stages of development and
strives to re-establish a proper balance in aquaculture systems, for the benefit of the fish,
the environment and the consumers. Organic fish farming systems and standards that
define them are likely to witness considerable evolution and refinement over the years.
However, for the moment, three basic issues have to be conformed with for setting up
standards. Nutrient cycling within closed systems, following the law of return, is a central
organic principle. Also, the use of pesticides, dyes and antibiotics, which are conventionally
used in aquaculture are not to be permitted.
Water, which is both soil and air to the fish, is the critical issue, the quality of which plays an
important role in the quality of the product. Standards must be set up on the quality and
purity of the incoming and outgoing water in terms of environmental impact.
The feed, consisting of fishmeal, fish oil, cereal-based products, vitamins and minerals etc.
should be organically produced. It is not an easy task to bring down and remove the level of
organo-chlorine pollutants in the marine fish that are used for conversion into fishmeal.
National standards would have to be set up which the farmers and exporters who seek ecolabelling will have to abide by.
Consumer and market studies confirm a growing demand for both organic food products
and for fish and related food products coming from convention aquaculture.
Despite the unresolved status of the certification and labeling of organic aquatic animals
and plants in the U.S., the parallel successes of both the organic livestock and conventional
aquaculture markets have encouraged producers involved in both sectors to explore niche
markets for organic aquacultural products. There are documented trends in the growth of
other organic livestock sectors, and in the sales of “natural”, hormone-free, and antibioticfree fish and shellfish. This increasing demand has started to drive producer and retail
interest in aquacultural products that have a “certified organic” label. “Burgeoning
consumer interest in organically grown foods has opened new market opportunities for
producers and is leading to a transformation in the organic foods industry,” summarizes a
current U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) Economic Research Service (ERS) report. It
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further clarifies the organic market situation, “Once a niche product sold in a limited
number of retail outlets, organic foods are currently sold in a wide variety of venues
including farmer’s markets, natural product supermarkets, conventional supermarkets, and
club stores. Many U.S. manufacturers and distributors are specializing in processing and
marketing organic products, while some longtime manufacturers of conventional products
have introduced organic items to their product lines. As a result, an ever-widening array of
organic agricultural and food products is now available.” [Dimitri and Greene, 2002, p. 1]
U.S. aquaculture is also a growing sector of the agricultural market, although experiencing
considerable international competition. Recent ERS reports have supported this point. In
the October 2003 USDA Aquaculture Outlook, author David Harvey observed that “Although
beset with questions about the production of aquatic species, aquaculture is expected to
continue to grow as a source of fish, shellfish, and mollusks. The potential for aquaculture
production to expand and compete with wild harvest seafood and other livestock products
is readily evident in the continued growth in imported aquaculture products.”
Additionally, in the subsequent Aquaculture Outlook, Harvey reported “With a stronger
domestic economy and higher prices for livestock and poultry products, domestic
aquacultural production is expected to increase. Imports of foreign aquacultural products
are also expected to expand, but at a slower rate than seen over the last several years”.
Consumer demand for fish will also play a role in the future of aquaculture. ERS projections
point to not only increased per capita consumption of fish in the U.S., but to growth in the
number of older Americans, who traditionally eat more fish than younger people. “Fish and
fruits are predicted to lead the increase in total consumption, with about 30-percent growth
over the next two decades.” [Biing-Hwan, 2003]
In a Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) report from 2002, Brister and Tacon attempt
to approximate the current international production for organic aquaculture.
“Although no official statistical data are available concerning the global production of
certified organic aquaculture products, it is estimated that total production in 2000 was only
about 5,000 metric tonnes, primarily from European countries.” Later in the report this
estimate is used to chart potential future production, “Based on current estimates of
certified organic aquaculture production and an anticipated compound annual growth rate
of 30 percent from 2001 to 2010, 20 percent from 2011 to 2020, and 10 percent from 2021
to 2030, it is estimated that production will increase 240-fold from 5,000 tons in 2000 to 1.2
[million] tons by 2030. Such a production of certified aquatic products would be equivalent
to 0.6 percent of the total estimated aquaculture production in 2030.” This analysis parallels
the outlook for organic and aquacultural production in the U.S. and may encourage U.S.
producers to enter this market.
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Introduction
The study of mineral elements present in living organisms has a biological importance;
since many of such elements take part in some metabolic processes and are known to be
indispensable to all living things. The body usually contains small amount of minerals, some
of which are essential nutrients and components of many enzymatic systems and metabolic
mechanisms, and they contribute to the growth of the fish. The most important mineral
salts are that of calcium, sodium, potassium, phosphorous, iron, chlorine while many others
are also needed in trace amounts. The deficiency in these mineral elements reduces
productivity and causes diseases, such as inability of blood to clot, osteoporosis, anemia etc.
Macro and Micro Minerals
Macro and micro minerals content Minerals present in food can be essential, nonessential or toxic to human consumption. Minerals such as iron, copper, zinc and
manganese are essential and play important roles in biological systems. Meanwhile,
mercury, lead and cadmium are toxic, even in trace amounts [1]. Marine foods are very rich
sources of various mineral components. The total content of minerals in raw flesh of marine
fish and invertebrates is in the range of 0.6– 1.5% of wet weight [2]. However, variation in
mineral composition of marine foods can occur due to seasonal and biological differences
(species, size, dark/white muscle, age, sex and sexual maturity), area of catch, processing
method, food source and environmental conditions (water chemistry, salinity, temperature
and contaminant).
With the exception of the organically bound elements hydrogen, carbon, nitrogen and
oxygen, there are about 20 or so inorganic mineral elements which are considered to be
essential to animal life, including fish and shrimp. The essential mineral elements are usually
classified into two main groups according to their concentration in the animal body; the
microelements' and the microelements (Table 1)
Table 1. The essential mineral elements 1
Microelements'
Principal cations

Principal anions

Calcium (Ca)

Phosphorus (P)

Trace or microelements
Iron (Fe)

Fluorine (F)
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Magnesium (Mg)

Chlorine (Cl)

Zinc (Zn)

Vanadium (V)

Sodium (Na)

Sulphur (S)

Manganese (Mn)

Chromium (Cr)

Copper (Cu)

Molybdenum (Mo)

Iodine (I)

Selenium (Se)

Cobalt (Co)

Tin (Sn)

Nickel (Ni)

Silicon (Si)

Potassium (K)

1

Lall (1979)
The general function of minerals and trace elements can be summarized as follows:
 Minerals are essential constituents of skeletal structures such as bones and teeth.
 Minerals play a key role in the maintenance of osmotic pressure, and thus regulate
the exchange of water and solutes within the animal body.
 Minerals serve as structural constituents of soft tissues.
 Minerals are essential for the transmission of nerve impulses and muscle
contraction.
 Minerals play a vital role in the acid-base equilibrium of the body, and thus regulate
the pH of the blood and other body fluids.
 Minerals serve as essential components of many enzymes, vitamins, hormones, and
respiratory pigments, or as cofactors in metabolism, catalysts and enzyme activators.
Phosphorous (P) is essential for the plants‘ DNA, phospholipids' membranes, nucleic
acids, phosphoproteins , several key enzymes and as high energy phosphate esters (ATP).
The latter can also be found in human muscles and is a component to store energy in cells,
and plays a central role in energy and cell metabolism. It is particularly required in young
tissues. Phosphorus is essential for both photosynthesis and the formation of sugars and
oils. Inorganic phosphates serve as important buffers to regulate the normal acid base
balance (ie, pH) of animal and fish boy fluids.
Although soluble phosphorus salts can be absorbed through the skin, fins and gills of fish
and shrimp, the concentration of phosphorus in fresh and sea water is low, and
consequently body phosphorus requirements are usually met from dietary sources. Within
plant foods, including cereals and oilseeds, 50–80% of the phosphorus occurs in the form of
the calcium or magnesium salt of phytic acid; phytic acid being the hexaphosphate ester of
inositol. This organic form of phosphorus must first be hydrolyzed within the gastrointestinal tract by the enzyme phytase to inositol and phosphoric acid before it can be
utilized and absorbed by the animal. As with calcium, the absorption of inorganic
phosphorus salts is facilitated by high gastric acidity; the more soluble the salt the higher
the availability and absorption of phosphorus.
Deficiencies can lead to poor root growth as energy cannot be transported through the
plant in a proper way. Its insufficient supply causes also reddening of leaves due to
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anticianins or stunted growth with dark green leaves and delayed maturity. Tips of leaves
might also appear burnt.
Calcium (Ca)
 Calcium is an essential component of bone, cartilage and the crustacean
exoskeleton.
 Calcium is essential for the normal clotting of blood, by stimulating the release of
thromboplastin from the blood platelets.
 Calcium is an activator for several key enzymes, including pancreatic lipase, acid
phosphatase, cholinesterase, ATPases, and succinic dehydrogenase.
 Through its role in enzyme activation, calcium stimulates muscle contraction (ie.
promotes muscle tone and normal heart beat) and regulates the transmission of
nerve impulses from one cell to another through its control over acetylcholine
production.
 Calcium, in conjunction with phospholipids, plays a key role in the regulation of the
permeability of cell membranes and consequently over the uptake of nutrients by
the cell.
 Calcium is believed to be essential for the absorption of vitamin B12 from the gastrointestinal tract.
 Calcium is readily absorbed through the gastro-intestinal tract (through vitamin
D3 action), gills, skin and fins of fish and crustacea. In general, dietary calcium
absorption is facilitated by dietary lactose (by forming a soluble sugar-calcium
complex) and by high gastric acidities (by aiding solubilization of the calcium salt).
Calcium deficiencies are very common or limiting elements in aquaponics. Tip burn of
lettuces and blossom end rot of fruity plants can indicate that there is a deficiency of Ca in
the system. The issue is that Ca only can be transported through active xylem transpiration,
which occurs when the plants are transpiring. A proper ventilation to avoid a high humidity
can mostly solve the problem. Calcium carbonate or calcium hydroxide supplements can be
added to the system to increase the pH buffer capacity.
Potassium (K)
Potassium is the major cation of intracellular fluid, and regulates intracellular osmotic
pressure and acid-base balance. Like sodium, potassium has a stimulating effect on muscle
irritability. Potassium is also required for glycogen and protein synthesis, and the metabolic
breakdown of glucose.
It is an enzymatic activator and supports the synthesis of proteins, carbohydrates and
starch. It is also responsible for the transportation of glucose, water uptake and disease
resistance. Indicators for a deficiency of potassium can be burned spots on older leaves or
bad plant vigor. Also, flowers and fruits might abort or not develop properly. Being one of
the limiting elements of aquaponic systems it is important to constantly supply potassium
into the system, especially if fruiting plants are grown.
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Sodium (Na)
Sodium is the main monovalent ion of extracellular fluids; sodium ions constituting 93%
of the ions (bases) found in the blood stream. Although the principal role of sodium in the
animal is connected with the regulation of osmotic pressure and the maintenance of acidbase balance, sodium also has an effect on muscle irritability, and plays a specific role in the
absorption of carbohydrate.
Chlorine (Cl)
Chlorine is the main monovalent anion of extracellular fluids; chlorine ions constituting
about 65% of the total anions of blood plasma and other extracellular fluids within the body
(ie. gastric juice). Chlorine is therefore essential for the regulation of osmotic pressure and
acid-base balance. Chlorine also plays a specific role in the transport of oxygen and carbon
dioxide in the blood, and the maintenance of digestive juice pH.
However, potassium, sodium and chloride are serving as a vital function in controlling
osmotic pressures and acid-base equilibrium. They are readily absorbed from the
gastrointestinal tract, skin, fins and gills of fish.
Magnesium (Mg) is a key element in photosynthesis and plant metabolism and is at the
core of every chlorophyll molecule, and an essential component of bone, cartilage.
 Magnesium is an activator of several key enzyme systems, including kinases, (ie.
enzymes that catalyze the transfer of the terminal phosphate of ATP to sugar or
other acceptors), mutases (transphosphorylation reactions), muscle ATPases, and
the enzymes cholinesterase, alkaline phosphatase, enolase, isocitric dehydrogenase,
arginase (magnesium is a component of the arginase molecule), deoxyribonuclease,
and glutaminase.
 Through its role in enzyme activation, magnesium (like calcium) stimulates muscle
and nerve irritability (contraction), is involved in the regulation of intracellular acidbase balance, and plays an important role in carbohydrate, protein and lipid
metabolism.
Deficiencies are hardly found in aquaponic systems, but could be spotted if the area
between the veins of old leaves turns yellow.
Magnesium is readily absorbed through the gastro-intestinal tract, gills, skin and fins of
fish and crustacean. As with calcium and phosphorus, a proportion of the magnesium
contained in plant foodstuffs may be present in the form of phytin (Ca or Mg salt of phytic
acid).
Sulphur (S)
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Sulphur is an essential component of several key amino acids (methionine and
cystine), vitamins (thiamine and biotin), the hormone insulin, and the crustacean
exoskeleton.
 As the sulphate, sulphur is an essential component of heparin, chondroitin,
fibrinogen and taurine.
 Several key enzyme systems such as coenzyme A and glutathione depend for their
activity on free sulphydryl (SH) groups.
Sulphur is believed to be involved in the detoxification of aromatic compounds Sulphur
containing amino acids and to a lesser extent inorganic sulphates are readily absorbed from
the gastrointestinal tract of fish and shrimp.
Deficiencies are rare, but can be spotted in young leaves that turn yellow, stiff and
brittle, and finally fall off.
Micronutrients
Most micronutrient deficiencies in volve yellowing of the leaves (such as iron,
manganese, molybdenum and zinc). However, copper deficiencies cause leaves to darken
their green color.
Iron (Fe);
 Iron is an essential component of the respiratory pigments haemoglobin and
myoglobin.
 Iron is an essential component of various enzyme systems including the
cytochromes, catalases, peroxidases, and the enzymes xanthine and aldehyde
oxidase, and succinic dehydrogenase.
 As a component of the respiratory pigments and enzymes concerned in tissue
oxidation, iron is essential for oxygen and electron transport within the body
It is critical for photosynthesis and deficiencies are often found in aquaponic systems
since it is a limiting element. As iron (just like calcium) is a non-movable element. Iron is
normally added in its chelated form, which makes this element easily available to plants.
Given the susceptibility to pH it is important to keep the pH below 8 to avoid iron from
precipitating and becoming insoluble. The rule of thumb is to add 5 ml of iron per 1 m² of
plant cultivation area. Too high concentrations of iron do not harm the system but might
give a reddish color to the water. Iron is readily absorbed through the gastro-intestinal tract,
gills, fins and skin of fish and crustacea. Dietary iron availability and absorption is usually
depressed by high dietary intakes of phosphate, calcium, phytates, copper and zinc. In
general, inorganic sources of iron are more readily absorbed than organic sources; the
ferrous iron (Fe++) being more available for absorption than ferric iron (Fe+++). Reducing
substances such as vitamin C enhance the absorption of non-haem iron.
Zinc (Zn)
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Zinc is an essential component of more than 80 metalloenzymes, including carbonic
anhydrase (required for the transport of carbon dioxide by the blood and for the
secretion of HCI in the stomach), glutamic dehydrogenase, alkaline phosphatase,
pyridine nucleotide dehydrogenase, alcohol dehydrogenase, superoxide dismutase,
pancreatic carboxypeptidase, and tryptophan desmolase.
Zinc serves as a cofactor in many enzyme systems, including arginase, enolase,
several peptidases, and oxalacetic decarboxylase.
As an active component or cofactor for many important enzyme systems zinc plays a
vital role in lipid, protein, and carbohydrate metabolism; being particularly active in
the synthesis and metabolism of nucleic acids (RNA) and proteins.
Although not proven, it has been suggested that zinc plays a role in the action of
hormones such as insulin, glucagon, corticotrophin, FSH and LH.
Zinc is believed to play a positive role in wound healing.
Zinc is readily absorbed from the gastro-intestinal tract, gills, fins and skin of fish and
crustacea. Dietary zinc availability and absorption is reduced in the presence of
phytates, and high dietary intakes of calcium, phosphorus and copper.

Manganese (Mg)
 Manganese functions in the body as an enzyme activator for those enzymes that
mediate phosphate group transfer (ie. phosphate transferases and phosphate
dehydrogenases), particularly those concerned with the citric acid cycle including
arginase, alkaline phosphatase and hexokinase.
 Manganese is an essential component of the enzyme pyruvate carboxylase
 As a cofactor or component of several key enzyme systems, manganese is essential
for bone formation (re. mucopolysaccharide synthesis), the regeneration of red
blood cells, carbohydrate metabolism, and the Manganese is readily absorbed from
the gastro-intestinal tract, gills, fins and skin of fish and crustacea. Dietary
manganese availability and absorption is reduced in the presence of phytates, and
high dietary intakes of calcium reproductive cycle.
 As a cofactor or component of several key enzyme systems, manganese is essential
for bone formation (re. mucopolysaccharide synthesis), the regeneration of red
blood cells, carbohydrate metabolism, and the Manganese is readily absorbed from
the gastro-intestinal tract, gills, fins and skin of fish and crustacea. Dietary
manganese availability and absorption is reduced in the presence of phytates, and
high dietary intakes of calcium. Manganese uptake is very poor at pH greater than 8.
Copper (Cu)
 Copper is an essential component of numerous oxidation-reduction enzyme systems.
For example, copper is a component of the enzymes cytochrome oxidase, uricase,
tyrosinase, superoxide dismutase, amine oxidase, lysyl oxidase, and caeruloplasmin.
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As a component of the enzyme caeruloplasmin (ferroxidase), copper is intimately
involved with iron metabolism, and therefore haemoglobin synthesis and red blood
cell production and maintenance.
 Copper is also believed to be necessary for the formation of the pigment melanin
and consequently skin pigmentation, for the formation of bone and connective
tissue, and for maintaining the integrity of the myelin sheath of nerve fibers.
Copper is readily absorbed from the gastro-intestinal tract, gills, fins and skin of fish and
crustacea. Dietary copper availability and absorption is reduced in the presence of phytates,
and high dietary intakes of zinc, iron, molybdenum, cadmium, inorganic sulphates and
calcium carbonate.
Cobalt (Co)
 Cobalt is an integral component of cyanocobalamin (vitamin B12), and as such is
essential for red blood cell formation and the maintenance of nerve tissue.
 Although not confirmed, cobalt may also function as an activating agent for various
enzyme systems.
 Cobalt is readily absorbed from the gastro-intestinal tract and the surrounding water
by fish and crustacea. Dietary cobalt availability and absorption is reduced in the
presence of high dietary intakes of iodine.
Iodine (I)
Iodine is an integral component of the thyroid hormones, thyroxine and tri-iodothyronine, and as such is essential for regulating the metabolic rate of all body processes.
Rich dietary sources of iodine include all food stuffs of marine origin, and in particular
seaweed meals (which may contain up to 0.6% I) and marine fish and crustacean meals.
Iodine is readily absorbed from the gastro-intestinal tract and the surrounding water by fish
and crustacea. Dietary availability and absorption is reduced in the presence of high dietary
intakes of cobalt.
Boron (B)
Boron is used as a sort of molecular catalyst, especially involved in structural
polysaccharides and glycoproteins, carbohydrate transport, and regulation of some
metabolic pathways in plants. It is also involved in reproduction and water uptake by cells.
Deficiencies may be seen as incomplete bud development and flower set, growth
interruption and tip necrosis, and stem and root necrosis.
Molybdenum (Mo)
Molybdenum is used by plants to catalyze redox reactions with different forms of
nitrogen. Without sufficient molybdenum, plants can show symptoms of nitrogen deficiency
although nitrogen is present. Molybdenum is biologically unavailable at pH less than 5.
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Selenium (Se)
Selenium is an essential component of the enzyme glutathione peroxidase, and as such
(together with the tocopherols - vitamin E) serves to protect cellular tissues and membranes
against oxidative damage. It has also been suggested that selenium participates in the
biosynthesis of ubiquinone (coenzyme Q; involved in cellular electron transport) and
influences the absorption and retention of vitamin E.
Rich dietary sources of selenium include dehydrated fish solubles, fish meal, dried
brewer's yeast, corn gluten meal, rapeseed meal, cottonseed meal and dried brewers grains,
wheat bran, linseed meal, hydrolyzed feather meal, poultry by-product meal, meat meal and
alfalfa .Selenium is readily absorbed from the gastro-intestinal tract and the surrounding
water by fish.
Chromium Cr)
Trivalent chromium is an integral component of the glucose tolerance factor (GTF; a low
molecular weight compound with trivalent chromium coordinated to two nicotinic acid
molecules with the remaining coordinates protected by amino acids) and acts as a cofactor
for the hormone insulin. Apart from its vital role in carbohydrate metabolism (ie. glucose
tolerance and glycogen synthesis), trivalent chromium is also believed to play an important
role in cholesterol and amino acid metabolism.
Trivalent chromium is readily absorbed from the gastrointestinal tract and the
surrounding water by fish.
Dietary Mineral Requirements
There is scant information on the dietary mineral requirements of fish and shrimp. This
is mainly due to complexities which arise because of the ability of aquatic animals to absorb
minerals from the surrounding water in addition to the food ingested, and because of their
variation in response to salt regulation or osmotic pressure. For example, because marine
fish and shrimp live in a hypertonic environment (ie. in a medium containing an excess of
salt) they tend to suffer from desiccation through water loss across the gills. To compensate
for this loss marine fish therefore have to continually drink small amounts of water; the
excess salt contained within the intestinal seawater being pumped out of the gill to the
exterior [3] Consequently, since marine fish are reported to drink up to 50 percent of their
total body weight per day, drinking may satisfy a substantial part of their mineral
requirements [4] . Coupled with the direct absorption of minerals through the gills, fins and
skin, it is perhaps not surprising that marine fish such as the red sea bream (C. major) have
only been found to have a positive dietary requirement for phosphorus, potassium and iron
when fed a purified diet; the nutritional requirement for the remaining physiologically
essential minerals being apparently satisfied through direct absorption and/or drinking [5].
The situation in freshwater fish and prawns is the reverse; here the animals suffer from
hydration across the gills due to the steady loss of salt to the hypotonic environment. These
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animals therefore drink little or no water, and have to compensate for their urinary salt
losses by actively pumping salt from the external medium across the gills into the plasma.
Freshwater fish and prawns are therefore more demanding on an adequate dietary mineral
supply than marine fish and shrimp [6].
From the above it follows therefore that the dietary requirement of a fish or shrimp
species for a particular element will depend to a large extent upon the concentration of that
element in the water body. At present there is little information concerning the contribution
of waterborne elements to the total mineral balance of fish or shrimp [7].
Dietary mineral requirements are usually determined by feeding graded levels of each
element within a purified or semi-purified test diet; dietary requirement being taken at
‘break-point’ on the basis of the observed growth response, feed efficiency, or tissue
enzyme indicator level [8][ 5][4]. As with the vitamins, the majority of studies have been
conducted under controlled laboratory conditions and so little information exists on the
dietary mineral requirements of fish or shrimp under practical semi-intensive or intensive
farming conditions using practical diets.
Despite the adequate presence of macro and trace elements in virtually all raw
ingredients commonly used for fish feeding [9], and the ability of fish and shrimp to absorb
certain trace elements from the surrounding water, mineral deficiencies may arise under
intensive culture conditions through:
 The absence of a specific macro or trace mineral premix within the diet (for details of
specific mineral premix formulations [4].
 Reduced mineral bioavailability through dietary imbalances. The availability and
utilization of dietary trace elements in fish or shrimp is dependent upon the dietary
source and form of the element ingested, the adequacy of stores within the body,
interactions with other mineral elements present in the gastro-intestinal tract and
within the body tissues (antagonisms), and finally by element interactions with other
dietary ingredients or their metabolites (ie. vitamins, fiber and phytic acid).
 For certain fish species the availability and absorption of phosphorus and other
major elements (ie. calcium) from fish meal and meat and bone meal is further
complicated by the absence of an acid-secreting stomach, which is essential for
normal bone solubilization. For stomachless fish species soluble monobasic inorganic
salts or bioavailable organic salts must therefore be provided in the diet. Conversely,
within plant proteins a large proportion of phosphorus is present as organically
bound phytates. Not only is phytic acid phosphorus believed to be largely biologically
unavailable, but phytic acid also has the capacity to chelate other trace elements
(iron, copper, zinc, cobalt, and molybdenum) and by so doing may render them
biologically unavailable to the fish during digestion [10].
 Under practical farming conditions mineral deficiency signs often arise from a dietary
imbalance of calcium; due to the antagonistic effect of excess dietary calcium on the
absorption of phosphorus [11] and the trace elements zinc, iron and manganese [5].
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For example, the bioavailability of zinc, and to a lesser extent manganese within
white fish meal has been found to be much lower than that contained in brown fish
meal (which has a much lower ash and calcium content; [12][13]. Thus in
experimental feeding trials with rainbow trout, chum salmon and common carp fed
on diets in which white fish meal was used without a trace element supplement,
overt trace element deficiency signs arise such as depressed growth, short body
dwarfism and cataracts [13][14][15].
However, currently, very little is known about speciﬁc ﬁsh diets for aquaponic culture;
thus, current diets for aquaculture, mainly those for RAS culture conditions, are widely used
for both purposes. Apart from an adequate nitrogen/energy balance and a correct
combination of feed ingredients and particle size, the diet formulation for aquaponics
should contain adequate immuno-ingredients or additives that promote the best welfare
conditions to the ﬁsh during the growing cycle, thus avoiding any extra treatments into the
system. Moreover, the effects of speciﬁc feeds on water quality through diet digestibility,
feces particle size and settling ratio are also important aspects. Water quality odiﬁcations
from speciﬁc diets and selected feeding strategies have been related to ﬁsh behavioral
changes, which are essential for ﬁsh nutritionists to interpret dietary effects on the system.
An important factor to study under aquaponic culture conditions would be the relationship
between the whole ﬁsh excreta and the plant nutrient requirements. Aquaponic studies
may implicate interdisciplinary research areas to achieve more adequate ﬁsh feed
formulations and feeding strategies, not only focusing on ﬁsh growth and well-being, but
also promoting the best plant growth and quality for the consumers. Although the running
of an aquaponic system could be improved through optimal ﬁsh and plant species selection
[ 16], and the correct ﬁsh feed regime [17], most of the reported research shows extra
nutrient inputs needed for the plants, which should be added to the growing medium or as
a foliar spray to improve plant growth [ 18 ,19]. Although from literature N, Mg and some
other plant nutrients appear to be adequate from ﬁsh excreta, this is not the case for P, K,
Cu, Fe, Mn, Zn and S [ 20,21], which are normally included in the growing bed to be
absorbed for the plants. In this sense it is important to note that no information has been
reported regarding the possible impact of the surrounding water nutrients on ﬁsh wellbeing
or welfare. It is well known that ﬁsh expend energy to respond to the changes in
surrounding medium osmolality by regulating their body ﬂuid volume and solute
concentration through endocrine control, with marine and freshwater animals exhibiting
different strategies to maintain their homeostasis (ionic and osmotic gradients between the
body ﬂuids and surrounding seawater) [22].
Nutrition and feeding inﬂuence ﬁsh growth, welfare and health and their response to
physiological and environmental stressors and pathogens. The micronutrients P, K, Cu, Fe,
Mn, Zn and S represent a very small percentage in ﬁsh feed, and information related to the
requirements and effects of these micronutrients on ﬁsh aquaculture is relatively scarce.
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From published papers, micronutrient deﬁciencies are more extensively reported compared
with studies where excess amounts have been tested, i.e., possible toxicity effects. During
last years, the effects of dietary Cu, Mn, Fe and Zn, important micronutrients in ﬁsh
metabolism, have attracted interest due to their limited availability in plant protein
formulated feeds respect to the higher ﬁsh meal diets.
Copper (Cu) is an essential metal involved in several Cu-dependent enzymes, which
mostly intervene in the defence against oxidation reactions and include the Cu/Zn
superoxide dismutase (CuZnSOD), but Cu also participates in the production of energy at the
cellular level, in neurotransmission, collagen synthesis and melanin production [ 23]. Low Cu
levels may generate a reduction in feed efﬁciency and growth [ 24 ], while Cu toxicity
produces gill damage and liver and kidney necrosis [ 23,25 ]. Iron (Fe) is involved in electron
transport, oxygen transfer and cellular respiration, with a special importance in
haemoglobin [25,26]. Fe can be partially absorbed via the gills; however, the majority is
absorbed in the intestine. Fe deﬁciency causes anemia, low haematocrit and reduced Fe in
plasma, whereas excess uptake of Fe causes reduced growth, poor feed utilization, mortality
and diarrhea [23,25]. Manganese (Mn) is a transition metal essential for life, acting as a
cofactor for essential metalloenzymes involved in the development of the organic matrix of
bone [27].
Mn superoxide dismutase (MnSOD) intervenes in preventing the initiation of the radical
chain reaction when an oxidation reaction occurs. Mn deﬁciency reduces MnSOD activity in
ﬁsh tissues and the level of Mn, Ca and Na in the vertebrae [28]. Excess Mn may affect the
integrity of intestinal immunity [29], which is essential mostly in marine ﬁsh to maintain
correct ion regulation. Zinc (Zn) is an essential cofactor for several metabolic processes in
ﬁsh and forms part of up to 20 metallo enzymes implicated in lipid, carbohydrate and
protein metabolism. Zn is essential for structural components such as bone, skin and scales;
plays an important role in regulating oxidative stress and immunity; and intervenes in
reproductive processes. Zn is involved in bone formation and mineralization by activating
osteoblastic cells and inhibiting osteoclastic bone resorption [30]. Thus, Zn deﬁciency in ﬁsh
causes slower growth rates, cataracts, skin and ﬁn erosion, and dwarﬁsm [25]. Zinc can be
absorbed via the gills and gut [31,32]. However, the presence of chelators or competitive
substances may interact with zinc absorption. Calcium, phosphates, high water salinity and
acidic pH are some of the factors that can alter zinc availability. Zinc deﬁciency may thus
reduce production over the whole life cycle [23, 25, 33].
However, zinc toxicity has scarcely been studied, and most trials only reﬂect data
concerning the survival in freshwater species exposed to high levels of waterborne zinc.
Probably the most important toxic effect of zinc is related to the inhibition of calcium
absorption. Calcium and zinc share transport channels, and at high levels of zinc, calcium
uptake is severely reduced [34, 35, 36].
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As a summary, it is important to note that in aquaculture, ﬁsh mineral requirements are
still poorly reported, with a very low amount of information with respect to dietary mineral
unbalance and excess on ﬁsh welfare. As ﬁsh may obtain minerals both from surrounding
water and diets , research efforts should be made to understand the shared waterborne
micronutrient compatibility and mutual beneﬁts between plants and ﬁsh, and also to study
the effects of higher dietary levels of the target plant minerals in the whole aquaponic
production cycle, ﬁsh, and plant
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A comparative study between RAS (recirculating aquaculture production
systems) and RAS-A (recirculating integrated aquaponic production systems),
regarding their production capacities - an overview.
Khalil, M.S.; Hassan, A.A.; Yacout, M.H ; Abdelsalam, O.; Yacout, K.M.
Animal Production Research Institute, Dokki, Giza, Egypt
 Recirculating aquaculture production systems (RAS):
Recirculating aquaculture systems (RAS) are a method of growing fish that provides an
opportunity to supplement wild-caught fish with other seafood produced in an ecologically
and economically sustainable manner. RAS are closed-loop facilities that retain, treat and
reuse the water within the system. The water in RAS flows from a fish tank through a
treatment process and is then returned to the tank, hence the term recirculating
aquaculture systems. RAS are environmentally sustainable, using 90-99 percent less water
than other aquaculture systems. Various methods can be used to treat and clean the water
from the fish tanks and make it reusable. Many RAS use components to treat the water by
removing waste mechanically and breaking the remainder of the waste down biologically.
When the waste is removed some of the water is also removed from the system. Ideally,
RAS only replace very small percentages of the total water volume, due to some loss during
waste removal and/or evaporation (less than 1 percent daily water exchange).
Traditional aquaculture production in ponds requires large quantities of water.
Approximately 1 million gallons of water per acre are required to fill a pond and an
equivalent volume is required to compensate for evaporation and seepage during the year.
Recirculating aquaculture production systems may offer an alternative to pond aquaculture
technology.
Through water treatment and reuse, recirculating systems use a fraction of the water
required by ponds to produce similar yields. Because recirculating systems usually use tanks
for aquaculture production, substantially less land is required. Aquatic crop production in
tanks and raceways where the environment is controlled through water treatment and
recirculation has been studied for decades. Although these technologies have been costly,
claims of impressive yields with year-round production in locations close to major markets
and with extremely little water usage have attracted the interest of prospective
aquaculturists. In recent years, a variety of production facilities that use recirculating
technology have been built. All aquaculture production systems must provide a suitable
environment to promote the growth of the aquatic crop. Critical environmental parameters
include the concentrations of dissolved oxygen, un-ionized ammonia- nitrogen, nitritenitrogen, and carbon dioxide in the water of the culture system. Nitrate concentration, pH,
and alkalinity levels within the system are also important.
To produce fish in a cost effective manner, aquaculture production systems must
maintain good water quality during periods of rapid fish growth. In aquaculture ponds,
proper environmental conditions are maintained by balancing the inputs of feed with the
assimilative capacity of the pond. The pond Õs natural biological productivity (algae, higher
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plants, zooplankton and bacteria) serves as a biological filter that processes the wastes. In
aquaculture because of the higher initial capital costs of tanks compared to earthen ponds,
the production rely upon the flow of water through the tanks to wash out the waste byproducts. Additionally, the oxygen concentration within the tank must be maintained
through continuous aeration, either with atmospheric oxygen (air) or pure gaseous oxygen.
A key to successful recirculating production systems is the use of cost-effective water
treatment system components. All recirculating production systems remove waste solids,
oxidize ammonia and nitrite-nitrogen, remove carbon dioxide, and aerate or oxygenate the
water before returning it to the fish tank (see Fig. 1). More intensive systems or systems
culturing sensitive species may require additional treatment processes such as fine solids
removal, dissolved organics removal, or some form of disinfection (Xu, et al., 2014).

All recirculating production systems remove waste solids, oxidize ammonia and
nitrite-nitrogen, remove carbon dioxide, and aerate or oxygenate the water before
returning it to the fish tank. More intensive systems or systems culturing sensitive species
may require additional treatment processes such as fine solids removal, dissolved organics
removal, or some form of disinfection.
Recirculating aquaculture systems can be divided into two main categories: freshwater and
saltwater operations. Each of these can be paired with specific technologies designed to
maximize efficiency within the system, minimize effluent discharge and occasionally to work
in a symbiotic relationship with other technologies.
A major concern of most aquaculture systems is the buildup of ammonia (NH3 ) and
its derivatives from fish waste, which can be fatal to fish even at very small concentrations
as little as .08 mg/L (Rakocy, et al., 1992).
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In fully recirculating systems, nitrate and phosphate levels accumulate at a rate that is
proportional to fish density; thus, the larger the production scale, the more effluents will
appear in the system and need treatment in order to ensure the continued growth of the
fish. Macro algae can accomplish this because they absorb the nutrients that are in fish
waste for their own growth, the same way that aquaponics produce plant growth from
these nutrients.
 Recirculating integrated aquaponic production systems (RAS-A):
In aquaculture, the release of a waste stream of water from a RAS is probably the
number one environmental impact of the system. In addition, in countries where water is
becoming a commodity that is in short supply and water prices are rising all the time. The
obvious way to contacts these two disadvantages, wastewater release and a requirement
for new water, is to find a way to utilize the waste nutrients that are accumulating within
the RAS. So, the new technology was raised up which is Aquaponic system (Rakocy, 2012).
Aquaponics is the integration of two, separate, established farming technologies recirculating fish farming and hydroponic plant farming.
So, it is the combination of aquaculture (fish) and hydroponic cultivation of plants. Also,
aquaponics is a bio-integrated system that links recirculating aquaculture with hydroponic
vegetable, flower, and/or herb production. Recent advances by researchers and growers
alike have turned aquaponics into a working model of sustainable food production (Martins,
et al., 2010).
Aquaponics, also known as the integration of hydroponics with aquaculture, is gaining
increased attention as a bio-integrated food production system.
Aquaponic systems work by introducing nitrifying bacteria, which feed on the ammonia in
fish waste to convert it into nitrate, which is non-toxic to the fish and beneficial for the
plants. Another innovation in freshwater RAS involves the use of microalgae to reduce the
prevalence of carbon dioxide within these systems and provide a food source to developing
fish.
Aquaponics serves as a model of sustainable food production by following certain
principles:
- The waste products of one biological system serve as nutrients for a second
biological system.
- The integration of fish and plants results in a polyculture that increases diversity and
yields multiple products.
- Water is re-used through biological filtration and recirculation.
- Local food production provides access to healthy foods and enhances the local
economy.
In aquaponics, nutrient-rich effluent from fish tanks is used to fertigate hydroponic
production beds. This is good for the fish because plant roots and rhizobacteria remove
nutrients from the water. These nutrients – generated from fish manure, algae, and
decomposing fish feed – are contaminants that would otherwise build up to toxic levels in
the fish tanks, but instead serve as liquid fertilizer to hydroponically grown plants. In turn,
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the hydroponic beds function as a biofilter – stripping off ammonia, nitrates, nitrites, and
phosphorus – so the freshly cleansed water can then be recirculated back into the fish
tanks. The nitrifying bacteria living in the gravel and in association with the plant roots play
a critical role in nutrient cycling; without these microorganisms the whole system would
stop functioning. Greenhouse growers and farmers are taking note of aquaponics for several
reasons:
- Hydroponic growers view fish manured irrigation water as a source of organic
fertilizer that enables plants to grow well.
- Fish farmers view hydroponics as a biofiltration method to facilitate intensive
recirculating aquaculture.
- Greenhouse growers view aquaponics as a way to introduce organic hydroponic
produce into the marketplace, since the only fertility input is fish feed and all of the
nutrients pass through a biological process.
- Food-producing greenhouses – yielding two products from one production unit – are
naturally appealing for niche marketing and green labeling.
- Aquaponics can enable the production of fresh vegetables and fish protein in arid
regions and on water limited farms, since it is a water reuse system.
- Aquaponics is a working model of sustainable food production wherein plant and
animal agriculture are integrated and recycling of nutrients and water filtration are
linked.
- In addition to commercial application, aquaponics has become a popular training aid
on integrated bio-systems with vocational agriculture programs and high school
biology classes.
- Aquaponic systems are even more water-efficient than traditional hydroponic
systems
- (growing plants in water in which chemical nutrients are added).
- Aquaponic systems do not require complete water exchanges for a year or much
longer compared to hydroponic systems that need to have full water changes every
three months.
The technology associated with aquaponics is complex. It requires the ability to
simultaneously manage the production and marketing of two different agricultural
products. Modern aquaponic systems can be highly successful, but they require intensive
management and they have special considerations. This publication provides an
introduction to aquaponics, it profiles successful aquaponic greenhouses, and it provides
extensive resources. It does not attempt to describe production methods in comprehensive
technical detail, but it does provide a summary of key elements and considerations.
The obvious way to counteract these two disadvantages, wastewater release and a
requirement for new water, is to find a way to utilize the waste nutrients that are
accumulating within the RAS. Historically, many RAS farmers have looked to bacterially
mediated methods to counteract salt accumulations. This methodology basically consists of
creating a chamber in-line to the RAS water flow in which anaerobic bacteria are grown.
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These anaerobic bacteria utilize nitrate as a food source and metabolize it to release
nitrogen gas as an end product. Then the nitrogen gas is bled out of the system, thus
counteracting waste nutrient buildup from nitrogenous compounds. However, the
metabolism of feed by the fish also produces other waste nutrients, which sometimes
cannot be converted to a gaseous form by the anaerobic digester and, therefore, remain
within the system. A better approach to removing waste nutrients is to expose them to
something that will utilize the entire suite of nutrients produced with the RAS. This is where
plants and hydroponics come into the picture
Aquaponics simply makes the connection between the fact that RAS fish farming
produces waste nutrients and hydroponics utilizes nutrients for plant production. Because
both systems are water-based, integration is a logical step
The approach that has been adopted until recently was that nutrients should still be allowed
to accumulate in aquaponic systems because this gives the plants access to the limiting
nutrients.
So, in summary, advantages of aquaponics (Lennard, 2009) are:
 We produce two crops; fish and plants, which gives us two income streams from
one input (fish feed),
 Little water use,
 Zero environmental impact, no wastewater discharge,
 The production of two income-producing crops,
 Very small environmental footprint, high density farming and,
 Ability to be located close to end users, lowering transportation costs.
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Introduction
Aquaponics is the integrated cultivation of plants in an aquaculture system [1],
wherein the fish water tank enriched with nutrients is used for plant growth. Its role for
food security would be particularly relevant because the global population is expected to
reach 9.6 billion around 2050 with more than 75% living in urban areas [2]. Urban
population growth will require an increasing demand for animal protein [3] and in this
context, conventional farming meets resource limitations, decrease of arable surfaces,
constrained freshwater supplies, soil degradation and soil nutrient depletion [4,5]. This
alerts researchers to the necessity to compensate existing sustainability deficits in
agricultural food systems.
To reach this goal, there are some improvements that need to be addressed. This
includes: an improved nutrient solubilization and recovery to reduce extra mineral addition,
limitation for need of water exchange, use of alternative energy sources and methods for
pH stabilization. Many research institutes and companies are trying to fill the knowledge
gap present in the design of a sustainable and competitive aquaponic system.
As It is expected that the world population will be growing up to 9 billion people by
(6). This fact implies that the global demand for food has to be further expanded of about
70-100% (7) (8). In this context, the agriculture sector, which already plays a central role in
ensuring food security (9), have also to respond to one of the greatest dilemmas of 21st
century: how to produce more food using less resources and minimizing the environmental
impact? (10). Among the agricultural production systems, aquaculture seems to be the most
suitable to solve this dilemma.
However, the physiochemical parameters and atmospherical conditions play an
important role in aquaponics. The methods are not emphasized, but the influence the
different parameters have on the water chemistry. The parameters control several factors
such as nitrogen, pH, dissolved oxygen (DO), temperature and others.
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1. Physiochemical conditions
1.1 Nitrogen
Ammonia and nitrite are extremely toxic to fish, and sometimes referred to as
“invisible assassins”. Ammonia and nitrite are both considered toxic above levels of 1
mg/liter, although any level of these compounds contributes to fish stress and adverse
health effects. There should be close to zero detectable levels of both of these in a seasoned
aquaponic system. The biofilter is entirely responsible for transforming these toxic
chemicals into a less toxic form. Any detectable levels indicate that the system is
unbalanced with an undersized biofilter or that the biofilter is not functioning properly.
Ammonia is more toxic in warm basic conditions; if the pH is high, any detectable amount of
ammonia is especially dangerous. Water tests for ammonia are called total ammonia
nitrogen (TAN), and test for both types of ammonia (ionized and un-ionized). Symptoms of
ammonia and nitrite poisoning are often seen as red streaking on the fish body, gills and
eyes, scraping on the sides of the tank, gasping at the surface for air, lethargy and death.
Nitrate on the other hand is much less toxic to most fish. Most species are able to tolerate
levels of more than 400 mg/liter.
1.2 pH
A general knowledge of pH is useful for managing aquaponic systems. The pH of a
solution is a measure of how acidic or basic the solution is on a scale ranging from 1 to14. A
pH of 7 is neutral; anything below 7 is acidic, while anything above 7 is basic. The term pH is
defined as the amount of hydrogen ions (H+) in a solution; the more hydrogen ions, the
more acidic. Plants can retrieve nutrients from water, soil or other substrates, and the
chemical composition of the medium will therefore influence growth (11). A crucial point in
aquaponic systems is the pH stabilization, as it is critical to all living organisms within a
cycling system that includes fish, plants and bacteria. The optimal pH for each living
component is different. Most plants need a pH value between 6 and 6.5 in order to enhance
the uptake of micro- and macronutrients, but outside of this range the nutrients become
difficult for plants to access. The pH affects the nutrient availability, and both wither too
basic and too acidic water pH is undesirable. In fact, a pH of 7.5 can lead to nutrient
deficiencies of iron, phosphorus and manganese. Fish have specific tolerance ranges for pH
as well. However, the pH affects the toxicity of ammonia to fish, with higher pH leading to
higher toxicity. Aquaponics require a balanced pH for plants, fish and nitrifying bacteria
(12). A pH value below 6 and above 8 is critical endpoints in aquaculture (13). This is
because pH drives chemical speciation, and thus controls toxicity of elements in water. To
ensure that the nutrients are available to the hydroponic lettuce the pH range should
optimally be within the pH range of 5.0 – 6.0 (14), but pH levels up to 7 are also adequate
for growth (15).
In conclusion, the ideal aquaponic water is slightly acidic, with an optimum pH range of 6–7.
This range will keep the bacteria functioning at a high capacity, while allowing the plants full
access to all the essential micro- and macronutrients.
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Nitrification is optimal within a pH range of 7.5 – 9.0 (16). An aquaponic system
should maintain a pH near 7 because nitrification efficiency decreases at lower pH values
while nutrient solubility decreases at higher pH values (16). The pH is expected to decrease
because of the CO2 produced by nitrification. There are three major bacteria, for which
optimal pH conditions are as follows: (1) Nitrobacter: 7.5 [17]; (2) Nitrosomonas: 7.0–7.5
[18], and (3) Nitrospira: 8.0–8.3 [19]. Substantial changes in pH in short periods (changes of
0.3 within a period of 12–24 hours) can be problematic or even lethal for fish. Therefore, it
is important to keep the pH as stable as possible. Buffering with carbonate is recommended
to prevent large pH swings.
1.3 Dissolved oxygen (DO)
Oxygen is essential for all three organisms involved in aquaponics; plants, fish and
nitrifying bacteria all need oxygen to live. The DO level describes the amount of molecular
oxygen within the water, and it is measured in milligrams per liter. It is the water quality
parameter that has the most immediate and drastic effect on aquaponics. Indeed, fish may
die within hours when exposed to low DO within the fish tanks.
Thus, ensuring adequate DO levels is crucial to aquaponics. Although monitoring DO
levels is very important, it can be challenging because accurate DO measuring devices can
be very expensive or difficult to find. It is often sufficient for small-scale units to instead rely
on frequent monitoring of fish behaviour and plant growth, and ensuring water and air
pumps are constantly circulating and aerating the water.
Oxygen dissolves directly into the water surface from the atmosphere. In natural
conditions, fish can survive in such water, but in intensive production systems with higher
fish densities, this amount of DO diffusion is insufficient to meet the demands of fish, plants
and bacteria. Oxygen in the rooting medium is also required for the metabolic processes
involved in root formation and subsequent growth [20]. Low concentration of dissolved
oxygen can decrease water uptake by the roots and thereby decrease leaf growth of lettuce
[21]. Thus, the DO needs to be supplemented through management strategies. The two
strategies for small-scale aquaponics are to use water pumps to create dynamic water flow,
and to use aerators that produce air bubbles in the water.
Irrigation of plants will naturally aerate the water, and in addition aeration devices
should be readily available in case of oxygen depletion. Usually conditions are considered
hypoxic (low oxygen) when dissolved oxygen is under 65 %. With respect to fish the water
should optimally be 100 % saturated with dissolved oxygen (DO) because water is their
source of oxygen [22]. In addition nitrifying bacteria are aerobic and need oxygen to
produce nitrate (NO3 -) [23].
Water movement and aeration are critical aspects of every aquaponic unit, and their
importance cannot be overstressed. The optimum DO levels for each organism to thrive are
5–8 mg/liter. Some species of fish, including carp and tilapia, can tolerate DO levels as low
as 2–3 mg/liter, but it is much safer to have the levels higher for aquaponics, as all three
organisms demand the use of the DO in the water. Water temperature and DO have a
unique relationship that can affect aquaponic food production. As water temperature rises,
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the solubility of oxygen decreases. Put another way, the capacity of water to hold DO
decreases as temperature increases; warm water holds less oxygen than does cold water.
As such, it is recommended that aeration be increased using air pumps in warm locations or
during the hottest times of the year, especially if raising delicate fish. However, a clear sign
for lack of oxygen is when fish are gasping for air at the surface. This behavior, called piping,
is when fish swim close to the surface of the water and take air into their mouths. This is an
emergency situation that needs immediate attention. Anyhow, do not overstock the fish,
and refrain from adding more than 20 kg of fish per 1 000 liters of total water.
Maintaining high DO levels in the culture water is extremely important for optimal
plant growth, especially in aquaponic systems with their high organic loads. Hydroponic
plants are subject to intense root respiration and draw large amounts of oxygen from the
surrounding water. If DO is deficient, root respiration decreases. This reduces water
absorption, decreases nutrient uptake, and causes the loss of cell tissue from roots. The
result is reduced plant growth. Low DO levels correspond with high concentrations of
carbon dioxide, a condition that promotes the development of plant root pathogens. Root
respiration, root growth and transpiration are greatest at saturated DO levels.
1.4. Temperature
Water temperature affects all aspects of aquaponic systems. Fish are cold-blooded
and, therefore, their ability to adjust to a large range of water temperatures is low. A steady
temperature within their correct tolerance range keeps fish in their optimal conditions and
aids fast growth and efficient FCR. In addition, optimal temperatures (and thus less stress)
reduce the risk of diseases. Thermal isolation, water heaters and coolers help to achieve a
steady temperature level, although these may be costly in areas where energy is expensive.
It is often better to grow fish adapted to local environmental conditions. Each fish has an
optimum temperature range that should be researched by the farmer. Generally, tropical
fish thrive at 22–32 °C while cold-water fish prefer 10–18 °C. Meanwhile some temperate
water fish have wide ranges, for example, common carp and largemouth bass can tolerate
5–30 °C.
Temperature has an effect on DO as well as on the toxicity (ionization) of ammonia;
high temperatures have less DO and more unionized (toxic) ammonia. Also, high
temperatures can restrict the absorption of calcium in plants. The combination of fish and
plants should be chosen to match the ambient temperature for the systems’ location, and
changing the temperature of the water can be very energy-intensive and expensive.
In RAS the temperature is easy to control. Atlantic salmon have a high temperature
tolerance [24]. The upper temperature limit for salmon in Norway is 23 – 26 oC, but
optimum temperature for growth is 16 - 20 oC. To ensure maximum growth and minimize
stress, the temperature needs to be maintained in the species optimal range. Optimal
growth of lettuce is obtained with day temperatures of 15 – 25 oC, and night temperatures
of 10 – 15 oC [25]. This means that the optimal temperature for smoltz production is within
the temperature range required for cultivation of lettuce.
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Warm-water fish (e.g. tilapia, common carp, catfish) and nitrifying bacteria thrive in
higher water temperatures of 22–29 °C, as do some popular vegetables such as okra, Asian
cabbages, and basil. Contrarily, some common vegetables such as lettuce, Swiss chard and
cucumbers grow better in cooler temperatures of 18–26 °C, and cold-water fish such as
trout will not tolerate temperatures higher than 18 °C. Although it is best to choose plants
and fish already adapted to the local climate, there are management techniques that can
minimize temperature fluctuations and extend the growing season. Systems are also more
productive if the daily, day to night, temperature fluctuations are minimal.
Based on these data, the highest possible pH value should be consistent with the
prevention of ammonia accumulation in the system. Then, the ideal pH value for the
system is between 6.8 and 7.0. Although root uptake of nitrate raises pH as bicarbonate
ions are released in exchange [26], the acidity producing nitrification process has a higher
impact on the overall system pH, leading to a constant and slight decrease in the pH-value.
There are two approaches to counteract that trend:
(1) Nutritional supplementation is the most applied method in use. By adding
carbonate, bi-carbonate or hydroxide to the system, the pH value can temporarily be
adjusted in line with the requirements. Also, they increase the alkalinity parameter that
prevents large fluctuations in pH and thus keeps the system stable. The buffers should
preferably be based on calcium, potassium, and magnesium compounds, since they
compensate for a possible nutritional deficiency of those essential nutrients for plants
[27]. Regarding the composition of the supplementation, it is important to seek a balance
between those three elements.
(2) A proposed alternative approach is the implementation of the fluidized lime-bed
reactor concept [28] into the field of aquaponics. This water neutralization concept
consists of the controlled addition of dissolved limestone (CaCO3) to the acid water that
leads to a continuous pH-elevating effect due to carbonate solubilization that releases
hydroxide anions (OH−).
CaCO3(s) ⇌Ca2++ CO32−
Depending on pH, when CaCO3 dissolves, some carbonate hydrolyses produce HCO3−
CO32− + H2O ⇌HCO3− + OH−
The degree to which the pH is raised is dependent on the adjustable flow rate. However,
this concept requires preliminary empirical measurements with respect to the system’s
steady pH-drop in order to determine the size of the lime-bed reactor taking the specific
flow-rate into consideration.
1.5. Nutrient Balance
As an innovative sustainable food production system, the challenge in aquaponics is
to use the nutrient input efficiently, minimizing its discard and tending to a zero-discharge
recirculating system [29,30]. Fish feed, the main nutrient input; can be divided into
assimilated feed, uneaten feed, and soluble and solid fish excreta [31]. Soluble excreta are
mainly ammonia and are the most available mineral until it is successively transformed into
nitrite and nitrate by nitrifying bacteria [32, 33]. Both uneaten feed and solid feces need to
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be solubilized from organic material to ionic mineral forms that are easily assimilated by
plants. Minerals have different solubilization rates and do not accumulate equally [34, 35],
which influences their concentrations in the water. All involved microorganisms and
chemical and physical mechanisms of solubilization are not well understood [36, 37]. Under
current practices in RAS, the solid wastes are only partially solubilized as they are
mechanically filtered out on a daily basis [38]. These filtered wastes can be externally fully
mineralized and reinserted into the hydroponic beds.
Given the objective of obtaining a low environmental footprint, a zero-discharge
recirculating system concept should be achievable according to Neori et al. [29], but more
research needs to be carried out on fish waste solubilization with the objective to transform
all added nutrients into plant biomass. There are two methods for mineralizing organic
material that could be implemented: (1) anoxic digestion in special mineralization or settling
units using bioleaching abilities of heterotrophic bacteria (e.g., Lactobacillus plantarum)
[39]; and/or (2) using earthworm species such as Lumbricus rubellus capable of converting
organic wastes to water enriching compounds in wet composting or grow beds [40]. Vermi
culture can facilitate a high degree of mineralization as worm casts contain micro- and
macronutrients broken down from organic compounds [41]. Addition of external sources
(e.g., food waste) of feed for the worms to provide the aquaponic system with additional
organic fertilizers has also been suggested [42].
There is a lack of knowledge about the nature of organic molecules and the
biochemical processes occurring for their assimilation by plants. Some can be taken up
directly or need complex biodegradation to make them available. Another difference is the
microflora inherent to aquaponics while sterilization occurs in hydroponics. This microflora
can have significant beneficial effects on plant growth and organic molecules’ assimilation.
Hence, some aquaponics investigators report similar or even better yield than hydroponics
for some crops, despite lower concentrations of mineral nutrients [16,43,44,45,46].
Voogt [47] identifies three aspects of the hydroponic nutrient solution composition that
should be taken into account in aquaponics: (1) elemental uptake ratio compared to
nutrient composition; (2) ease of uptake of specific elements; (3) the type of growing system
that also require a specific nutrient composition. The composition of a nutrient solution
must reflect the uptake ratios of individual elements by the crop; otherwise it will lead to
either accumulation or depletion of certain elements. As the demands between crops differ,
the basic compositions of nutrients solutions are crop specific [48]. The uptake of elements
differs widely; the absorption of some can be more difficult and necessitates relatively
higher ratios than the straight forward uptake ratio of the crop.
2. Atmospheric conditions
Today, global atmospheric problems such as global warming and ozone depletion
arise from changes in the delicate balance of the Earth's atmosphere that alter the amount
of the sun's radiation reaching humans and other living creatures.
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2.1. Exposure to wind, rain and snow
Extreme environmental conditions can stress plants and destroy structures. Strong
prevailing winds can have a considerable negative impact on plant production and can cause
damage to stems and reproductive parts. In addition, strong rain can harm the plants and
damage unprotected electrical sockets. Large amounts of rain can dilute the nutrient-rich
water, and can flood a system if no overflow mechanism is integrated into the unit. Snow
causes the same problems as heavy rain, with the added threat of cold damage. It is
recommended that the system be located in a wind-protected zone. If heavy rains are
common, it may be worth protecting the system with a plastic-lined hoop house, although
this may not be necessary in all locations.
2.2. Light and darkness
The light level in the fish tank should be reduced to prevent algae growth. However,
it should not be completely dark, as fish experience fear and stress when a completely dark
tank is exposed to sudden light when uncovered. The ideal condition is with indirect natural
light through shading, which would both prevent algal growth and avoid stress to fish. It is
also recommended to handle, harvest or grade fish in darkness to reduce fish stress to a
minimum. Climatic factors also are important for hydroponic plant production. Production is
generally best in regions with maximum intensity and daily duration of light.
Hence, finding the right balance necessitates fundamental knowledge and
experiences with regard to the following criteria: (1) types of fish and their food use rate; (2)
composition of the fish food, for example, the quantity of pure proteins converted to Total
Ammonia Nitrogen (TAN); (3) frequency of feeding; (4) hydroponic system type and design;
(5) types and physiological stages of cultivated plants (leafy greens vs. fruity vegetables); (6)
plant sowing density, and (7) chemical composition of the water influenced by the
mineralization rate of fish waste. Additionally, since fish, microorganisms and plants are in
the same water loop, environmental parameters such as temperature, pH and mineral
concentrations need to be set at a compromise point as close as possible to their respective
optimal growth conditions.
2.3. Exposure to sunlight and shade
Sunlight is critical for plants, and as such, the plants need to receive the optimum
amount of sunlight during the day. Most of the common plants for aquaponics grow well in
full sun conditions; however, if the sunlight is too intense, a simple shade structure can be
installed over the grow beds. Some light sensitive plants, including lettuce, salad greens and
some cabbages, will bolt in too much sun, go to seed and become bitter and unpalatable.
Other tropical plants adapted to the jungle floor such as turmeric and certain ornamentals
can exhibit leaf burn when exposed to excessive sun, and they do better with some shade.
On the other hand, with insufficient sunlight, some plants can have slow growth rates. This
situation can be avoided by placing the aquaponic unit in a sunny location [49]. If a shady
area is the only location available, it is recommended that shade-tolerant species be
planted.
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Systems should be designed to take advantage of the sun travelling from east to
west through the sky. It's well known, that the chlorophyll molecule in green plants absorbs
mostly ultraviolet (and also some blue violet, and red light) and uses this energy for
photosynthesis. Most of the green light in sunlight is reflected by leaves, making them
appear green to our eyes. Generally, the grow beds should be spatially arranged such that
the longest side is on a north–south axis. This makes the most efficient use of the sun during
the day. Alternatively, if less light is preferable, orient the beds, pipes and canals following
the east–west axis. Also consider where and when there are shadows that cross the chosen
site. Be careful in the arrangement of plants such that they do not inadvertently shade one
another.
However, it is possible to use tall, sun-loving plants to shade low, light-sensitive
plants from intense afternoon sun by placing the tall plants to the west or by alternating the
two in a scattered distribution. Unlike the plants, the fish do not need direct sunlight. In
fact, it is important for the fish tanks to be in the shade. Normally, the fish tanks are covered
with a removable shading material that is placed on top of the tank. However, where
possible, it is better to isolate the fish tanks using a separate shading structure. This will
prevent algae growth and will help to maintain a stable water temperature during the day. It
is also worth preventing leaves and organic debris from entering the fish tanks, as the
decaying leaf matter can stain the water, affect water chemistry and clog pipes. Either
locate the system away from overhanging vegetation or keep the tank covered with a
screen. Moreover, fish tanks are vulnerable to predators. Using shade netting, tarps or other
screening over the fish tanks will prevent all of these threats.
3. Conclusion
Given the fact that aquaponics follows nutrient and water reusing principles, it
seems to be a promising solution for sustainable aquaculture and hydroponic practices.
Thus far, aquaponics has been built on a trade-off between the needs of fish and plants,
respectively. Development is now needed to achieve optimal conditions for both fish and
plants with either: (1) emphasis on interdependent parameters of both system components
(e.g., combining fish and plant species that preferably require similar environmental
conditions within the same range of temperatures and pH that ensure bacterial
nitrification); or (2) the physical separation in two recirculating loops, i.e., an aquaculture
and hydroponic loop, described as decoupled systems, where optimal condition for each
system is applied with periodic water exchange between them. These are different types of
solutions that may contribute to the breakthrough of commercial aquaponics.
However, further research and developments are needed as demonstrated by the
challenges described in this overview. These challenges need to be resolved with the aim to
establish fully controlled and standardized aquaponic systems that will be easy to handle
and economically viable. The competitiveness of the production method depends on
technological developments, local markets, and climatic and geographic conditions that
need to be assessed and cannot be generalized. Only addressing those factors thoroughly
will eventually validate aquaponics as a sustainable food production alternative.
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Fish Metabolism as a Key Factor in a Integrated Aquaponic Production
System (an Overview)
Yacout, M.H.; Hassan, A.A.; Khalil, M.S. and Yacout, K.M.
Animal Production Research Institute, Dokki, Giza, Egypt
Introduction
Fish are a diverse group of vertebrate animals that have gills and live in water. A
typical fish uses gills to obtain oxygen from the water, while at the same time releasing
carbon dioxide and metabolic wastes. The typical fish is ectothermic, or cold-blooded,
meaning that its body temperature fluctuates according to the water temperature. Fish
have almost the same organs as terrestrial animals; however, they also possess a swim
bladder. In their natural habitat, oxygen is supplied either by aquatic plants that produce
oxygen through hotosynthesis or from water movements such as waves and wind that
dissolve atmospheric oxygen into the water. Without adequate DO, most fish suffocate and
die. That is why adequate aeration is so crucial to successful aquaculture. However, some
fish are equipped with an air breathing organ, similar to lungs, that allows them to breathe
out of water. Clariidae catfish are one such group of fish that are important in aquaculture.
Fish require the correct balance of proteins, carbohydrates, fats, vitamins and minerals to
grow and be healthy. This type of feed is considered a whole feed.
Metabolism
Metabolism” is the word used to cover the system of chemical processes that keep
something alive or that give live. For a fish, that means providing energy to power critical
body processes or building and maintaining the body parts needed to function.
Metabolism itself relies on three main things:
Respiration and nutrition to supply metabolites (the products it uses, built out of
both inorganic and organic matter)
1. Osmoregulation for a stable working environment
2. Excretion to get rid of all the poisons and other waste products produced as side-effects
Metabolism uses products called metabolites that include organic food and inorganic
matter such as oxygen. Metabolism is linked to all of the other body processes by providing
energy, or by building and maintaining the structures necessary for them to function.
In fishes, the metabolism covers two processes: catabolism and anabolism.
Catabolism is the process of breaking down metabolites (breaking down complex molecules
into simpler one) to produce active energy. Catabolism is also known as destructive
metabolism. While anabolism uses those same products to build new body tissue for
growth, maintenance, and reproduction. Anabolism is also known as constructive
metabolism.
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The metabolism can work at different speeds, depending on environmental
conditions, and is controlled by hormones produced in the fish’s body. The metabolic rate
can change with a variety of factors:

Size – bigger fish have relatively slower metabolic rates

Age – young fish grow more but don’t need the reproductive side yet

Activity – busy fish need a faster rate

Condition – fish in poor condition need more tissue maintenance

Environment – temperature, oxygen levels and salinity all affect the rate
If everything is normal in a fish’s environment, it produces energy by oxidation. This
requires a constant supply of enough oxygen. If there isn’t enough, the fish will produce
energy in white muscle tissue using “glycolysis” -- adrenaline stimulates the tissue and
causes glycogen to be converted to glucose and energy without the need for oxygen.
Unfortunately, this also produces poisonous lactate, so glycolysis can only be sustained for
short periods. Oxygen and energy will also be needed to break down the lactate, so it’s a
sort of “oxygen debt” in times of emergency.
If the fish’s environment is low-stress, stable, free of disease and supplied with
everything required, excess energy can be used for growth and reproduction. In general,
only the excess is used for these purposes, so good growth and active reproductive behavior
are positive signs that favorable living conditions are being maintained.
At the other end of the process, waste products generated by using metabolites are
excreted from the fish’s body. All waste is toxic, whether produced in energy creation or
tissue growth and maintenance. Most of this waste consists of carbon dioxide and ammonia
(both of which are ejected through the gills by diffusion), water and some larger molecules
like purine, which eventually becomes urea and is removed with water by the kidney.
However, energy is needed for the maintenance of all living organisms. Most plants
obtain their energy directly from the sun and use that energy to synthesize the complex
molecules which make up the structural and storage parts of the plant. Animals cannot
utilize/radiant energy from the sun. They get their needed energy from oxidation of the
complex molecules which are eaten by the animal. The energy in feed is not available until
the complex molecules are broken down to simpler molecules by digestion. The products of
digestion are then absorbed into the body of the animal where oxidation processes occur
which release the energy.
Energy metabolism in fish is similar to that in mammals and birds with two notable
exceptions. These exceptions are:
(a) fish do not expend energy to maintain a body temperature different from that of
their environment; and
(b) the excretion of waste nitrogen requires less energy in fish than it does in
homeothermic land animals.
There are large differences in the ability of different species of fish to digest feed
materials. Fish species range all the way from strict herbivores through omnivores to
carnivores. The food requirements of different species of fish vary greatly
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There are many similarities in fish metabolism and energy usage to that of other
animals. Some aspects are unique to animals that spend their lives "under the sea". After all,
they are depended on water for locomotion, respiration, maintaining body temperature and
blood chemistry among other things.
Energy metabolism that uses oxygen is called aerobic metabolism. Aerobic
metabolism is highly efficient and sustainable. Anaerobic metabolism does not require
oxygen and it quickly depletes energy reserves in the cell. Anaerobic metabolism occurs in
situations that require sudden bursts of energy such as escaping a predator. Anaerobic
metabolism is not sustainable. Fish need a continual, sufficient supply of oxygen to balance
energy supply with demand.
Energy intake from food falls into three categories. Gross Energy or GE is the total
energy released by food , food can contain a high level of GE and still not have nutritional
value to an animal if that food is not in a form that the animal can digest and utilize. The
Digestible Energy or the DE of food is the amount that is utilized and digested, minus the
portion that ends up in the feces. In fish, some DE is lost through the urine and across the
gill membranes. The remaining energy actually used by the animal is the Metabolizable
Energy or ME.
Removing and/or reducing all sources of stress is essential to how fish utilize their
energy. Stress can disturb the normal physiological equilibrium or homeostasis of the animal
by forcing a reallocation of energy within its system. Any response or adaptation to stress
requires energy that could otherwise be utilized for maintaining normal body functions such
as growth, digestion, disease resistance, healing and reproduction [1].
What does metabolism in fish depend upon?
 Nutrition and respiration for metabolites
 Osmoregulation to provide a stable working environment

Excretion to remove useless or poisonous waste products
Osmoregulation typically consumes 25 to 50% of the total metabolic energy output
in fish [2][3]. Osmoregulatory dysfunction is an inherent part of stress in fish [4][5].
Epinephrine released during the stress response increases blood flow to the gills to provide
for the increased oxygen demands of stress. The elevated blood flow to the gills causes
dilation of gill blood vessels and increased use of vessels that are normally not used at rest.
This increases the surface area of the gills that is available for gas exchange, but in saltwater
fish this also leads to accelerated ion influxes and water losses. In freshwater fish the
reverse occurs, i.e. water influx and ion losses are increased. This is the phenomenon known
as the osmorespiratory compromise [6].
Four important body functions are closely associated with processes in the gills:
 Gas exchange
 Hydromineral control (osmoregulation)
 Acid-base balance
 Removal of nitrogenous waste
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Two important byproducts of metabolism are carbon dioxide and ammonia. Along with
excreting wastes via digestive processes, the gills play an essential role in the removal of
useless or poisonous waste products. The gills excrete eighty to ninety percent of
nitrogenous waste. Healthy gills are essential to metabolism for normal gas exchange,
osmoregulatory balance, acid-base balance and the removal of nitrogenous wastes.
What affects the rate of metabolism in fish?
 Hormones such as cortisol
 Environmental conditions: temperature, salinity, oxygen level
 Level of the animals activities
 Size of the animal: larger fish have a lower metabolism rate per unit of weight
 Age because of growth and reproduction energy costs
 Health or condition: repair consumes energy
A high level of cortisol (a stress hormone) in the bloodstream increases metabolism as
it accelerates the energy demand for osmoregulation. It can also disrupt digestive processes
and feeding behaviors of fish.
The amount of oxygen available affects the rate of metabolism. Osmoregulation
requires energy provided primarily by oxygen in aerobic metabolism. Metabolism and
oxygen demand increases as the water temperature rises. At the same time, the oxygen
carrying capacity of water declines as the temperature increases. Large temperature
changes slow metabolic recovery and lactic acid removal [7].
Age is a factor in metabolism, as young fish require a large portion of energy for
growth. Reproduction consumes a considerable amount of energy as well. Larger specimens
will have a slower metabolism than their smaller counterparts will. Marine fish do require a
saline environment. However, the more saline the environment is the more energy is
required in osmoregulation, thereby increasing the metabolism rate.
Species that are active swimmers consume more energy in locomotion than inactive or
sedentary fish. Keeping the lighting low and providing a sufficient amount of hiding places
can reduce activity. Avoid increasing the metabolism rate when keeping fish in an aquarium
without a fully matured biological filter. This will help control the amount of ammonia
produced.
Fish that are ill or injured consume a portion of their energy for healing and immune
function that is not necessary for animals in good condition and health. Compromises in the
mucus/scale/skin barrier are also believed to increase the amount of energy required in
osmoregulation.
Sources of Energy
Energy is stored in the chemical structure of the complex molecules of feed
materials. When oxidation occurs, energy is released and is available to do work. This
released energy is trapped by biochemical reactions and is used to drive the energy
requiring reactions necessary to sustain life.
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The energy needs of fish are supplied by proteins, fats and carbohydrates.
Protein
In nature, carnivorous fish consume diets which are about 50 percent protein. Fish
have a very efficient system for excretion of waste nitrogen from protein which is
catabolized for energy and therefore high protein diets are not harmful. Protein is often the
most expensive source of energy in manufactured diets and should be kept to a minimum,
consistent with good growth and feed conversion. Protein has a ME value of about 4.5
kcal/g for fish, which is higher than that for mammals and birds. The low energy cost of
excreting waste nitrogen in fish is primarily responsible for this.
In general, proteins from animal sources are more digestible than those from plant
sources. Processing methods can also influence protein quality. Heating increases the
digestibility of some proteins and reduces that of others. Protein is used very efficiently by
fish as a source of energy but for economic reasons should be kept to a minimum,
consistent with good growth and cheaper carbohydrate and fat should be used to supply
most of the energy. Nitrogen wastes are created as fish digest and metabolize their feed.
These wastes come from the breaking down of proteins and the reuse of the resulting
amino acids. These nitrogenous wastes are toxic to the body and need to be excreted. Fish
release these wastes in three ways. First, ammonia diffuses into the water from the gills.
Second, fish produce large quantities of very dilute urine that is expelled through their
vents. Some nitrogen (proteins, amino acids, ammonia) is also present in the solid wastes
that are expelled through the vent. Fish use kidneys to filter their blood and concentrate the
waste for disposal. The excretion of urine is an osmotic regulation process, helping fish to
maintain their salt content. Freshwater fish do not need to drink, and in fact need to actively
expel water to maintain physiologic balance.
Protein is the most important component for building fish mass. In their grow-out
stage, omnivorous fish such as tilapia and common carp need 25–35 percent protein in their
diet, while carnivorous fish need up to 45 percent protein in order to grow at optimal levels.
In general, younger fish (fry and fingerlings) require a diet richer in protein than during the
grow-out stage. Proteins are the basis of structure and enzymes in all living organisms.
Proteins consist of amino acids, some of which are synthesized by the fishes’ bodies, but
others which have to be obtained from the food. These are called essential amino acids. Of
the ten essential amino acids, methionine and lysine are often limiting factors, and these
need to be supplemented in some vegetable-based feeds.
Fats
Fats are the principal form of energy storage in plants and in animals. Fat contains more
energy per unit weight than any other biological product. The inclusion of fat usually
increases the palatability of a feed. Generally fats are well digested and utilized by fish.
There is little hard data on the ability of fish to digest fats of different melting points. It is
usually estimated that fat provides 8.5 kcal metabolizable energy (ME) per gramme. The
fatty acid products of digestion are well utilized by most fish. There is some evidence that
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high levels of short chain fatty acids can depress growth. This is seldom a problem in
practical diets.
Natural diets may contain as much as 50 percent fat. High levels of fat can also be
used in manufactured feeds if other nutrients are adequate. Full fat oilseed meals may be
the most practical way to add fats. Fish oil is a common component of fish feeds. Fish oil is
high in two special types of fats,omega-3 and omega-6, that have health benefits for
humans. The amount of these healthy lipids in farmed fish depends on the feed used.
Carbohydrates
Carbohydrates are the cheapest and most abundant source of energy for animals. Most
of plant material is carbohydrate. Carbohydrates in feed material range from easily digested
sugars to complex cellulose molecules which cannot be digested by animals, this component
is an inexpensive It is only through their symbiotic relationship with bacteria that ruminant
animals can utilize large amounts of cellulose. There is controversy as to the value of
carbohydrate in fish feeds. It appears, however, that digestible carbohydrate can be well
utilized as an energy source if it is kept in proper balance with other nutrients. However, fish
do not digest and metabolize carbohydrates very well, and much of this energy can be lost.
The ME values of carbohydrates for fish range from near zero for cellulose to about 3.8
kcal/g for easily digested sugars. Raw starch ranges from 1.2 to 2.0 kcal ME/g. Cooking of
starch can increase the ME to about 3.2 kcal/g. Heat and moisture associated with the
pelleting process improves the digestibility of starchy feed. materials. The value of
carbohydrate in fish diets depends on the source and type of carbohydrate and the
processing to which it has been subjected.
Energy Requirements of Fish
The energy needs for maintenance and activity must be satisfied before any growth
can occur. Feeding levels must be high enough to supply maintenance needs and still have
energy remaining for growth. Digestion efficiency in fish decreases as feeding level is
increased. The problem becomes one of finding the feeding level at which the increased
efficiency of energy utilization at a high feeding rate is balanced by the lower efficiency of
digestion at the higher feeding rate.
1. Energy in relation to feeding level
2. Maintenance energy
3. Energy cost for growth
4. Factors affecting energy needs
1. Energy in relation to feeding level
Fig.1 illustrates the distribution of dietary energy intake in relation to feeding level in fish.
Basal or standard metabolism in fish is relatively constant under constant environmental
conditions. It can change with changes in temperature and fish size among other factors.
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The energy expended on voluntary activity usually increases somewhat with increasing
feeding level. Starved fish are less active than well-fed fish but there is always some
expenditure of energy for activity. The heat of nutrient metabolism is proportional to the
level of feeding. The energy excreted in urine and gill excretions is also a function of feeding
level. The reduced efficiency at high levels of feeding is shown in Fig. 1 by the proportionally
large area representing faces at high levels of feeding. The amount remaining for growth is
zero at maintenance feeding and becomes proportionately greater as feeding level is
increased, until it is balanced by the decreased efficiency, of digestion. Fig. 1 is not intended
to show the relative magnitude of the fractions but only their relationship.

Fig 1. Distribution of dietary energy intake in a growing fish at various levels of feeding.
(DE - digestible energy, ME - metabolizable energy, NEp - net energy for
production, NEm - net energy for maintenance, Hp - heat production).
(Smith, 2014).
2.

Maintenance Energy
All of the energy lost due to standard metabolism, heat of nutrient metabolism and
physical activity appears as heat. The maintenance requirement can be determined by
measuring the heat produced. The heat production can be measured directly in a
calorimeter or it can be estimated by measuring oxygen and applying the appropriate heat
equivalent. The factor most commonly used is 3.42 kcal/mg O2. This factor is largely an
extrapolation of data for mammals and has not been directly measured in fish. The heat
equivalent of oxygen also varies with the type of substrate being oxidized. Maintenance
energy can also be estimated by measuring energy loss during starvation.
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3.

Energy Cost of Growth
It has been shown in mammals that the cost of growth is fairly constant after
maintenance energy is subtracted from ME fed. This probably holds true for fish, but it has
not been experimentally determined. More research is needed in this area.
4.

Factors affecting Energy Needs
There are several factors which can alter the energy requirements of fish. Feeding rates
should be adjusted to compensate for these factors to avoid overfeeding, but still providing
sufficient energy for optimum growth.
(a) Temperature. As environmental temperature declines homeotherms must increase
their metabolic rate to compensate for the additional heat loss if they are to
maintain a constant body temperature. Most freshwater fish do not attempt to
maintain a body temperature which is different from the environment. As water
temperature declines, body temperature of the fish declines and metabolic rate is
reduced. The low metabolic rate at low temperatures enables fish to survive for
long periods under ice where little food is available. There is considerable species
difference in metabolic adaptation to environmental temperature changes. Each
species seems to have a preferred temperature at which it functions most
efficiently. If temperature gradients exist, the fish will seek the most favorable
temperature. Usually this is the temperature at which the difference between
maintenance requirement and voluntary food intake is greatest and at which
optimum efficiency of growth occurs.
(b) Water Flow. Energy which is used for physical activity is not available for growth.
Fish which are forced to swim against a strong current are expending energy
which would otherwise be used for growth. However, still water allows
stratification and the accumulation of waste products. Fish rearing facilities
should be designed to obtain maximum use of water without undue stress on the
fish.
(c) Body Size. Small animals produce more heat per unit weight than do large animals.
Small fish should be fed a higher percentage of body weight than large fish. In
mammals the metabolic rate is proportional to the three-fourths power of body
weight (W0.75). The exponent applicable to fish has been reported from 0.34 to
1.0. The factor W0.8 usually used. Obviously more work is needed in this area.
Work at the Tunison Laboratory of Fish Nutrition (Idaho, U.S.A.) has indicated that
rainbow trout from 1.0 to 4.0 g in weight have a metabolic rate proportional to
W1.0. Fish from 4.0 to 50.0 g in weight have metabolic rates proportional to W 0.63.
(d) Level of Feeding. The level of feeding also has an effect on the energy expenditure
of fish. This becomes important in design of fish rearing facilities. Dissolved
oxygen is usually the first limiting factor in fish rearing. The oxygen consumption
increases shortly after feeding due to the physical activity of feeding and the heat
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of nutrient metabolism. Facilities must be designed with adequate safety margins.
The oxygen required per unit weight of feed also varies with feeding level, being
higher at maintenance level when all the food is oxidized than at higher feeding
levels when much of the energy is stored as growth.
(e) Other Factors. Several other factors can contribute to high energy requirements.
Anything which makes the fish uncomfortable increases physical activity and
reduces growth. Crowding, low oxygen and waste accumulation are some of these
factors.
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